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THESIS: SERVICE INNOVATION FRAMEWORK

“Innovation is the effort to create purposeful, focused
change in an enterprise‟s economic or social potential”
- Peter Drucker
Making Innovation Work
(George, Works, & Watson-Hemphill, 2005)
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to identify critical success factors and important approaches that
service companies can utilize in the design of products, services, and programs. It is
common for service companies to have design teams that are responsible for facilitating the
innovation process. However, these design teams might not benefit from a systematic
training and knowledge transfer process. Therefore, it is important to translate critical
success factors and important approaches into a model that will serve as a common
framework for both training and facilitating the innovation process.
Both qualitative and quantitative research approaches were utilized in this study that included
interviews, literature searches, and an e-mail survey. The research process commenced by
interviewing a diverse group of organizations to identify challenges and key factors for
implementing innovation. The second step of the study was comprised of a literature search to
further explore the themes and approaches identified through the interview process. The final
phase of the research process involved an e-mail survey that was administered to active senior
and fellow members of the American Society for Quality (ASQ) to quantify the findings from
the qualitative research to include the key themes and approaches.
The findings from the both the qualitative and quantitative findings suggest that innovation
principles, methods, and tools have a broad application for service organizations in the design of
products, services, and programs. Although there was directional alignment between service
organizations and all other industries, certain approaches might be more important for service
organizations. The service dominant key findings were used to construct a framework
comprised of design phases, design processes, analytical and ideation methods, critical success
factors, and environmental factors.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
Background & Significance of the Research:
The corporate infrastructure of service industries to include hospitality organizations often
have design teams that are responsible for creating new programs, products, and services.
It is common for the human capital of these design teams to be selected based upon business
acumen, relationship skills, and rich field experience such as a hotel manager or regional
director of operations. Although these candidates provide a strong baseline of operational
experience which helps ensure feasibility of design, they do not always benefit from a
systematic training process. Therefore, there is a protracted learning curve for new
members of a design team to acquire innovation competencies and their effectiveness is
sometimes determined by their individual experiences and not a systematic knowledge
transfer process. The objective of this research study is to identify important practices for
service design and translate these practices into a model of critical success factors and
design approaches that will serve as a common framework for both training and facilitating
the innovation process.
Hypothesis: There are innovation principles, methods, and tools that have broad application in
the development of products, services, and programs to include service organizations.
Statement of the Problem (Research Questions):


What challenges do organizations face in implementing innovation?



Where do organizations learn how to implement and apply innovation approaches?



Are there innovation approaches from other industries that can be applied to service?

Research Objective: Identify methods and tools that service organizations can apply in the
design of new programs, products, and services.
Significance (Current & Future): This research study is important for synthesizing the
current body of knowledge into a systematic framework for innovation that can be further
refined through practical application and learning.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
Research Methodology
The research methodology is designed to explore the subject of service innovation and test
the hypothesis that innovation methods can be utilized in the design of services (Figure 1).
Research Design and Methods:

Figure 1

Process

Approach
1. Select the subject of interest: Service Innovation
2. Define the sub-area for literature review: Innovative
methods and tools utilized to design service.
3. Conduct interviews with a diverse group of companies and

I. Qualitative Data Collection

practitioners to identify:

& Analysis.



Challenges and Key Factors.

&



Tools and Systematic Methods.

II. Formulate & conceptualize



Benchmarks, Practices and Bodies of Knowledge

the research.

4. Perform a comprehensive literature review to:


Provide additional detail for the themes and
approaches discovered during the interview process.



Identify new information related to terminology,
concepts, principles, theory, methods, and tools.

III. Collect & Analyze Data
&
IV. Develop Themes

5. Synthesize the findings from the interviews and literature
search into key themes.

V. Validate key themes and

6. Translate themes, concepts, methods, and tools into an e-mail

quantify the importance of

survey to validate and identify items of most use and

methods and tools.

importance.

VI. Operationalize the

7. Translate the themes, concepts, methods, and tools into a

Research

design and development framework.

VII. Publish the Research

8. Publish the research findings: Innovation Thesis
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Methodology:
The research process commenced by collecting the points of viewpoints from 27
organizations (denoted with a solid black bullet point in Figure 2 below) of which multiple
businesses and departments were interviewed (denoted with a sub-bullet point). Most of the
date was collected through telephone interviews ranging from 30- to 60-minutes over the
period of August through September of 2010. These interviews targeted dimensions related
to innovation that included challenges and key factors for implementation, effective tools
and systematic methods, and benchmarks for innovation. Transcripts from the interviews are
provided in Appendix A and interviewee names are not listed to ensure confidentially.
Figure 2
Service, Government

Consulting

& Education

Manufacturing



Accelper Consulting



American Express



Cadillac



Bottom Line Innovation



Career Education



Corning

Corporation



DuPont

Associates, Inc.


Business Excellence



Cornell University



Ecolab

Solutions, Ltd.



Malcolm Baldrige



Electro-Motive
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National Quality



Category One Inc.

Award Program



Johnson & Johnson



IDEO

Marriott International,



Koyo Bearings



Mike Adams and



Diesels, Inc.

Inc.

U.S.A. LLC

Company, LLC

o

Brand Management



PepsiCo



Prophet

o

Creative



Xerox Corporation



TARP Worldwide



Monfort Institute

o

Operations Group



The Gallup Organization:



The Ritz-Carlton Hotel

o

Lean Six Sigma



o

Talent Management

Company,

o

Global Practices

Performance

The Michelli Experience

Improvement
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Challenges and Key Factors for Implementing Innovation Methods and Tools:
The first part of the interview included two questions (refer to Figure 3 below) that were
designed to stimulate a point of view related to challenges and key factors for implementing
innovation methods and tools. The questions generated a total of 205 responses of which
interviewees were able to provide multiple responses for each question.

Figure 3

Questions

Responses

1. What challenges do organizations face in implementing innovation

100

methods and tools?
2. Are there key factors that enable the effective deployment of innovation

105

methods and tools?
Total

205

A thematic analysis was conducted for 100 responses related to challenges and 105 responses for
key factors. Although the phrasing of the questions was different, they both assessed the broader
dimension of implementation. Therefore, both questions were analyzed for cross-cutting themes
of which four themes represented 51% of the 205 responses (refer to Figure 4 below).
Figure 4
Top Four Cross-Cutting Themes

Responses

%

Culture: Employee attitudes, environment and involvement.

23

17%

Senior Leadership: Advocacy, risk-taking, and long-term view.

35

15%

Capabilities: Talent, training, and core competencies.

30

11%

Process: Effective methods, tools, and techniques.

16

8%

101

49%

205

100%

Other (capacity, collaboration, customer, investment, language,
metrics, motivation, perspective, portfolio, priority, scope, strategy).
Total
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Culture:
The cultural theme is comprised of employee attitudes toward innovation, the environmental
conditions for promoting innovation and the employee receptiveness toward participating in
innovation (find below verbatim comments that reflect these cultural factors).
Annotation: The „– „ symbol denotes a challenge and „+‟ represents a key factor.


Attitude:
 “Employee attitude and how receptive are they when many already feel
overworked, is it the next corporate thing, as in flavor du jour?




“Employees’ personal opinions of themselves (I’m not creative)”

Environment:


“The single greatest pain point for organizations trying to implement
innovation tools and methods is that they do not have the proper mood and
mindset…Is the mood of the group compatible with creating?

 Create a culture of sharing success stories about innovation such as sharing
victory session on web site with storytelling.”


Participation:
 “Grass roots involvement in the process that creates ambassadors.”
 “Creating a culture that can recognize if an idea doesn’t work with grass
roots buy-in.”

9
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Senior Leadership:
The senior leadership theme is comprised of advocacy for innovation, risk-taking and
acceptance of failure as part of the innovation process, and a long-term view of innovation
requiring time to harvest result (find below verbatim comments that reflect these factors).
Annotation: The „– „ symbol denotes a challenge and „+‟ represents a key factor.


Advocacy:
 “Leaders not embrace it (give a good speech but offload to training
department) – not showing-up for events related to the initiative.”
 “Protecting an innovative group from organizational antibodies.”



Risk-taking:


Typical corporate management systems…built for predictability, efficiency,
and risk mitigation…innovation requires entrepreneurialism, risk-taking,
and contingency planning...”




“Leadership that creates an environment and ability to fail responsibly.”

Long-term View:
 “Leadership desire for quick results, not ready to allow for an iterative
innovation process, and overall buy-in to the value of the concepts.”



“View of creating profitability for the brand’s long-term (incentive structure
for long-term success).”
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Capabilities:
The capability theme is comprised of selecting the right talent for innovation, providing the
workforce with training resources for innovation and developing a core competency for
innovation (find below verbatim comments that reflect these capability factors).
Annotation: The „– „ symbol denotes a challenge and „+‟ represents a key factor.


Talent:
 “Important to select the right profile of talent that has the natural ability to
be creative and complementing this talent with complementing members of
the design team.”
 “Companies hiring in their own images”.



Training:
 “Most organizations do not train individuals to be innovative, but rather to
be process conformists”.
 “Training methodology should be instructor-led and hands-on vs. selftraining; it’s not just telling, training has to be experiential.”



Core Competencies:
 “Use it or lose it: innovation is a skill and if it’s not practiced, it becomes
rusty and atrophies.”
 “Lack of design thinking.”
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Process:
The process theme is comprised of useful and effective methods, tools and techniques to
that enable the workforce and innovation team to innovate (find below verbatim comments
that reflect these process factors).
Annotation: The „– „ symbol denotes a challenge and „+‟ represents a key factor.


Challenges:
 “Innovation processes are too cumbersome and focus on the presentation.”
 “Highly structured tools can inhibit creativity and getting bogged down in
the details (first define purpose, vision, perfect customer experience).”
 “PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) reinforcing the shoot and aim approach.”
 “Think-tanks do not help create a sense of urgency and are disconnected to
the business strategy.”



Key Factors:


“Stage launch workshops can save a couple months of work in defining
scope, outcomes, risk, and competencies.”



“Combining the art and science of innovation.”

 “Experiment along the process is also part of the client change management
process.”
 “Finding the starting point (point of inspirations).”
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Effective Tools and Systematic Methods for Innovation:
The second part of the interview included two questions (refer to Figure 5 below) that were
designed to stimulate a point of view related to effective tools and systematic methods for the
innovation process. The questions generated a total of 68 responses of which interviewees were
able to provide multiple responses for each question.
Figure 5
Questions

Responses

3. What are the proven and effective tools used in the innovation process?

105

4. Is there a known and systematic method for designing innovation?

63
Total

168

A thematic analysis was conducted for 105 responses related to tools and 63 responses for
systematic methods. Although the phrasing of the questions was different, they both assessed the
broader dimension of innovation process and approaches. Therefore, both questions were
analyzed for macro themes that include idea generation, analytic and statistical methods, design
and process management (refer to Figure 6 below).

Figure 6
Macro Themes

Responses

%

Idea Generation

72

43%

Design and Process Management

55

33%

Analytical and Statistical Methods

41

24%

168

100%

Total
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Idea Generation:
The idea generation key theme is comprised of approaches that that help stimulate creativity
and direction (find below in Figure 7 the Top Six Approaches and
Figure 7

Verbatim Examples).
Top Six Approaches & Verbatim Examples

Responses

%

10

14%



Customer Insights (observation):
 “Customer and process observations are the most
powerful (see it through their eyes).”
 “…identify customer pain points (real customer need).”



Benchmarking:
o “Benchmark at the process, not industry level.”
o “Comparison of performance against others, and then
determining what they do different.”

8

11%



Employee Idea and Suggestion Systems:
o “Creating employee conversations that solicit input….”
o “Idea program with a structured problem solving that is
addressed by teams…”

7

10%



Voice of the Customer (questions and input):
o “Voice of the customer systems that generate and share
positive and whacky ideas that stimulate innovation.”
o “Voice of customer feedback for validation.”

6

8%



Brainstorming:
o “…brain-writing and forced analogy describes the
problem like an everyday problem.”
o “Spend time here - almost to the point of discomfort...”

5

7%



Innovation Networks:
o “Collaborating with key partners/suppliers…”
o “Dialog and test concept ideas with social media.”

5

7%

Other

31

43%

Total

72

100
%
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Design and Process Management:
The design and process key theme is comprised of approaches that facilitate the innovation
process (find below in Figure 8 the Top Four Approaches and
Verbatim Examples).

Figure 8

Top Four Approaches & Verbatim Examples

Responses

%



Design Modeling (prototyping):
o “…Creating the storyboard scene by scene to make
changes and questions assumptions).”
o “Approach of defining results with change on process,
system, and behavior with prototyping before
installation.”

9

16%



Design for Six Sigma (DFSS):
o “DMIAC (define, measure, analyze, improve, and
control) tools for problem solving with an option for an
innovation concentration with DFSS concentrated
learning in an area of efficiency.”
o “DMADOV (define, measure, analyze, design, optimize,
and verify).”

8

16%



Phase Gate Process/Stage Process:
o “5 Stage Gate process…We define innovation as
converting ideas to dollars so it is taking the idea and
commercializing it…”
o “Phase Gate Process with Phases: ideation, concept,
feasibility, development, launch, post-launch
(postmortem).”

7

13%



Quality Function Deployment (QFD):
 “Train innovation black belts on QFD - house of quality
and design of product and process.”
 QFD requirements…prioritization.”

3

5%

Other

27

49%

Total

55

100%
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Analytical and Statistical Methods:
The analytical and statistical key theme is comprised of approaches for interpreting and
evaluating data (find below in Figure 9 the Top Three Approaches and Verbatim
Examples).
Figure 9
Top Three Approaches & Verbatim Examples


Characterization:
o “Tool to segregate the observations and quantify the
problem and identify method changes.”
o “Process maps for analysis and communication.”





Responses

%

12

29%

Decision Criteria and Matrixes:
o “Prioritization and decision gating.”
o “Pugh matrix concept selection.”

7

17%

TRIZ:
o “TRIZ (Russian acronym for Theory of Inventive
Problem Solving)
o “TRIZ (idea generation tool that gives alternative
models and break a conflict).”

4

10%

Other

18

44%

Total

41

100%
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Interviews
Innovation Benchmarks, Best Practices and Bodies of Knowledge:
The final part of the interview included the question “5. What are sources for innovation
benchmarks, best practices, and body of knowledge?” This question was designed to identify
sources of information for innovation and role model organizations. Interviewees were able to
provide multiple responses for each question. The 126 responses were classified into seven
related and common groups with the most frequent examples for businesses, consulting/experts,
and organizations (refer to Figure 10 below).
Figure 10
Related Groups & Most Frequent Examples


Responses

Businesses:

%

56

44%

19

15%

11

9%

o Apple (8 responses)
o Google (5 responses)
o Procter & Gamble (5 responses)


Consulting & Experts
o IDEO (5 responses)



Organizations
o The Conference Board (3 responses)



Publications & Internet

8

6%



Education

5

4%



Conferences

4

3%



Healthcare

3

2%

Other

20

16%

Total

126

100%
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Literature Review
Methodology:
A literature search was conducted to further explore the themes and approaches identified
from the interviews with 27 organizations (refer to Figure 2). The search was conducted
across a robust list of sources (refer to Figure 11) and consisted of the terms “Innovation”
and “Service Innovation.” The literature search of 65 sources targeted the dimensions of
terminology, concepts, principles, theory, and methods/ tools (refer to Figure 12).
Information gathered from the review of literature helped provide supplementary definitions
for the interview themes and additional examples of approaches. The transcripts from the
literature review are provided in Appendix B of the report.
Primary Sources

Date Ranges

Items

Harvard Business Review

1999 to 2009

19

American Society for Quality

2003 to 2009

18

Barnes & Noble and Amazon

2001 to 2009

12

RIT Courses and Wallace Library

1998 to 2008

8

Interview Referrals

2005 to 2010

8

Total

65

Figure 11

Figure 12
Dimension

Definition
The technical or special terms used in a business, art, science, or

Terminology

special subject.

Concept

An abstract or generic idea generalized from particular instances.

Principle

A comprehensive and fundamental law, doctrine, or assumption.

Theory

The analysis of a set of facts in their relationship to one another.

Method

A systematic procedure, technique, or mode of inquiry employed by or
proper to a particular discipline or art.

Tool

Something (as an instrument or apparatus) used in performing an operation
or necessary in the practice of a vocation or profession.
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Literature Review
Terminology:
The 65 literature sources were scanned for terminology that provide an array of perspectives
for the definition of innovation (refer to Figure 13 for a sampling of the findings). Of the
definitions discovered, the quote from Peter Drucker “Innovation is the effort to create
purposeful, focused change in an enterprise‟s economic or social potential” provides a broad
and holistic view of innovation (George, Works, & Watson-Hemphill, 2005). The central
theme of the definition is highlighted in bold italics.

Figure 13

Definitions of Innovation
“The value added through applying creative ideas to a problem and implementing those
ideas in the marketplace. ("Computer Sciences Corporation", 2007)
“An innovation is the conversion of a new idea into revenues and profits.” (Lafley &
Charan, 2008)
“The successful implementation of creative ideas within and organization. (Iyer, 2007)
“Introduction of something new” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2010).
“Innovation is continually and efficiently developing and delivering breakthrough
solutions by offering higher value to customers, achieving profitable growth for
businesses, and gaining competitive advantages in the marketplace.” (Gupta, 2009)
“Innovation is a new source of value in a commercial for-profit output enterprise that
required a change in a business process to realize it…new ideas become embedded as
business process creating value.” ("Air Products and Chemicals Inc.", 2007)
“A customer-valued solution for a customer-recognized problem.” ("Ethicon EndoSurgery", 2007)
“Any idea or activity that materially improves the organization‟s performance is
considered an innovation.” ("Hewlett-Packard", 2007)
“Innovation in critical thinking challenges conventional, historical, or traditional ideas…
using cognitive processes helps us get the most from ourselves/team.” (Laman, 2007)
“P&Gs managerial breakthrough was to conceive of and implement innovation as an
integrated process based on the idea of customer is boss.” (Lafley & Charan, 2008)
“Innovation in services is (a) change in things (products/services) which service
organizations offers and (b) change in the ways in which they are created and
delivered.” (Goncalves, 2007)

THESIS: SERVICE INNOVATION FRAMEWORK
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Literature Review
Capabilities:
Find enclosed below (Figure 14) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of capabilities that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
capabilities are defined as the workforce talent, training, and experience related to
innovation competencies.

Figure 14
Definition and Examples

Workforce Talent:


“Innovative entrepreneurs have something called creative intelligence, which
enables discovery and differs from other types of intelligence. It is more than the
cognitive skill of the right-brain. Innovators engage both sides of the brain as they
leverage the five discovery skills to create new ideas.”
(Dyer, Gregersen, & Christensen, 2009)



“Left brain (analytical, logical, and sequential) and right brain (intuitive, valuesbased, and non-linear.) We can learn to expand our repertoire and act outside of our
preferred styles, but this is difficult like writing upside down. To innovate
successfully, you must hire, work with, and promote people who are unlike you.”
(Leonard & Straus, 1999)

Workforce Training and Experience:


“Teach creative thinking skills to include (1) systematic derangement of senses; (2)
critical thinking and use of data; (3) allow time for thinking/ruminating.”
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)



“Experience makes the brain grow through observation and indirect experience.
Working hard to play can increase our capacity to imagine and invent. Stifling play
may decrease brainpower the same way deprived or abusive environments affect
children in failing-to-thrive syndrome.” (Rigby, Gruver, & Allen, 2009)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Literature Review
Capacity:
Find enclosed below (Figure 15) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of capacity that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
capacity is defined as the human resources and available time to work on innovation.
Figure 15
Definition and Examples
Human Resources:


“If you give a good idea to a mediocre team, they‟ll screw it up. But if you give
a mediocre idea to a great team, they’ll make it work.” (Catmull, 2008)



“Select small, talented, and diverse teams:
o Brooks law (adding people increases complexity).
o Bezo‟s Law of Two Pizzas (team only large enough to eat two pizzas).
o Chamber‟s Law of World-class (select best talent).”
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)

Available Time to Work on Innovation:


“Creating time and space in people‟s lives for reflection, ideation, and
experimentation.” (Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008)



“Blind Hog Theory of “Even a blind hog can find an acorn if he roots around
an oak tree long enough.” (George, 2003)



“Maintain threshold of 65% utilization to promote innovation and lead-time
(incorporate buffer time).” (Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Literature Review
Collaboration:
Find enclosed below (Figure 16) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of collaboration that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
collaboration is defined as the open internal and external networks for collecting ideas and
co-creating innovation.

Figure 16
Definition and Examples

Open Networks:


“Enlarging the innovation pipeline requires:
o Involve many minds (customers, suppliers, partners).
o Sow enough seeds (it‟s a numbers game and need to generate a lot of ideas to net
a few big winners).
o Widen the front-end (broad range of opportunities, not only product, cool design,
and technology).
o Ideate around specific themes (create “aiming” points such as corporate
challenges, customer problems, or industry issues.”
(Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008)

Co-creating Innovation:


“Value networks: The context within which a firm identifies and responds to
customers‟ needs, solves problems, procures input, reacts to competitors, and
strives for profit. “ (Christensen, 2003)



“Co-creation of value: N=1 The capacity to serve individual customers – that is,
personalization and co-creation of value – will demand capabilities to work with
customers to anticipate and predict their preferences on a continuous basis. R=G
Global access to resources and talent (resources, speed, scalability, innovation
arbitrage.” (Prahalad & Krishnan, 2008)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Chapter 2: QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS
Literature Review
Culture:
Find enclosed below (Figure 17) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of culture that was previously
identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review, culture is
defined as the employee attitudes toward innovation and involvement in the innovation
process.
Figure 17
Definition and Examples
Employee Attitudes:


“Ways to put your company on a more creative track:
o Encourage employees to take more risks.
o Encourage employees to challenge their own perceptions.
o Think positively.
o Encourage visioning.
o Employ rebels.
o Allow time for pet projects.”
(Wetlaufer, 1999)

Employee Involvement:


Pixar‟s Operating Principles:
o Everyone must have the freedom to communicate with anyone.
o It must be safe to offer ideas.”
(Catmull, 2008)
 “IDEAS concept for culture:
o Inclusive of diverse thinking and ideas.
o Decisive to eliminate organizational politics.
o External to focus on the customer.
o Agile to react and comfortable in taking calculated risks.
o Simple streamlining the process.”
(Lafley & Charan, 2008)
NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Customer:
Find enclosed below (Figure 18) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of customer that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
customer approach is defined as the understanding the customer experience, collecting
consumer insights, and identifying their unspoken needs.
Figure 18
Definition and Examples
Understanding the Customer Experience




“Give customers a backstage pass and inform them of what’s happening in the
process.” (Kelley & Littman, 2001)
“A resulting experience is:
o An event (or sequence of events), physical and or mental, which happens in the
customer‟s life as a result of doing what some business proposes.
o The end-result consequence of this event for the customer.
o In comparison to a customer‟s alternative experience, superior, equal, or inferior.
o The value for the customer of their relative consequence.
o Specific and measureable: one can objectively determine if the customer
experienced the events, consequence, and value compared to alternatives.”
(Lanning, 2000)

Identifying Insights ad Unspoken Needs


“Ethnography is a holistic view of the customer, expose tribal knowledge, and
identify customer frustrations.” (Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)



“Customer experience mapping: Developing a deep, empathic understanding
of what it feels like to be a customer at every stage of the demand chain”.
(Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Investment:
Find enclosed below (Figure 19) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of investment that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
investment is defined as the financial resources provided to build the infrastructure and
support innovation projects.

Figure 19
Definition and Examples

Financial Investment:


“Invest in the detection of ideas.” (Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)



“DuPont‟s $EED grant application” for provides funding based upon the merit of
the idea. (Prather, 2009)



“Model of the value of design-driven innovation that creates shareholder value:
o Profits (volume, margins, profit from other products).
o Assets (brand equity, competitive position, customer loyalty, knowledge, network
position).
o Investments (marginal and cumulative).”
(Verganti, 2009)



“Funding for Game-Changer ideas ranges from 5- to 10-percent of Shell‟s
Exploration and Production.” ("Fostering Radical Innovation at Shell", 2009)

Financial Returns:




“Pursuing an innovation strategy requires coming to terms with:
o Return on innovation.
o Rate of innovation.”
(Gupta, 2009)
“Measures of innovation:
o Organic growth
o ROIC Measures”
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Language:
Find enclosed below (Figure 20) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of language that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
language is defined as the shared organizational definition and framework for innovation.
Figure 20
Definition and Examples
Language:


“Dominant logic is the lens through which new data is interpreted.” (Prahalad
& Krishnan, 2008)



“Value delivery system (determines all revenue and cost):
o Chose a value proposition.
o Provide this value proposition.
o Communicate this value proposition.”
(Lanning, 2000)

Framework:


“Three frameworks representing the domain of innovation:
o Economics of innovation.
o Category dynamics that surrounds innovation.
o Business architecture.”
(Moore, 2008)



“Levels of offerings to include:
o Commodity: Charging for stuff (noise).
o Goods: Tangible things (data).
o Service: Activities you execute (information).
o Experience: Time customer spends with you (knowledge).
o Transformation: Demonstrated outcome the customer achieves (wisdom).”
(Pine & Gilmore, 1999)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Metrics:
Find enclosed below (Figure 21 concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of metrics that was previously
identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review, metrics is
defined as the qualitative and quantitative leading indicators and result measures for
innovation.

Figure 21
Definition and Examples

Enterprise Metrics


“Top 10 Outcome metrics (2008 McKinsey Study):
o 16% Revenue growth from new products or services.
o 13% Customer satisfaction with new products or services.
o 10% Number of ideas in the pipeline.
o 8 % R&D spending as a percentage of sales.
o 8% Percentage of sales from new products/service in a given time period.
o 8% Number of new products and services launched.
o 6% Return on investment (ROI) in new products and services.
o 6% Number of R&D projects.
o 4% Number of people actively devoted to innovation.
o 4% Profit from new products and services.”
("Innovation Metrics", 2008)

Process Metrics:


“Measures:
o “Average engineering hours per project.
o Average development time.
o Employees per project.
o Ratio of delayed projects.
o Achievement of quality after launch.”
(Yang & EI-Haik, 2008)
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Motivation:
Find enclosed below (Figure 22) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of motivation that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
motivation is defined as the incentives, rewards, and recognition that reinforce the
importance of innovation.

Figure 22
Definition and Examples

Incentives and Rewards


“Nearly 40% of executives disagree to some extent with the statement that
innovation metrics are aligned with individual performance incentives.”
("Innovation Metrics", 2008)



“Use metrics and incentives:
o Focus resources on valuable areas of innovation.
o Capture innovation performance and highlight gaps.
o Encourage desired behavior, results, and mitigate antibodies.”
(George, Works, & Watson-Hemphill, 2005)



“The Chairman‟s Award for Excellence with winners receiving $70K in cash and
stock.” ("Air Products and Chemicals Inc.", 2007)

Recognition and Reinforcement


“Ethicon Endo-Surgery recognizes successful innovation with a wall of fame and
communicates idea via web sites, newsletters, and meetings.” ("Ethicon EndoSurgery", 2007)



“Computer Sciences Corporation administers an innovation award and call for
papers…winners are recognized in weekly webcasts that are available for all
employees.” ("Computer Sciences Corporation", 2007)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Perspective:
Find enclosed below (Figure 23) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of perspective that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
perspective is defined as the holistic view of innovation from incremental to disruptive
innovation.
Figure 23
Definition and Examples
Holistic View of Innovation:


“Types of innovations:
o Technology (Internet, PC, and ATM).
o Product (Mini Cooper, pre- washed and cut salad, Crest disposable toothbrush).
o Operational (Walmart supply chain, FedEx use of technology, Cisco‟s M&A).
o Cost (LEAN)
o Experience (American Girl Store, Midas Care at public parking garages).
o Management (Brand Management, TQM).
o Business Model (IKEA, eBay, Dell or Nestle‟s capsule based coffee system).
o Industry (XM satellite radio, iTunes).”
(Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008)



“Categories of innovation:
o Fundamental: Creative idea that leads to revolutionary thinking (E=mc2).
o Platform: Leads to practical application of fundamental innovations (computers).
o Derivative: Secondary product or service derived from platform innovations
(Windows operating platform).” (Gupta, 2009)

Incremental versus Disruptive Innovation:


“Sustaining technologies improve product performance and disruptive
technologies create a new value proposition.”
(Christensen, 2003)



“Innovation Matrix of incremental, semi-radical, and radical.” (George, Works, &
Watson-Hemphill, 2005)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Portfolio:
Find enclosed below (Figure 24) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of portfolio that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
portfolio is defined as the prioritization of innovation projects and a disciplined process to
eliminate marginal ideas.
Figure 24
Definition and Examples
Prioritizing the Portfolio:


“Balanced Innovation Portfolio:
o X-axis: Degree of innovation (Incremental, substantial, and breakthrough).
o Y-axis: Type of Innovation (Product/service, Process, Business Model).”
(Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)



“Criteria for selecting the organizational structure for innovation:
o Innovation opportunity is inside a core business, adjacent, or new business.
o Level of risk, opportunity, and investment.
o Degree to which existing strengths are leveraged or require new capabilities.
o Time horizon for innovation development.
o Type of required experience and expertise for innovation teams.
o Phase of innovation development (ideation to commercialization).”
(Lafley & Charan, 2008)

Disciplines Process Managing the Portfolio:


“Approach to selecting an innovation vector and building a portfolio of programs:
o Socialize the idea
o Analyze the portfolio.
o Analyze the target category.
o Reduce the number of innovation types under consideration.
o Develop attractive options.
o Select prime innovation vector.
o Engage the entire organization.”
(Moore, 2008)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Priority:
Find enclosed below (Figure 25) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of priority that was previously
identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review, priority is
defined as the imperative or burning platform that creates a sense of urgency for innovation..
Figure 25
Definition and Examples
Imperative for Innovation:


“Management practices that allow companies to be leaders in mainstream markets
are the same practices that cause them to miss the opportunities offered by disruptive
technologies. Well managed companies fail because they are well managed.”
(Christensen, 2003)



“If diligence, persistence, and commitment are lacking, companies are unlikely
to succeed at the business of innovation. – Peter Drucker”
(Drucker, 1999)

Sense of Urgency for Innovation:


Create “Burning platform for innovation.”
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)



“Change management:
o Identify the burning platforms (shareholder value analysis).
o Concrete picture of how people‟s lives will be different.
o Change management meeting agendas.”
(George, 2003)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Process:
Find enclosed below (Figure 26) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of process that was previously
identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review, process is
defined as the available and effective methods, tools, and techniques for innovation projects.
Figure 26
Definition and Examples
Methods, Tools, and Techniques:


“Methodology of:
o Understand the market, client, technology and perceived constraints of the
problem.
o Observe people in real-life situations to find what makes them tick, confuses
them, what they like/dislike, and latent needs.
o Visualize the concept and delivery process.
o Evaluate and refine the prototypes in a series of quick iterations.
o Implement the concept for commercialization.”
(Kelley & Littman, 2001)



“Design process with customer involvement and feedback cycles across:
o Idea generation.
o Design options.
o Prototypes.
o Pilot.
o Production.
o Release.”
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)



“Breakthrough innovation consists of three phases:
o Discovery: Creating or identifying high-impact market opportunities.
o Incubation: Experimenting with technology and business concepts to design a
viable model for new businesses.
o Acceleration: Developing a business until it can stand on its own.”
(O‟Conner, Corbett, & Pierantozzi, 2009)
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Scope:
Find enclosed below (Figure 27) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of scope that was previously
identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review, scope is
defined as clearly defining the problem or framing the opportunity that innovation is
intended to solve.
Figure 27
Definition and Examples
Defining the Problem:


“Sometimes customers are so accustomed to current conditions that they don‟t
think to ask for a new solution.” (Leonard & Rayport, 1999)



“Wicked problems: (1) complex, ambiguous, cannot identify causes, (2) doesn‟t fit
into one category and cannot solve with past methods, (3) each attempt of problem
solving changes the understanding of the problem, (4) it is unclear to determine
when the problem is solved.” (Martin, 2009)

Framing the Opportunity:


Define the “Purposes:
o Identify many purposes for solving the unique, immediate problem. Don‟t ask
“what‟s wrong here”, rather ask “what are we trying to accomplish here?”
o Expand the investigation to identify more expansive purposes. Develop an array
of small to large purposes. Effective solutions will address both the immediate
and the larger purposes.”
(Nadler & Hibino, 1998)



“Five questions to defining a value proposition:
o Once and future strategy: what timeframe for this proposition?
o To whom: The intended customer?
o What does the business want the intended customer to do?
o What are the best alternatives these customers will have?
o What then will be the customers resulting experiences?”
(Lanning, 2000)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Senior Leadership:
Find enclosed below (Figure 28) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of senior leadership that was
previously identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review,
senior leadership is defined as the organizational alignment and advocacy for innovation to
include risk-taking and focus on long-term results.
Figure 28
Definition and Examples
Create Organizational Alignment and Advocacy:


“The task of organizational leadership is to create an alignment of strengths in ways
that make a system‟s weaknesses irrelevant.” – Peter Drucker. (Cooperrider &
Whitney, 2005)



“Jeff Immelt, CEO of GE made business leaders submit at least three Imagination
Breakthrough proposals per year.” (Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008)

Promote Risk-taking and Focus on Long-Term Results:


“The Leadership Role:
o Providing a long-term view for innovation via the innovation strategy/portfolio.
o Sensitizing key leaders and managers to the dynamics of innovation.
o Nurturing key creation projects.
o Managing relationships and external partners.
o Assessing innovation implications of corporate strategic initiatives.



“Failure Points: Organizational antibodies are released to kill-off innovation.”
(George, Works, & Watson-Hemphill, 2005)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Strategy:
Find enclosed below (Figure 29) concepts, principles and theories from the literature review
that provide additional definition and examples for the theme of strategy that was previously
identified from the interview process. From the analysis of the literature review, strategy is
defined as the framework for ensuring that innovation projects support profitable growth
and business goals.

Figure 29
Definition and Examples

Strategic Framework:


“Framework of innovation strategy:
o Performance (technology) from incremental to radical.
o Meaning (language) from adaptive to new meaning.
o Design and meanings: Innovating by making sense of things.
o Radical Pushes: Placing design-driven innovation in the strategy of a firm.”



“Innovation strategies:
o Quantum leaps in product performance enabled by breakthrough
technologies and product solutions (pushed by technology).
o Improved product solutions enabled by better analysis of user‟ needs (pulled
by the market).”
(Verganti, 2009)

Alignment to Profitable Growth:


“P&G focused on a few key things to include a sustainable organic growth
priority and organized around innovation (strategy, performance reviews,
metrics/rewards, leadership development, and allocation of resources).



“Leading reasons for innovation failure is poor connection of innovation
projects with revenue goals.”
(Lafley & Charan, 2008)

NOTE: Highly related attributes are denoted with bold italics.
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Ideas Generation:
Find enclosed below (Figures 30-A) methods and tools from the literature review that
provide additional definition and examples for the approach of idea generation that was
previously identified from the interview process (Customer Insights/Voice of the Customer,
Benchmarking, Employee Idea/Suggestion System, Brainstorming, and Innovation
Networks). From the analysis of the literature review, additional methods and tools were
identified (Figures 30-B) that include Competitive Analysis, Divergent/Tangent Thinking,
Research and Development, and Trade/Industry Information.

Figure 30-A

Examples of Methods & Tools
Benchmarking:
“Imitators often overshadow innovators: Innovator White Castle and imitators McDonalds.
Studies found of 34 of 48 innovations were copied (3/4). 97.8% of the value of innovations
goes to imitators.” (Shenkar, 2010)
Brainstorming and Brainwriting:
“Six ways to kill a brainstormer: (1) The boss speaks first; (2) Round robin of everybody gets a
turn; (3) Only inviting experts; (4) Off-sites can be distracting; (5) Not allowing for the silly
stuff; (6) Writing down everything that shifts focus to the wrong side of the brain.” (Kelley &
Littman, 2001)
Customer (Voice of the Customer & Insights):
“Ethnography (analyze the customer experience): (1) What are customers doing at each point in
the consumption chain? (2) Where are your customers when they are at this point in the
consumption chain? (3) Who else is with the customer at any given link in the chain? (4) When
at time of day, week or calendar are your customers at any given link in the chain? (5) How are
your customers needs being addressed?” (MacMillan & McGrath, 2001)
Employee Idea/Suggestion Systems
“Appreciative inquiry is the cooperative, co-evolutionary search for the best in people, their
organizations, and the world around them. It involves a systematic discovery of what gives life
to an organization or a community when it is most effective and most capable in economic,
ecological, and human terms.” (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005)
Innovation Networks (partners)
“The Knowledge-brokering cycle: (1) Capturing good ideas – knowledge-brokers scavenge for
ideas in the unlikeliest places; (2) Keeping ideas alive – toying with ideas and spreading them in
the organization; (3) Imaging new users for old ideas – plugging in old ideas into new contexts;
(3) Putting promising concepts to the test – creating valuable lessons and determining
commercial value.” (Hargadon & Sutton, 2001)
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Ideas Generation (continued):
Figure 30-B
Examples of Methods & Tools
Competitive Analysis


“Sources of innovation:
o Unexpected occurrences.
o Incongruities.
o Process needs.
o Industry and market changes.
o Demographic changes.
o Changes in perception.
o New knowledge.”
(Drucker, 1999)

Divergent and Tangent Thinking


“Pattern-Breaking Thinking:
o Compelling challenge.
o Playful and humorous environment.
o Participant diversity.”
(Prather, 2009)

Research and Development:


“Innovative ideas need incubators to develop.



Cannot reduce knowledge to rules.”
(Senge, 1999)

Trade and Industry Information:


“P&G R&D method of Connect + Develop (connecting with innovators outside the P&G
tent and developing solutions from these connections.)”.
(Martin, 2009)
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Analytical & Statistical Methods:
Find enclosed below (Figure 31) methods and tools from the literature review that provide
additional definition and examples for the approach of analytical and statistical methods that
was previously identified from the interview process (Characterization, Design Criteria and
Matrixes, and TRIZ). From the analysis of the literature review, additional methods and
tools were identified (Conjoint Analysis, Design of Experiments/Taguchi, Failure Mode
Effects Analysis, Process Capability, Relationship Diagrams/KJ, Risk Mitigation
Matrix/Plans, and Six Hats Thinking).

Figure 31

Examples of Methods & Tools
Characterization: “Heuristic redefinition – Draw a picture of the system and areas to focus
ideation.” (Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)
Conjoint Analysis: “Compare solution attributes.” (Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)
Decision Criteria and Matrixes (Pugh): “Pugh Matrix – Evaluation of design concepts.”
(Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)
Design of Experiments and Taguchi: “Design of Experiments: Analyze input and output
variable to identify the critical few.” (Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis: “Anticipate what can go wrong.”
(Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)
Process Capability: “Predict the performance of your new solution.”
(Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)
Relationship Diagrams (KJ method): “Relations diagram illustrate cause and effect.”
(Walker & Levesque, 2007)
Risk Mitigation matrix and Plans: “Risk assessment matrix: probability of occurrence in
relation to the influence on the success of the project. Risk categories of business,
technological, and change management.” (Lunau et al., 2007)
Six-hats Thinking: “(1) Black – Judgment; (2) Yellow – Optimistic; (3) White – Seeks
facts and information; (4) Red – Emotion, feelings, & judgment; (5) Green – Encourages
creative thinking; (6) Blue – Process thinking (facilitator).”
(Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)
TRIZ: “Identify universal principles that form the basis for creative innovations and solve
problem contradictions by comparing with a template of solutions.” (Prather, 2009)
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Design & Process Management:
Find enclosed below (Figure 32) methods and tools from the literature review that provide
additional definition and examples for the approach of design and process management that
was previously identified from the interview process (Design Modeling, Design for Six
Sigma, Stage Gate Process, and Quality Function Deployment). From the analysis of the
literature review, additional methods and tools were identified (Axiomatic Design, Blitz
sessions, Change Management, D4 Road Map, and Design Testing/Pilots). Although not
directly defined as a design process, there were elements of project management found
within the literature review such as the creation of charters, milestones, and action plans.
Figure 32
Examples of Methods & Tools
Axiomatic Design: “Axiomatic design: Structured approach for design tasks such as mapping
the customer attributes to the product function domain.” (Yang & EI-Haik, 2008)
Blitz Sessions (Kaizen/GE Work-out): “(1) Discovery – Team launch, charter review, and
current state alignment; (2) Assessment – Analytical study of the designated market / area; (4)
Idea and solution development; (5) Piloting: Idea testing and piloting; (6) Design confirmation
and presentation to management.” (Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)
Change Management: “Trust & behaviors are critical for change management.” (Senge, 1999)
D4 Road Map: “(1) Define – Business case; (2) Discover – Feasibility; (3) Develop –
Preliminary and detailed design; (4) Demonstrate – Pilot/prototype; (5) Commercialize – Prelaunch and launch.” (Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)
Design for Six Sigma (DFSS): “(1) Define: Business case, project planning and scope; (2)
Measure – Understanding customer requirements; (3) Analyze – Development of an optimal
high-level design concept; (4) Design – Elaboration of the design details; (5) Verify – Pilot,
test, complete implementation, and monitoring KPIs.” (Lunau et al., 2007)
Design Modeling (prototyping): "Prototype the idea: (1) Evaluate the shape, not the detail; (2)
(2) Implement through experimenting; (3) Experimenting in real time; (4) Mock-up prototypes;
(5) Multiple prototypes; (6) Video prototyping.” (Kelley & Littman, 2005)
Design Testing and Pilots: “Piloting: Build a fully functioning model to test and perfect it –
Pilot charter to include study objectives and metrics.” (Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)
Fast Gate Process (Phase and Stage Gate Process): (1): Confirm and validate need; (2)
Develop and validate concept; (3) Develop product/service & test; (4) Testing and validation;
(5) Launch.” (Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)
Quality Function Deployment: “(1) Prioritize system functions (analyze phase); (2)
Prioritize design elements (design phase); (3) Prioritized process steps (design phase).
Lunau et al., 2007)
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Find enclosed below (Figure 33) the summary of the key themes from the qualitative analysis.
Figure 33
Themes

Definition

Capabilities Workforce talent, training, and experience related to innovation
competencies.
Capacity Human resources and available time to work on innovation.
Collaboration Open internal and external networks for collecting ideas and co-creating
innovation.
Culture Employee attitudes toward innovation and involvement in the innovation
process.
Customer Understanding the customer experience, collecting consumer insights, and
identifying their unspoken needs.
Investment Financial resources provided to build the infrastructure and support
innovation projects.
Language Shared organizational definition and framework for innovation.
Metrics Qualitative and quantitative leading indicators and result measures for
innovation.
Motivation Incentives, rewards, and recognition that reinforce the importance of
innovation.
Perspective Holistic view of innovation from incremental to disruptive innovation.
Portfolio Prioritizing innovation projects and a disciplined process to eliminate
marginal ideas.
Priority Imperative or burning platform that creates a sense of urgency for innovation.
Process Available and effective methods, tools, and techniques for innovation
projects.
Scope Clearly defining the problem or framing the opportunity that innovation is
intended to solve.
Senior Organizational alignment and advocacy for innovation to include risk-taking
Leadership and focus on long-term results.
Strategy Framework for ensuring that innovation projects support profitable growth
and business goals.
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Find enclosed below (Figure 34) the summary of the key approaches from the qualitative
analysis.
Figure 34
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Survey Purpose:
The purpose of the Study is to quantify the findings from the qualitative research to include the
key themes (refer to Figure 33) and approaches such as methods/tools (refer to Figure 34). The
survey findings will be utilized to gauge the perception of critical success factors for innovation
and measure the approaches that are perceived as most important to the innovation process.
Survey Research Brief


Intended Use of the Research: Results published in both an innovation research thesis
for The Rochester Institute of Technology and potential publication. The American
Society for Quality is the prime candidate for the publication of the innovation article in
their Quality Progress periodical (monthly publication).



Objective of the Survey: Measure the respondent‟s experience with the concept of
innovation, their perspective regarding the maturity of innovation, their personal
experiences utilizing innovation approaches, and their point of view regarding the most
important concepts, methods, and tools for enabling innovation.



Sampling Frame: Active members of the American Society for Quality (ASQ) who are
either a senior member (10 years of professional experience or four years waved with an
accredited degree) or a fellow (committee selected and senior examiner for at least five
years). Senior members and fellows are the most likely panel to have experience and
informed opinions regarding innovation concepts and approaches.



Sample Size: Target of 1,000 anonymous responses from the prequalified panel.



Method: E-mail survey sent to the total population of 30,244 senior and fellow members
of the ASQ (584 fellows and 29,660 senior members.)



Questions: Seventeen questions that require less than 20 minutes of completion time.



Timing: Questions ready by October 5th, survey administered by October 13th, and
results collected by October 27th.
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Question #1: Which best describes your primary industry?
The majority of the respondents work in the manufacturing industry (55%) with lower response
rates for non-manufacturing industries (Figure 35-A).
Figure 35-A
#

Answer

Graphic Comparison

Responses

Response %

Population

1 Manufacturing

895

55%

46%

2 Service

180

11%

31%

3 Healthcare

125

8%

3%

4 Education

67

4%

2%

5 Government

89

5%

2%

6 Not-for-Profit

15

1%

N/A

7 Software

61

4%

N/A

205

12%

16%

8 Other (Figure 35-B)

Total
1,637
100%
100%
Gray shading denotes a 5% or greater variance in comparing the response % to population %.
Figure 35-B
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Question #2: In which country do you reside?
The majority of respondents reside in the United States of America (81%) and the survey
captured a lower response rate than the total population for the United States of America with no
country in the “Other” category comprising more than 1% (Figure 36-A).
#

Answer

Figure 36-A

Graphic Comparison Responses

Response %

Population

1,323

81%

89%

2 Canada

99

6%

5%

3 Mexico

30

2%

1%

4 United Arab Emirates

14

1%

1%

5 India

13

1%

1%

5 Brazil

11

1%

1%

145

8%

2%

1,635

100%

100%

1 United States

7 Other (Figure 36-B)
Total

Gray shading denotes a variance of 5% or greater in comparing the response % to the panel %.
Figure 36-B
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Question #3: What is your level of understanding of innovation concepts, methods, and tools?
The respondents appear to have a general comprehension for innovation with 81% having a basic
to profound understanding (Figure 37-A). Service industry respondents are similar (84% for
basic to profound understanding) and have a comparable mean score and standard deviation in
relation to all respondents (Figure 37-B).
Figure 37-A
#
1

2

3

4

Answer

Graphic Comparison Responses

Thought-Leader
Profound understanding
Expert
Comprehensive understanding
Practitioner
Basic understanding
Novice
Partial understanding

%

97

6%

449

27%

776

48%

241

15%

5

None

49

3%

6

No Opinion

15

1%

Total

1,627 100%

Figure 37-B
Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

2.72

0.89

177

Non-Manufacturing

2.71

0.91

734

Manufacturing

2.94

0.91

889

All Industries (Represented in Figure 37-A)

2.84

0.92

1,627

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #4: How often do you apply, teach, consult, or oversee the application of innovation
concepts, methods, or tools?
The majority of the respondents (51%) have an infrequent to no involvement with innovation
(Figure 38-A). Service industry respondents demonstrate a slightly higher level of involvement
with only 46% having infrequent to no involvement with innovation.
Figure 38-A
#

Answer

Graphic Comparison Responses

%

1

High Frequency
Daily or =>365 days a year

57

3%

2

Very Frequent
Weekly or =>52 times a year

230

14%

3

Moderate
Monthly or =>12 times a year

477

30%

4

Infrequent
Quarterly

576

36%

5

None

236

15%

6

No Opinion

36

2%

1,612

100%

Total

Figure 38-B
Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

3.38

1.06

176

Non-Manufacturing

3.35

1.08

727

Manufacturing

3.63

1.08

881

All Industries (Represented in Figure 38-A)

3.50

1.08

1,573

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #5: What is the maturity of innovation concepts, methods, and tools?
Most of the respondents (59%) perceive innovation as having a moderate to high maturity
(Figure 39-A). Service industry respondents are similar (57% perceiving a moderate to high
level of maturity) and have a comparable mean score to all respondents (Figure 39-B).
Figure 39-A
#

Answer

1

Highly Mature: No gaps in theory or
application (marginal opportunity to
enhance the body of knowledge)

Graphic Comparison Responses

%

16

1%

2

Mature: Only a few minor gaps in
theory and application (well-defined
and organized body of knowledge)

247

16%

3

Moderately Mature: Numerous gaps
in theory and application (early stages
of organizing concepts within a
unified body of knowledge)

658

42%

4

Immature: Major gaps in theory and
application (incomplete definitions,
fragmented frameworks, and unlinked
concepts)

402

25%

5

Non-Existent: No known definitions,
theory, or application of concepts)

95

6%

6

No Opinion

155

10%

Total

1,573 100%
Figure 39-B

Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

3.51

1.12

168

Non-Manufacturing

3.44

1.11

708

3.54
1.19
860
Manufacturing
All Industries (Represented in Figure 39-A)
3.49
1.16
1,573
STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #6: To what degree are innovation concepts, methods, and tools reflected in the quality
sciences?
Of the respondents, 40% perceive the American Society for Quality (ASQ) body of knowledge
moderately to highly reflects the subject of innovation (Figure 40-A). Service industry
respondents are similar (43% moderate to highly reflected in the ASQ body of knowledge.)
Figure 40-A
#
1

2

3

4
5

Answer

Graphic Comparison Responses

Highly reflected in ASQ body of
knowledge
Moderately reflected in ASQ body of
knowledge
Minimally reflected in ASQ body of
knowledge
Not reflected in ASQ body of
knowledge
No Opinion
Total

%

100

6%

524

34%

642

41%

95

6%

196

13%

1,557 100%
Figure 40-B

Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

2.80

1.07

168

Non-Manufacturing

2.81

1.01

700

Manufacturing

2.88

1.11

852

All Industries (Represented in Figure 40-A)

2.85

1.14

1,557

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #7: Do you view innovation and improvement as synonymous, related, or different
concepts?
The majority of the respondents (63%) perceive innovation as related but not identical to the
concept of improvement (Figure 41-A). Service industry respondents are similar (65% perceive
innovation as related but not identical to the concept of improvement) and have a comparable
mean score and standard deviation in relation to all respondents (Figure 41-B).
Figure 41-A
#
1

2

3
4

Answer

Graphic Comparison Responses

Synonymous
Identical concepts
Related
Similar but not identical concepts
Different
Unique concepts
No Opinion
Total

%

66

4%

969

63%

482

31%

28

2%

1,545 100%
Figure 41-B

Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

2.27

0.57

167

Non-Manufacturing

2.30

0.57

693

Manufacturing

2.31

0.58

847

All Industries (Represented in Figure 41-A)

2.31

0.58

1,545

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #8: Please rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statement:
“Similar to disciplines such as Six Sigma, innovation be treated as a unique discipline, with
separate concepts, methods, and tools?”
Of the respondents, 49% expressed an agreeable point of view (strongly agree and agree) that
innovation should be treated as a unique discipline, whereas only 29% were agreeable (disagree
and strongly disagree) to this point of view (Figure 42-A). Service industry respondents are
similar (50% agreeable and 32% disagreeable) and have a comparable mean score in relation to
all respondents (Figure 42-B).
#
1

Answer

Figure 42-A
Graphic Comparison Responses

Strongly Agree
Separate discipline

%

167

11%

2

Agree

585

38%

3

Neutral

291

19%

4

Disagree

305

20%

143

9%

54

3%

5
6

Strongly Disagree
Not a separate discipline
No Opinion
Total

1,545 100%
Figure 42-B

Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

2.93

1.37

168

Non-Manufacturing

2.86

1.31

696

Manufacturing

2.91

1.28

844

All Industries (Represented in Figure 42-A)

2.89

1.30

1,545

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #9: Are innovation outcomes more dependent upon people's natural born talent
(nature) or systematic processes (nurture)?
The majority of the respondents (94% for answers 2 – 4) appear to perceive that there is a degree
of both nature (people‟s natural talent) and nurture (process of innovation) that influence
innovation outcomes (Figure 43-A). Service industry respondents expressed a similar point of
view (95% for answers 2 – 4).
#
1
2

3

4

Answer

Figure 43-A
Graphic Comparison Responses

All Nature (People)
More Nature (People) & Some
Nurture (Process)
Equal Nature (People) & Equal
Nurture (Process)
More Nurture (Process) & Some
Nature (People)

%

15

1%

400

26%

548

36%

485

32%

5

All Nurture (Process)

23

1%

6

No Opinion

58

4%

Total

1,529 100%
Figure 43-B

Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

3.24

0.96

166

Non-Manufacturing

3.21

0.95

687

Manufacturing

3.16

1.03

837

All Industries (Represented in Figure 43-A)

3.18

0.99

1,529

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #10: What is the general level of understanding of innovation concepts, methods, and
tools?
The majority of respondents (75%) expressed a point of view that organizations have a minimal
to no level of understanding for innovation concepts, methods, and tools (Figure 44-A). Service
industry respondents are similar (76% indicated minimal to no understanding) and have a
comparable mean score and standard deviation in relation to all respondents (Figure 44-B).
Figure 44-A
#

Answer

1

High level of understanding

2

Graphic Comparison Responses

%

30

2%

Moderate level of understanding

328

21%

3

Minimal level of understanding

995

65%

4

No level of understanding

146

10%

5

No Opinion

28

2%

Total

1,527 100%
Figure 44-B

Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

2.89

0.67

164

Non-Manufacturing

2.85

0.65

686

Manufacturing

2.90

0.69

836

All Industries (Represented in Figure 44-A)

2.88

0.67

1,527

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #11: What is the general level of investment for innovation infrastructure and projects
to include staffing, training, enabling systems, and technology?
The majority of respondents (69%) perceive organizations provide minimal or no investment for
innovation (Figure 45-A). Whereas service industry respondents demonstrated a higher level
with 79% of the responses expressing a point of view that organizations provide minimal or no
investment for innovation.
#

Answer

1

High level of investment

2

Figure 45-A
Graphic Comparison Responses

%

71

5%

Moderate level of investment

345

22%

3

Minimal level of investment

805

53%

4

No level of Investment

248

16%

5

No Opinion

56

4%

Total

1,525 100%

Figure 45-B
Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

2.95

0.74

164

Non-Manufacturing

2.92

0.82

688

Manufacturing

2.92

0.87

832

All Industries (Represented in Figure 45-A)

2.92

0.85

1,525

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #12: What is the general commitment of Senior Leadership (CEO, COO, CFO level)
and belief that innovation is a critical part of the business strategy?
The majority of respondents (55%) are agreeable (strongly agree and agree) that Senior
Leadership is believes innovation is a critical component of the business strategy (Figure 46-A).
Service industry respondents are similar (54% strongly agree and agree) the Senior Leaders are
committed to innovation.
Figure 46-A
#
1

Answer

Graphic Comparison Responses

Strongly Agree
Very high level of commitment

%

195

13%

2

Agree

629

42%

3

Neutral

324

21%

4

Disagree

189

12%

123

8%

53

4%

5
6

Strongly Disagree
Very low level of commitment
No Opinion
Total

1,513 100%

Figure 46-B
Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

2.79

1.23

163

Non-Manufacturing

2.72

1.22

681

Manufacturing

2.72

1.31

827

All Industries (Represented in Figure 46-A)

2.72

1.27

1,513

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #13: What is the general utilization of metrics for managing the innovation process
and evaluating results?
Of the respondents, 58% have a point of view that organizations tend to use more lagging results
measures (answer 2 & 4) and only 20% (answer 3 & 5) perceive a tendency toward leading
indicators (Figure 47-A). Service industry respondents are similar with 56% expressing a point
of view that lagging results are used more often than leading indicators (16% of service industry
responses for answer 3 & 5).

Figure 47-A

#

Answer

Graphic Comparison Responses

1

Most organizations use a robust range
of both leading indicators and
lagging results measures.

58

5%

2

Mostly lagging results measures and
some leading indicators.

299

28%

3

Mostly leading indicators and some
lagging results measures.

159

15%

4

Some lagging results measures and no
leading indicators.

322

30%

5

Some leading indicators and no
lagging results measures.

81

7%

6

No lagging results measures and no
leading indicators.

166

15%

Total

%

1,085 100%
Figure 47-B

Industry

Mean

STDEV

Responses

Service

3.87

1.56

122

Non-Manufacturing

3.54

1.51

498

Manufacturing

3.51

1.45

586

All Industries (Represented in Figure 47-A)

3.52

1.48

1,085

STDEV denotes Standard Deviation and Service also included in non-manufacturing statistics.
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Question #14: Select the 3 most critical success factors for enabling innovation.
Two-thirds of the responses (>66% of the total 1,486 responses), indicated that culture, senior
leadership, and capabilities are critical success factors for enabling innovation (Figure 48-A).
Although none of the unique responses from the “Other” category were greater in frequency than
1%, new items mentioned more than twice included competition, diversity, freedom,
understanding and willingness.
#

Answer

Figure 48-A
Graphic Comparison Responses

%

1

Culture (employee attitudes &
participation)

1,280

86%

2

Senior Leadership support (advocacy
for risk & long-term results)

1,268

85%

3

Capabilities (workforce talent, training,
& experience)

1,197

81%

4

Process (effective methods & tools)

960

65%

5

Strategy (alignment to profitable
growth & business goals)

931

63%

6

Motivation (incentives & recognition)

926

62%

7

Capacity (human resources & available
time)

911

61%

8

Investment (financial resources)

889

60%

9

Collaboration (open & wide networks)

869

58%

10

Metrics (leading indicators & result
measures)

704

47%

11

Priority (imperative or burning
platform for change)

619

42%

12

Scope (defining the problem or
opportunity)

585

39%

13

Perspective (holistic view of
innovation, incremental to disruptive)

489

33%

14

Portfolio (prioritizing projects &
eliminating marginal ideas)

327

22%

15

Language (common definition &
framework)

311

21%

202

13%

16 Other
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Question #14: Select the 3 most critical success factors for enabling innovation (continued).
Service industry is similar to all industry respondents with culture and senior leadership listed in
the same top two rankings (Figure 48-B). However, the service industry demonstrated a higher
frequency of responses for capacity, strategy, collaboration, metrics, and portfolio that might
indicate these items are more important as compared to responses for all industries. Whereas the
service industry illustrated a lower response frequency for the priority item that might indicate
this factor is of less importance.
#

Answer

Figure 48-B
%
Service

Variance NonVariance
Variance All
Manufacturing Manufacturing Industries

1

Culture

87%

-1%

3%

1%

2

Senior Leadership

85%

-2%

1%

0%

3

Capacity

85%

26%

22%

24%

4

Capabilities

77%

-2%

-5%

-4%

5

Process

71%

4%

8%

6%

6

Strategy

70%

8%

7%

7%

7

Motivation

64%

2%

2%

2%

8

Collaboration

63%

0%

8%

5%

9

Investment

60%

4%

-3%

0%

10 Metrics

55%

5%

9%

8%

11 Scope

39%

0%

0%

0%

12 Priority

36%

-4%

-8%

-6%

13 Perspective

34%

-3%

4%

1%

14 Portfolio

27%

5%

5%

5%

15 Language

22%

-2%

4%

1%

16 Other

18%

2%

7%

5%

Responses
162
677
804
1,486
Gray shading denotes =>5% variance for service industry compared to all industries.
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Question #15: Sources for Innovation and Idea Generation – Select the most important methods
and tools in the innovation process (select up to 3 methods and tools).
Over 40% of the 1,479 respondents indicated that customer feedback/voice of the customer,
research/development, and brainstorming/brainwriting are important approaches for identifying
sources of innovation and generating ideas (Figure 48-A). Although TRIZ is categorized as an
analytical approach in question 16, it received a frequency of twelve responses for “Other.”
Figure 49-A
#

Answer

Graphic Comparison Responses

%

1

Voice of the Customer/Feedback
(customer interviews, surveys, and
focus groups)

685

46%

2

Research and Development
(innovation incubators, innovation
labs, skunk works)

687

46%

3

Brainstorming and Brainwriting

644

44%

4

Divergent and Tangent Thinking

487

33%

5

Employee Idea and Suggestion
Systems

437

30%

6

Customer Insights (observation,
ethnography, and empathetic
observation)

398

27%

7

Benchmarking

333

23%

8

Competitive Analysis

262

18%

9

Open Innovation Networks
(employees, customers, suppliers, and
partners)

177

12%

10 Trade and Industry Information

79

5%

11 Other

90

6%
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Question #15: Sources for Innovation and Idea Generation – Select the most important methods
and tools in the innovation process (select up to 3 methods and tools).
Service industry is similar to all industry respondents with customer feedback/voice of the
customer, and research/development listed in the same top three rankings (Figure 48-B).
However, the service industry demonstrated a higher frequency of responses for employee
idea/suggestion systems and open innovation networks that might indicate these items are more
important as compared to responses for all industries. Although research/development is listed
in the top three ranking for the service industry, it received a lower response frequency that
might indicate this approach is of less importance.
Figure 49-B
#

Answer

%
Service

1

Voice of the
Customer/Feedback

42%

1%

-8%

-4%

2

Brainstorming and
Brainwriting

42%

-4%

0%

-2%

3

Research and
Development

36%

-6%

-14%

-10%

4

Employee Idea and
Suggestion Systems

36%

3%

9%

6%

5

Divergent and
Tangent Thinking

34%

-3%

4%

1%

6

Customer Insights

26%

0%

-2%

-1%

7

Benchmarking

22%

1%

-2%

-1%

8

Competitive
Analysis

21%

5%

2%

3%

9

Open Innovation
Networks

17%

3%

7%

5%

8%

0%

3%

2%

7%

1%

2%

2%

10 Other
11

Trade & Industry
Information

Variance NonVariance
Variance All
Manufacturing Manufacturing Industries

Responses
161
671
803
1,479
Gray shading denotes =>5% variance for service industry compared to all industries.
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Question #16: Analytical and Statistical Methods – Select the most important methods and tools
in the innovation process (select up to 3 methods and tools).
Over one third of the responses (>33% of the total 1,418 responses), indicated that
characterization and relationship diagrams are important analytical approaches for the innovation
process (Figure 50-A). Although none of the unique responses from “Other” category were
greater in frequency than 1%, new items mentioned more than twice included creativity
(question 15 item), mind mapping, and quality function deployment (question 17 item).
Figure 50-A
#

Answer

Graphic Comparison Responses

%

1

Characterization (process/value
mapping, heuristic redefinition,
framing, and SIPOC)

704

50%

2

Relationship Diagrams (cause &
effect, affinity, KJ method, and
concept tree)

554

39%

3

Design of Experiments and
Taguchi Method

424

30%

4

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

414

29%

5

Decision Criteria and Matrixes
(design scorecards and Pugh matrix)

348

25%

6

Process Capability

335

24%

7

Risk Mitigation Matrix and Plans

300

21%

8

TRIZ

267

19%

9

Six-hats Thinking

242

17%

10 Conjoint Analysis

109

8%

11 Other

133

10%
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Question #16: Analytical and Statistical Methods – Select the most important methods and tools
in the innovation process (select up to 3 methods and tools).
Service industry is similar to all industry respondents with characterization and relationship
diagrams listed in the same top two rankings (Figure 50-B). However, the service industry
demonstrated a higher frequency of responses for TRIZ and six-hats thinking that might indicate
these items are more important as compared to responses for all industries. Whereas the service
industry illustrated a lower response frequency for the design experiment/Taguchi method and
failure mode/effects analysis that might indicate this factor is of less importance.
Figure 50-B
#

Answer

%
Service

Variance
Variance NonVariance All
Manufacturing Manufacturing Industries

1

Characterization

46%

-4%

-3%

-4%

2

Relationship
Diagrams

43%

0%

7%

4%

3

TRIZ

26%

6%

8%

7%

4

Design Experiment
& Taguchi Method

25%

0%

-9%

-5%

5

Failure Mode and
Effects Analysis

24%

-2%

-7%

-5%

6

Decision Criteria
and Matrixes

23%

-1%

-2%

-2%

7

Process Capability

23%

1%

-2%

-1%

8

Six-hats Thinking

23%

3%

8%

6%

9

Risk Mitigation
Matrix and Plans

19%

-2%

-2%

-2%

10 Conjoint Analysis

7%

0%

-1%

-1%

11 Other

4%

-9%

-4%

-6%

150

640

773

1,418

Responses

Gray shading denotes =>5% variance for service industry compared to all industries.
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Chapter 3: QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT & FINDINGS
Survey Results
Question #17: Design and Process Management – Select the most important methods and tools
in the innovation process (select up to 3 methods and tools).
Over one-third of the responses (>33% of the total 1,404 responses), indicated that Change
management, project management, and design for six sigma are important design and
management approaches for the innovation process (Figure 51-A). Although none of the unique
responses from “Other” category were greater in frequency than 1%, cross-functional teams and
risk management were mentioned twice.
Figure 51-A
#

Answer

Graphic Comparison Responses

%

1

Change Management (design for
implementation and culture)

559

40%

2

Project Management (charters,
project scopes, milestones, action
plans, communication tools, and
review process)

515

37%

3

Design for Six Sigma (define,
measure, analyze, design, optimize,
deploy, and verify)

479

34%

4

Design Modeling (concepting,
prototyping, and rapid prototyping)

448

32%

5

Quality Function Deployment

434

31%

6

Phase Gate Process/Stage Gate
Process (ideation, concept, feasibility,
development, launch, post launch)

343

24%

7

Design Testing and Pilots

323

23%

8

Blitz Sessions (Kaizen workshops and
GE work-out events)

310

22%

9

D4 Road Map (define, discover,
develop, and demonstrate)

248

18%

10 Axiomatic Design

65

5%

11 Other

40

4%
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Chapter 3: QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT & FINDINGS
Survey Results
Question #17: Design and Process Management – Select the most important methods and tools
in the innovation process (select up to 3 methods and tools).
Service industry respondents are similar in that design for six sigma was one of the top three
ranked approaches (Figure 51-B). However, unlike the responses from all industries, over onethird of the service industry responses ranked change management and quality function within
the top three rankings. Additionally, the service industry received a higher frequency of
responses for design testing/pilots and blitz sessions that might indicate these items are more
important as compared to responses for all industries. Whereas the service industry illustrated a
lower response frequency for project management and phase gate/stage gate process that might
indicate this factor is of less importance.
Figure 51-B
%
Service

Variance NonVariance
Variance All
Manufacturing Manufacturing Industries

#

Answer

1

Change
Management

43%

1%

5%

3%

2

Design for
Six Sigma

34%

1%

-1%

0%

3

Quality Function
Deployment

34%

3%

3%

3%

4

Design Modeling

32%

0%

0%

0%

5

Design Testing
and Pilots

32%

8%

9%

9%

6

Project
Management

30%

-6%

-7%

-7%

7

Blitz Sessions

28%

5%

7%

6%

8

Phase Gate/Stage
Gate Process

17%

-4%

-10%

-7%

9

D4 Road Map

15%

-1%

-4%

-3%

10 Other

5%

0%

2%

1%

11 Axiomatic Design

3%

-1%

-2%

-2%

Responses
149
638
761
1,404
Gray shading denotes =>5% variance for service industry compared to all industries.
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Chapter 3: QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT & FINDINGS
Survey Results
Question #18: List up to three companies that, in your opinion, are benchmarks for innovation?
Of the 267 responses for innovation benchmarks, the top ten companies (Figure 52) represent
56% of the responses. These companies include Apple, Google, General Electric, 3M, Toyota
More Corporation, Microsoft, Boeing, Ford Motor Company, IBM Corporation, and Gore
Industries.
Figure 52
Top Ten Responses

Responses

%

Apple

47

17.6%

Google

24

9.0%

General Electric

23

8.6%

3M

17

6.4%

Toyota Motor Corporation

10

3.7%

Microsoft

8

3.0%

Boeing

6

2.2%

Ford Motor Company

6

2.2%

IBM Corporation

5

1.9%

Gore Industries

4

1.5%

Other

117

43.8%

Total

267

100%
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Chapter 3: QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT & FINDINGS
Survey Findings
Demographics & Industry: The majority of respondents (55%) work in the manufacturing
industry and 81% reside in the United States of America (Figures 35-A & 36-A).
Experience & Involvement: The respondents appear to have a general comprehension for
innovation with 81% having a basic to profound understanding. However, 51% of the
respondents have infrequent to no involvement with innovation (Figures 37-A & 38-A).
Maturity & Knowledge: Most of the respondents (59%) perceive innovation as having a
moderate to high maturity and 40% moderately to highly perceive the American Society for
Quality body of knowledge reflects innovation concepts (Figures 39-A & 40-A).
Concept & Positioning: The majority of the respondents (63%) perceive innovation as related
but not identical to the concept of improvement and 49% expressed an agreeable point of view
that innovation should be positioned as a unique discipline by the American Society for Quality
(Figures 41-A & 42-A).
Talent & Process: The majority of the respondents (94%) indicated that there is a degree of both
nature (people‟s natural talent) and nurture (process of innovation) that influence innovation
outcomes (Figure 43-A).
Organizational Knowledge: The majority of respondents (75%) expressed a point of view that
organizations have a minimal to no level of understanding for innovation concepts, methods, and
tools (Figure 44-A).
Organizational Commitment: The majority of respondents (69%) perceive organizations provide
minimal or no investment for innovation. However, the majority of respondents (55%) indicated
that Senior Leadership believe innovation is a critical component of the business strategy
(Figures 45-A & 46-A).
Organizational Metrics: Of the respondents, 58% have a point of view that organizations tend to
use more lagging results measures and only 20% of the respondents indicated a tendency to
utilize more leading indicators (Figure 47-A).
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Chapter 3: QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT & FINDINGS
Survey Findings (Continued):
Critical Success Factors: Over 80% of respondents indicated that culture, senior leadership, and
capabilities are critical success factors for enabling innovation. However, the service industry
demonstrated a higher frequency of responses for capacity, strategy, collaboration, metrics, and
portfolio that might indicate these items are more important or unfamiliar concepts (Figures 48A & 48-B).
Sources for Innovation and Idea Generation: Over 40% of the respondents indicated that voice
of the customer/customer feedback, research/development, and brainstorming/brainwriting are
important approaches for identifying sources of innovation and generating ideas. Although
TRIZ is categorized as an analytical approach in question 16, it received a frequency of twelve
responses for “Other.” The service industry demonstrated a higher frequency of responses for
employee idea/suggestion systems and open innovation networks that might indicate these items
are more important or unfamiliar concepts (Figures 49-A & 49-B).
Analytical and Statistical Methods: Over 33% of responses indicated that characterization and
relationship diagrams are important analytical approaches for the innovation process. The service
industry demonstrated a higher frequency of responses for TRIZ and six-hats thinking that might
indicate these items are more important or unfamiliar concepts (Figures 50-A & 50-B).
Design and Process Management: Over 33% of responses indicated that change management,
project management, and design for six sigma are important design and management approaches
for the innovation process. Although design for six sigma was a common top approach for the
service industry, change management and quality function were ranked higher. Additionally, the
service industry received a higher frequency of responses for design testing/pilots and blitz
sessions that might indicate these items are more important or unfamiliar concepts (Figures 51-A
& 50-B).
Benchmarks: Of the 267 responses for innovation benchmarks, the top ten companies
represented 56% of the responses. These companies include Apple, Google, General Electric,
3M, Toyota Motor Corporation, Microsoft, Boeing, Ford Motor Company, IBM Corporation,
and Gore Industries (Figure 52).
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Chapter 4: CONCLUSIONS
Key Findings
Cross-Cutting Themes:
The top three themes for each dimension from the qualitative interviews and quantitative
survey were are compared in Figure 53. The top three themes for critical success factors
and the top two benchmark companies were identical. The other dimensions demonstrated
less similarity with only characterization and design for Six Sigma illustrating a
corresponding match. However, brainstorming/brainwriting*, employee idea/suggestion
systems*, voice of the customer*, decision criteria*, and design modeling* were in the top
five themes for both the qualitative and quantitative categories. It is important to mention
that the differences between the rankings of the qualitative and quantitative items might be a
function of the lower sample size for the qualitative interviews.
Dimension

Qualitative Top Themes

Figure 53
Quantitative Top Themes

Critical



Capabilities



Capabilities

Success



Culture



Culture

Factors



Senior Leadership



Senior Leadership



Benchmarking



Brainstorming/Brainwriting *



Customer Insights



Research & Development



Employee Idea/Suggestion *



Voice of the Customer *

Analytical &



Characterization



Characterization

Statistical



Decision Criteria*



Relationship Diagrams

Methods



TRIZ



Design of Experiments

Design &



Design Modeling *



Change Management

Process



Design for Six Sigma



Design for Six Sigma

Management



Phase Gate/Stage Gate Process



Project Management



Apple



Apple



Google



Google



IDEO



General Electric

Idea
Generation

Benchmarks

Gray shading denotes the item was not listed in the top three themes for both categories.
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Chapter 4: CONCLUSIONS
Key Findings
Hypothesis: Evidence supports the hypothesis that innovation approaches have a
demonstrated application in service organizations.
The findings from the both the qualitative and quantitative research suggest that innovation
principles, methods, and tools have a broad application to include the development of products,
services, and programs for service and hospitality organizations. The majority of the qualitative
interviews were conducted with service related companies such as consulting, financial services,
hospitality, education, and government (Figure 2) that provided evidence for the use of
innovation approaches. Additionally, the literature search provided case study examples for the
application of innovation in service industries and the quantitative survey results of service
industries were directionally aligned with all industries in terms of critical success factors and
approaches for innovation (Figures 48-B, 49-B, 50-B, and 51-B).
Research Objective: The research identified critical success factors and important
approaches for service organizations to consider when implementing innovation.
Most of the qualitative responses from the interviews indicated that key challenges such as
resistant culture, lack of senior leadership support, inadequate capabilities, and ineffective
processes are the exact converse of critical success factors (Figure 4). In other words, lack
of senior leadership support is a common failure point in the same aspect that strong senior
leadership advocacy is a mission critical success factor. Although there was directional
alignment between service and other all industries, certain approaches might be more
important for service organizations such as employee idea/suggestion systems, open
innovation networks, TRIZ, six-hats thinking, design testing/pilots and blitz sessions
(Figures 49-B, 50-B, & 51-B). The implementation of design for six sigma and utilization
of external consultants were the most common approaches identified for creating
capabilities to include training specialized innovation staff. However, the research did not
identify a strong theme of systematic approaches in transferring innovation approaches to a
broader workforce which may indicate an opportunity for further maturity and development.
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Chapter 4: CONCLUSIONS
Conceptual Framework for Innovation
The dominant service industry key findings were used to construct a model comprised of critical
success factors and approaches that could be used as a conceptual framework for service
organizations (Figure 54-A & 54-B). It is important to mention that the model contains items of
most importance for service industries and is beyond the scope of this study to define causal
relationships, performance results, and knowledge transfer processes.
Key dimensions of the model include:
1. Design Phases that are not always linear and often times more iterative in nature.
2. Design Processes in relation to the design phases (Figure 51-B).
3. Analytical Methods for defining problems, design factors, and relationship Figure 50-B).
4. Ideation Methods for sourcing innovation and generating ideas (Figure 49-B).
5. & 6. Critical success factors that include the Business Model and Human Capital with
collaboration, culture, and senior leadership as cross-cutting themes (Figure 48-B).
7. Environment is comprised of stakeholders/resources that are part of co-creating innovation.

Service Innovation Framework
Figure 54-A
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Figure 54-B

Partners
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Chapter 5: RECOMMENDATIONS
Overview:
Although the research study identified components of a framework for service innovation
(Figures 54-A & 54-B), the model requires further research and validation. Additional
validation of the findings is required because there are potential factors that may have biased the
sampling and interpretation of the research findings (Figures 55 – 57). Further research is
required because the survey results for certain questions appear incongruent and there are
unexplained differences in the frequency of responses for service organizations (Figures 58 –
59). Additionally, the service innovation framework is a conceptual design that requires testing
and refinement of the model to include the identification of optimal knowledge transfer
processes (Figure 60).
Validation

Figure 55

Opportunity #1:
Potential bias from the interpretation of the qualitative research that could impact the
reported findings (Figures 3 – 9).
Recommendation #1:
Send the draft of the service innovation framework to the qualitative survey respondents
(Figure 2) to verify their statements, synthesized themes, and recommended framework for
service innovation.
Figure 56
Opportunity #2:
Potential bias from the quantitative research instrument (Appendix C) that could impact the
interpretation of the findings.
Recommendation #2:
Publish the key survey findings and service innovation framework in an American Society of
Quality periodical publication to solicit member comments and questions.
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Chapter 5: RECOMMENDATIONS
Validation (continued)

Figure 57

Opportunity #3:
Potential bias and incomplete conclusions from the selection of the qualitative (Figure 2) and
quantitative survey samples (Figure 35-A & 35-B) that could impact the reported findings
and construct of the conceptual framework.
Recommendation #3:
Publish the results of the research study in a business publication that would provide a
broader audience for soliciting editorial feedback. Additionally, present scholarly lectures
for innovation conferences and higher education that stimulate audience dialog and input
regarding the research findings and proposed service innovation framework.

Further Research
Figure 58
Opportunity #4:
Of the respondents, 40% moderately to highly perceive the American Society for Quality
(ASQ) body of knowledge reflects innovation concepts (Figure 40-A). Additionally, 49% of
the respondents expressed an agreeable point of view that innovation should be positioned as a
unique discipline (Figure 42-A). Furthermore, 75% of respondents expressed a point of view
that organizations have a minimal to no level of understanding for innovation concepts and
methods (Figure 44-A). These findings represent an opportunity for ASQ to assess the
completeness of their body of knowledge, positioning of the innovation discipline, ability to
meet the needs of their members, and penetration of external organizations.
Recommendation #4:
Request the ASQ Board of Directors appoint a task-force to evaluate the opportunity to
establish innovation as a unique discipline to include a more robust body of knowledge,
training programs, and credentialing through a structured certification process.
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Chapter 5: RECOMMENDATIONS
Further Research (continued)
Figure 59
Opportunity #5:
There might be a higher level of theoretical than practical understanding of innovation because
81% of the survey respondents had a basic to profound understanding (Figure 37-A) which is
asymmetrical to the statistic of 51% having infrequent to no involvement with applying
innovation concepts and methods (Figure 38-A). There also appears to be a difference
between the organizational philosophy toward innovation and actual behaviors because 55% of
the respondents stated that senior leaders believe innovation is a critical component to the
business strategy (Figures 46-A) which is not congruent with 69% of the respondents
perceiving organizations provide minimal to no investment for innovation (Figures 45-A).
There also appears to be differences in the frequency of response for certain critical success
factors and approaches for service organizations compared to other industries (Figures 48-B –
51-B). It is uncertain if these differences for the service industry are influenced by the
sampling methods and population of the ASQ panel or sample size.
Recommendation #5:
Conduct new research to provide insights for the higher reported levels of perceived
knowledge and importance of innovation in contrast to the lower reported levels of application
and investment for innovation. Further explore the differences in critical success factors and
approaches for service organizations with a refined survey instrument, more robust sampling
plan, and larger sample size for quantification and comparison. Without further research, it
will be difficult to understand the incongruence of certain results and potential differences in
areas of importance for service organizations.
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Chapter 5: RECOMMENDATIONS
Testing and Refinement
Figure 60
Opportunity #6:
Although the research study identified critical success factors and approaches that were
synthesized into a framework for service innovation, this model is conceptual and requires
testing and potential refinement. The quantitative survey identified a possible opportunity to
further develop and test leading indicators because 58% of the survey respondents tend to use
more lagging measures (Figure 47-A). Additionally, the service innovation framework
requires supporting mechanisms such as training, education, and other learning vehicles to
promote the knowledge transfer of the model. Furthermore, the quantitative survey findings
identified that 94% of the respondents indicated that there is a degree of both nature (people‟s
natural talent) and nurture (process of innovation) that influence innovation outcomes (Figure
43-A). Without such measurement and knowledge transfer processes, it will be difficult to
effectively evaluate the conceptual model to include the robustness of the service innovation
framework, interrelationships between the critical success factors, and appropriate conditions
for the application of the various approaches.
Recommendation #6:
Identify and select a design and development team from a service organization to test and
refine the service innovation framework. Criteria for selecting the design and development
team should include the context of their work in creating new products, services, and programs.
Additionally, the design and development team should consist of at least five members to
account for differences in talent (nature) and the application of the service innovation
framework (nurture). The service innovation framework will be distilled into training models
to disseminate the knowledge to the design and development team. They will also be provided
with supplemental resources included in the bibliography (Appendix E). The design and
development team will document the application of the service innovation framework (Figure
61) and post their findings to a shared internet site that will serve as a repository of knowledge
and help enable the identification of results, trends, and opportunities to refine the model.
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Chapter 5: RECOMMENDATIONS
Testing and Refinement (continued)

Figure 61

Project Name:_______________________
High
5

Success Factors:
Capabilities
Capacity
Collaboration
Cultural
Investment
Metrics
Motivation
Senior Leadership
Strategy

High
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Co-creation:
Customers
Employees
Partners
Design Process:
Design Requirements
Design Specifications
Design Concept
Design Validation
Design for Culture

Project Success

Start Date:________

4

Moderate
3
2

Low
1

N/A
0

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Moderate
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Low
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N/A
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

High
5
5
5

4
4
4

Moderate
3
2
3
2
3
2

Low
1
1
1

N/A
0
0
0

High
5
5
5
5
5

4
4
4
4
4

Moderate
3
3
3
3
3

Low
1
1
1
1
1

N/A
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2

Completion:________

Comments:

Leading Indicators:____________________________________________________________.
Lagging Indicators: ___________________________________________________________.
Ideation Methods Utilized:_____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________.
Analytical Methods Utilized:_____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________.
Key Learnings:________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________.
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Appendix
A. Interview Invitation and Transcripts
Interview Invitation
Dear <Insert Name>:
I am currently…my department is responsible for the worldwide design and development of new
programs, products, and services. We are conducting a benchmarking study to identify an
approach for incorporating innovation methods and tools into our design process.
It is my understanding that you are a thought-leader in the subject of innovation and would like
to solicit your expertise as we develop an innovation toolkit for our design process. In addition
to the development of an innovation toolkit, this research will be incorporated into a service
innovation thesis I am completing at The Rochester Institute of Technology. Please be assured
that you will have final approval of your comments and receive a full copy of the report.
I am sensitive to your time and this benchmarking would only involve a 30-minute telephone
interview consisting of five questions (refer below) and a follow-up e-mail survey.
1. What challenges do organizations face in implementing innovation methods/tools?
2. Are there key factors that enable the effective deployment of innovation methods/tools?
3. What are the proven and effective tools used in the innovation process?
4. Is there a known and systematic method for designing innovation?
5. What are sources for innovation benchmarks, best practices, and body of knowledge?”
Please let me know if you are willing to contribute to this benchmarking study and
appreciate your anticipated support.
Sincerely,
John C. Timmerman
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Interview Transcripts:
1. Challenges organizations face in implementing innovation methods/tools?


Cultural, political aspects are most difficult in aligning management.



Easiest is the technical training and tools Management‟s desire for homerun ideas and
commercialization of an idea.



Unclear approach for identifying the right ideas.



Migrating away from core competency.



Resistance to skunk works, ideas, innovation means the act of introducing something
new that is widely adapted/adopted by the organization.



Organizations assign folks that are familiar with the process, design, or change
required. They are too close to current approach or have a vested interest in not
changing.



If innovation comes from someone else, it suffers a "not invented here" bias and is
difficult to get accepted by the process owner.



Most organizations do not train individuals to be innovative, but rather to be process
conformists.



There is usually little incentive for folks to change things rather than take a safe
approach to doing things the way they have always been done before.



Organizations rarely look outside its industry/sector for new ways of doing things.



Organizations and individuals look at "innovation" as completely redesigning an
existing process, service, or product when incremental improvement may suffice.



Organizations rarely solicit input from all interested parties regarding innovation,
including customers of the product, service, or process.



Change (as a result of innovation) is tough and disruptive, so folks try to avoid it.



Organizations look for a formal methodology and tracking system to support
innovation, but this is not always required as some innovation is simple and quick.



Some organizations wait on a formal approach to innovation until an "it" system has
been developed and implemented for tracking changes.



Too much focus on defect/problem reporting because of the blame it assigns.
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1. Challenges organizations face in implementing innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Declaring you‟ve reached the pinnacle of innovation and losing the core competency
(happens with leadership changes).



Companies make a mistake by framing the opportunity that lead to classical reengineering (not solving the real problem).



Too invested in current processes that make it difficult to recognize a problem.



Methods: Takes time for them to take hold and to be used routinely. Must
demonstrate value/help an individual/team do their work or do it better.



Tools: selecting common tools for use across the company. Work with
Quality/performance excellence group to find common tools. This provides a
standard/common output and makes for less confusion and more efficient training (one
versus multiple courses).
Getting to market late has a very high cost.



Most organizations don‟t know what they mean by innovation – they don‟t have an
operational definition.



Leaders not knowing or remembering what once made them great.



Innovation is not defined or part of the culture.



Innovation processes too cumbersome and focuses on the presentation.



Leaders look for quick hit innovation.



Finding the starting point (point of inspirations).



Locating generative points of inspiration. (moves the process faster with conviction).



A lot of observational research.



Too small an investment in innovation (e.g. 1% - 3%).



Focusing only on incremental innovation.



Current measurements that don‟t reflect the strategic impact of innovation.



Employee attitude (how receptive are they when many already feel overworked; is it
the “next corporate thing”, as in flavor du jure? Is there an inherent attitude about
experimentation? Is it ok to try and fail or is failure considered career limiting?).



Employees‟ personal opinions of themselves (“I‟m not creative”).
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1. Challenges organizations face in implementing innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Adults‟ general negativity about new ideas (“oh, that‟ll never work!”). Research
suggests that seeing the possibilities in things is squelched out of us before our teenage
years with the result that 90% of the time, we dismiss new ideas as unworkable.



Making innovation a priority: Management has to allow time for innovation at all
levels in the organization.



Management‟s ability to be happy to hear about innovation because innovation means
change (see #3); managers must “walk the talk.”



Seeing signs of innovation efforts: innovation takes work and employees want to see
the fruits of their labor, and to have something to rally around.



Use it or lose it: innovation is a skill and if it‟s not practiced, it becomes rusty and
atrophies (see #4)



Ensuring the use of tools and methods are tied to a desired outcome (growth, sales,
revenue, profits



Regardless of whether it is innovation methods or changing software, the act of
implementing or deploying something new or different is where one set of
fundamental challenges reside.



Context and purpose.



Supporting culture.



Resource allocation.



Measurement.



% Revenues from New Products/ Services.



Market Coverage.



Product/ services launches by targeted markets.



# of new ideas; hit rate of new ideas to next phase; pipeline throughput.



# of completions; hit through decision gates.



Plan/ actual against predicted measures.



Competitive Benchmarks on perceived innovation.



Organizational antibodies.
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1. Challenges organizations face in implementing innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Bias for immediate implementation.



Proxy vote for the customer needs (e.g. asking the sales).



Notion of an arrogant culture (success formula) – the world changes.



Companies hiring in their own images.



Strong paradigms and practices.



Lack of design thinking.



Highly structured tools can inhibit creativity and getting bogged down in the details
(first define purpose, vision, perfect customer experience).



Leaders not embrace it (give a good speech but offload to training department) – not
showing-up for events related to the initiative. Similar to safety programs.



Assign people that perfectors of the system and not changers of the system.



Reality of insufficient divergence of leadership talent.



Protecting an innovative group from organizational antibodies.



Leadership desire for quick results, not ready to allow for an iterative innovation
process, and overall buy-in to the value of the concepts.



Change management: Fear of the ideas and approach not working.



Not realizing a company can be innovative without spending a lot of money.



Talent of right versus left brain.



The problem is not clearly defined.



Typical corporate management systems are built for productivity and incremental
growth. These systems built for predictability, efficiency, and risk mitigation.
Effective innovation requires entrepreneurialism, risk-taking, and contingency
planning. Obviously; traditional corporate management systems do not provide an
effective ecosystem for innovation.



Innovation leaders and mature business leaders also require capabilities that are polar
opposites from one another.



Mature businesses are required to defend their market positions and optimize their
performance. Having innovation start-ups occur in the same or adjacent markets can
feel like internal competition to these mature businesses.
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1. Challenges organizations face in implementing innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Innovation requires managing and overcoming unknowns and uncertainties (about the
market, about customer response, about internal capabilities, etc). Innovation methods
must provide the capability to translate assumptions into factual understanding with
the lowest possible investment and provide better-than-average return (or else the
investment should have been used in the core business instead).



The majority of innovation initiatives require the use of external partnerships (if the
organization already had the inherent capability to succeed in a new market they
would already have done it on their own). Having the ability to identify, develop, and
effectively manage these external partnerships creates new capability challenges.



Short-term focus on cost and efficiencies.



PDCA reinforcing the “shoot and aim” approach.



Words such acceptable and OK.



Not a blend of art and science of innovation.



How do you figure-out what to pursue and prioritize them (there are so many
unknowns and limited resources)?



How do you measure success and know you‟re making progress?



Combining the art and science of innovation.



Think-tanks do not help create a sense of urgency and are disconnected to the business
strategy.



Belief that only creative people can come-up with ideas (need a creative arm) –
everyone can contribute to the innovation process.



Great ideas can get “killed” when the operations team are involved too early in the
process.



Prepare for the management reaction with the amount of time the training and projects
require in addition to their current work.



Failure to incorporate senior leaders in the process.



Variation in leadership expectation, e.g. building brands, driving profitability, adding
value for customers, driving incremental growth in whitespace (laundry list of
disparate initiatives without a unifying strategy).
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1. Challenges organizations face in implementing innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Not recognizing when to kill an idea (objective review).



Organizations view creativity too narrowly (initial conception phase) and not the areas
of most importance of finding ways to bring the ideas to market.



Disparate parties (conflict) and problems that create too much noise that is a barrier to
focusing on innovation.



Budget driver (ideas not considered).



Ideas are stopped at certain levels of the company (killed).



Think too tactical (running the business) and not long-term.



Well defined brands to be innovative (know who you are).



Challenging to nurture innovation (more likely select innovators because of the
organizational structure).



Undefined goals and objectives.



Balancing and aligning the business and changing the internal operating model.



The culture doesn‟t want to kill Projects because they‟re vested in making it a success.



The single greatest pain point for organizations trying to implement innovation
tools/methods is that they do not have the proper mood and mindset – as a culture and
as individuals. They assume a tried and true methodology can be laid at the laps of a
team, and they should be able to insert it into their objective. The qualitative
ingredients are the make or break. Is the mood of the group compatible with creating?
Are the individual mindsets of the group capable and comfortable to create? I've
included a page on our Five M model to reference as we believe it‟s this continuum,
and used at each of the five, that allows true innovation to work and maintain over the
long haul.
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2. Key factors that enable effective deployment of innovation methods/tools?


Identify who are the powerbrokers and sacred cows), win/win to avoid political fights.



Pre-selling in a diffused power structure.



Skunk works department.



Freedom from time.



Time to incubate.



Method of two ideas per employee per month and 80% implemented) measured the
number of people involved in the idea.



Linked to staff evaluations.



The biggest factor in enabling effective deployment of innovation methods and tools
are achievement of desired or expected results.



Allow individuals/teams to try something new and fail without consequence (only
46% of new technology works when introduced).



Management support and commitment - when an idea is presented look for the
possibilities, not the shortcomings.



Formal system for rewarding / recognizing innovation (e.g. ideas program).



Publish / publicize results. Keep tabs on all innovations introduced.



Once innovation has been identified and deployed, it is no longer innovation but
rather, business-as-usual.



Greed and recognition are good motivators.



Create a culture of sharing success stories about innovation (share victory session on
web site with storytelling).



Innovative companies frame things in terms of the outcomes (not process/steps). For
example, it‟s only important for the customer at a hotel to get the key and correct room
assignment – why do I even need a key.



People only innovate with a well articulated and believable problem.
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2. Key factors that enable effective deployment of innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Make sure they provide unquestioned value to the user (enables them to do good
work). Strive for common tool that is used across your company with one training
course. Coordinate with your Quality/Performance Excellence group for these
common tools and courses. Also coordinate with them to assure cross use of each
other's processes.



Identify an event you want to happen or predicting future events (e.g. catalytic
converters).



Stage launch workshops can save a couple months of work in defining scope,
outcomes, risk, and competencies.



Identifying top risks prioritizing key issues (FMEA in stage two).



Ability to see things differently.



The innovation tools are second to the leadership to marshal the people and get them
moving in the right direction.



Need values that promote innovation.



Promote risk and not focus solely on perfection.



Employees need areas to share and vet ideas.



View of creating profitability for the brands long-term (incentive structure for longterm success).



Define risk tolerances.



Use an iterative process to manage the process of divergent and convergent ideas to
modify the design and test assumptions.



Experiment along the process is also part of the client change management process.



Quick change is the concept of always changing and evolving ideas.



Need to focus on “Game changing” innovation.



Ability to assume a degree of risk and failure/learning with innovation.



Training methodology: should be instructor-led and hands-on vs. self-training; it‟s not
just telling, training has to be experiential.



Right instructor (engaged, engaging).



Allow many test & learns; people won‟t get it right the first time.
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2. Key factors that enable effective deployment of innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Immediately use the learning (use it or lose it); and use it on a relevant and timely
business challenge.



Roll it out in groups that make sense – applied training to logical groups of people
who have common problems; but make it as cross-functional as possible.



Key factors include:
o Leadership to culture and desired outcome
o Similar characteristics of leading to a quality managed company
o Specific to innovation
o Allowance and expectation for creative thinking
o Talent propensities of creative thinking



Time and space to use iterative process to develop innovative ideas (it‟s a process).



Voice of the customer. (time and resources) - Get it right on the customer
requirements.



Project selection (ability to rank the ideas and metrics).



Workforce capability make-up (higher ability to identify OFIs) and individual talents.



Infrastructure (training and support system).



Leadership encouragement and incentives.



Employee engagement (leveraging discretionary time).



Make innovation as important as subjects such as safety.



Make it part of the fabric of the organization – risk of Apple.



Get the bandit on the train (person that is the next person in the process).



Starts with visionary leadership for organizational innovation with big goals and
systems.



Identifying talent for incremental innovation and significant ideas for capturing market
share (conceptual).



Culture of seeing ideas as valued.



Leaders that recognize they are not immune to the divergence of culture.
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2. Key factors that enable effective deployment of innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Important to select the right profile of talent that has the natural ability to be creative
and complementing this talent with complementing members of the design team.



Creative leadership.



Push/expectation from the market (survival mode triggers innovation)



DNA or the company.



Creative minds supported by structure.



Leadership that creates an environment and ability to “fail responsibly.”



Reward and recognition or innovation.



Grass roots involvement in the process that creates ambassadors.



Identify the unspoken customer needs (customer insights).



Provide tools that help the customer articulate their needs/problems with the use of
criteria (co-creation of innovation with the customer).



Creating a culture that can recognize if an idea doesn‟t work with grass roots buy-in.



Alignment of stakeholders.



Most key factor: conscious recognition by leadership that the traditional organizational
systems will not work to support innovation (re: first challenge noted under question
#1).



Focus on sustaining profitable growth.



Difficult to select the right people because only a few have the natural talent so it is
important to create a system that helps everyone innovate and use both sides of their
brain.



Capability of having creative thinking for day to day work.



Workforce willingness to change and adapt.



Leadership view innovation as the lifeblood to make their plans.



Executive sponsorship owns the risk (team‟s job to identify risk).



Innovation ideas need to be marketable.



Project teams understand the goals and ways to mitigate risk.



Celebrate failures (killed projects).



Build divergent teams.
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2. Key factors that enable effective deployment of innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Include senior leaders with the process.



First, develop a well defined innovation strategy (what you want to accomplish) with
priorities to address business needs.



Establish credibility with customers that the company is innovative and establish
baseline capabilities with a work-plan that will help “change the game.”



Focus resources that are the most important projects that create profit.



Create an innovation funnel that generates a lot of ideas with a discipline to say no
100x a day.



Some varying levels of creativity (right brain) and can enhance people with the right
environment and incentives (failure is part of the process).



Thinking of platforms versus individual clinic view.



Empowerment of the team.



Risk taking.



Outside thinkers on the leadership (senior team provides the autonomy – needs also to
be bold).



Dedicated person that chases ideas (i.e., one person looking for new fuels).



Competitors force innovation.



Definition “create differentiation” that translates into a value added service and sales.



Focus on adding value to the customer‟s model (impact of technology).



Drive value for the whole solution, how can we help enable the customer.



Key considerations of:
o Is the balance right (customer, employee, and profit).
o Balance the short- and long-term.
o Enable the people and process with the technology.
o Alignment internal and external.
o Change management.
o Capacity challenge.
o Acquiring team members with diverse thoughts/ experience.
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2. Key factors that enable effective deployment of innovation methods/tools? (Continued)


Opinion of it‟s a combination of nature and nurture for innovation (need both).



Refer to answer one as well as two additional factors: First, it‟s about leadership. Has
leadership clarified what an "idea" or "innovation" really is and to what cause? Do
leaders fully support the idea of creating and what it will take both functionally and
emotionally? Secondly, too often, organizations work creativity for too long in the
abstract. When developing their capability and mindset, use safe and analog based
charrettes to get a quick orientation, and then immediately apply to a real business
objective. Real creating for real outcome is when people and organizations begin to
gain traction around an innovation culture.

3. What are the proven and effective tools used in the innovation process?


Computer aided design and design of experiments.



VOC (sources of customer information).



Statistical analysis.



Edward Debono Six thinking hats and divergent/tangent thinking.



Value analysis/ engineering.



Exercise to promote z-waves.



VOC feedback for validation.



Innovation audits.



True benchmarking, including understanding the 'as is' 'should be' process maps,
researching the best in the world, etc.



Looking outside the industry or sector.



Involving neutral, third party help - someone not familiar with the product, service, or
process.



Setting stretch targets that do not allow for incremental improvement or minor change,
but rather fundamental, significant change.



Effective modeling and risk mitigation - base the change on data.



Use of an innovation facilitator to guide the group.



Brainstorming or kaizen workshops such as 6s or GE workout events.
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3. What are the proven and effective tools used in the innovation process? (Continued)


FedEx used observation or doing the task themselves to spark innovative ideas in the
process. Made the purple promise of what we do well or promise to fix.



Conduct a “points of pain study” to identify the problems and generate buy-in midmanagement.



Gap analysis of outcomes (burning platform).



Customer and process observations are the most powerful (see it through their eyes).



Tool to segregate the observations and quantify the problem and identify method
changes.



Process maps for analysis and communication.



Tools to determine customer requirements and convert these requirements into
products and processes- VOC, QFD. Risk Assessment/Management, Scorecard.



Product roadmaps.



Identified >60 tools.



Train innovation black belts on QFD - house of quality (design of product and
process).



Creativity: Brainstorming and KJ Analysis (affinity diagrams).



Design of experiments (test the limits).



Pugh concept selection matrix (Stuart Pugh).



TRIZ (idea generation of idea generation tool that gives alternative models and break a
conflict).



Goldratt‟s approach to resolving conflicts.



Genrich Altshuller (39 principles of engineering).



Collecting user insights (ethnography).



Look for where customers have obstacles/problems and potential points of enjoyment.



Use quantitative to find where to look.



Prototyping the concept, e.g. asking questions and role playing in a systematic
approach (creating the storyboard scene by scene to make changes and questions
assumptions).
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3. What are the proven and effective tools used in the innovation process? (Continued)


Open innovation (web-based) that solicits employee input. The process in large
operations such as Best Buy requires a triage process/person to identify the golden
nuggets.



That there is a process (it matters less what the methodology is, it‟s the fact that there
is a method). This is especially important for those who think they aren‟t the “creative
type”.



Success stories – share them! And help them become company lore (because these are
relevant to employees‟ own situations).



Create the environment at all levels. Inoculate everyone with the innovation gene.
Communicate often, remind people, provide ticklers, always be talking about it. And
do this in a creative way (walk the talk). People will only take innovation advice from
someone who is deemed to be innovative.



Measure – can be a quagmire because innovative thinking does not always tie directly
to an outcome. It is a culture you are trying to create. Measures are likely to be more
qualitative than quantitative. But some measures are:
o Levels of employee participation
o Employees‟ perception of organization‟s IQ (innovation quotient)
o Number of new ideas generated
o Cost avoidance/cost savings
o New revenue generated



Measurement depends on what the objective of the innovation program is. So need to
be clear on what you are trying to accomplish with your innovation activities. For us,
it was more about participation and attitude than any direct link to the bottom line.
We figured that would come in time.
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3. What are the proven and effective tools used in the innovation process? (Continued)


The process would include sub processes for:
o Idea generation.
o Requirement, culture and talent of creative thinking).
o Prioritization and decision gating.
o QFD, Requirements, DOE, Prioritization, ABC, FMEA, ROI and probabilities.
o Discipline to exit.
o Deployment and Commercialization.
o Process mapping, FMEA, Project management, change management.
o Supporting tools and methods.
o Road mapping.
o Technology trend analysis.
o Customer trend analysis.
o Competitive intelligence analysis.
o Market research.
o Scenario planning.



Gauge of innovation (mini, medium, major).



Rough drawings of concepts (used in the create and collaborative phases),



Dashboard of projects.



Key customer requirements document.



10 – 15 year plan of current innovation that would ladder-up to a future concept.



Change the term “Useful tools”



Adoptive thinking.



IDEO methods cards, human center design (pdf on website), deep dive video for team
orientation.



Book “Tinker Toys” that provide creative tools.



Visualization tool for concepts such as mind mapping (see connections and
reframing),



Creativity index (right brain – creative) and left brain execution. Need diversity.



WIBNI – Wouldn‟t it be nice if technique.
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3. What are the proven and effective tools used in the innovation process? (Continued)


Innovative problems solving.



Broader environmental factors.



Idea recording through technology that is triages by an innovation team.



Ethnography and consumer insights.



Integrating lateral industries.



Techniques that challenge the normal or incremental (what if we did it the opposite
way). Asking the “What if” question.



Social media for collecting the voice of the customer.



VOC for the end customer.



Idea program with a structured problem solving that is addressed by teams and
bounded to the organizational scorecard.



Strong market intelligence capabilities.



Strategic Planning and Choice Modeling capabilities.



Stage-gating process that ensures investments are made wisely and vetted effectively
prior to progression to a subsequent stage and a higher investment level.



Business Innovation Maturity Model (BIMM).



Strategy for execution map: (1) Benchmarking, (2) Four P Process (quality progress
article).



Customer choice modeling (describe a scenario) and current technology allows for
creation of 3-D models.



Choice-based methods are becoming more common than conventional models.



Benchmark at the process, not industry level.



Risk mitigation plans.



Tool to identify a brand extension (renovation) versus new product.



Use the engagement (Gallup) as the customer continuum.



Ethnographic (watched consumers using the product).



Collecting trade and supplier information.
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3. What are the proven and effective tools used in the innovation process? (Continued)


Use multiple tools that create divergent :
o Problem definition: (1) Problem statement, (2) Concept map of problems, (3)
Heuristic redefinition process.
o Ideation quick wins (1) brain-writing, (2) Forced Analogy describes the problem like
an everyday problem (3) Kilmag comprised of five steps to solve problems.
o Problem analysis (1) IFR - Ideal final result, (2) System view that looks one level
deeper and one level higher, (3) Resources that would solve a problem, (4)
functional modeling and decomposition that illustrates the components and
relationships.



Tools that create convergent:
o TRIZ solutions that identify contradictions.
o Solution generation(s).



Most important method is collaborating with key partners/suppliers, market tours to
look at trends (consumer and cultural, e.g. graffiti in NY) and ethnography.



Charter (scope and business case) for the project with outcome targets and
accountability.



Stage Gate Criteria for prioritization and elimination of ideas.



Current tools and methods are part of the medical care improvement process or
acquired innovation from a supplier (e.g. technology).



Absent use of social networking tools.



Use the P&G laundry rooms visits (Cadillac calls it „garage” visits).



Talking to competitors customers (Nissan for the Camaro).



Dialog and test concept ideas with social media.



Ethnography tools are very important.
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3. What are the proven and effective tools used in the innovation process? (Continued)


There are dozens, if not hundreds, of effective tools/methods. I'd rather provide an
orientation to this area. Too often people and organizations, even when adhering to
the Five M continuum at a fair level, do not provide enough context for creating. It
often moves from defining the objective to immediate creating. Context, strategy,
voice over, nuances, overview, frames of reference, perspective, the real outcome,
definition of success....all critical before you engage in creating.



Spend time here - almost to the point of discomfort – and it will become obvious to
the conscious group, when, and only when to harness all of the context conversation
into a creative one. It‟s like turning on water if these two work in the weights in
which they should. Too often this context is short changed and the group is left to
creating without a full frame of reference.

4. Is there a known and systematic method for designing innovation?


Quality Function Deployment.



DFSS: Design for six sigma (DMADV –define measure analyze deploy verify) (DMADOV
– define measure analyze design optimize verify).



Computer aided design and design of experiments.



Hermann Brain test (4 quads, diversity).



Measurement, sales from new innovation.



Joel Barker – connecting and sharing ideas.



There are several formal methods for designing innovation including six sigma's DFSS
(design for six sigma) process.



Comparison of performance against others, and then determining what they do different.



Voice of the customer systems that generate share positive/whacky ideas that stimulate
innovation.



Looking for ways ideas from other industries would apply to the business model (has
anyone done anything good we can share from).



Approach of defining results with change on process, system, and behavior with
prototyping before installation.
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4. Is there a known and systematic method for designing innovation?


If the question is do we have a process to take new ideas to commercial products, yes - we
use our version of a 5 Stage and Gate process build originally off of Cooper's work but now
customized for ACME's specific project needs. We define innovation as converting Ideas
to $s so it is taking the idea and commercializing it, not coming up with the idea - we have
other approaches to do this.



Five stage innovation process (Robert Cooper, www.stagegate.com .
o Build knowledge (marry need with solution, business case).
o Feasibility (ability to prototype and customer reaction).
o Test practicality (generations, manufacturing for volume, yield, price).
o Prove profitability (costing, building plants).
o Manage the life cycle (launch and sustainability).



Kaizen (take it apart, reflect on it, then put it back together).



GE Workout (three-day) that forces you to think about all the alternatives and forces
management decisions (one-time only to request more information).



Developing strategy through a process of dialog that‟s stimulated by catalyst.



Collecting customer data.



Creating employee conversations that solicit input on the front-end.



Technologies push versus customer pull.



Use a combination of a toolkit that is customized for the client‟s problems.



Key principles of idea generation, prototyping, and collaboration.



Innovation to market process (I2M) that includes “doing the right thing” with “doing it the
right way.”



Thunderbolt thinking.



Systematic Inventive thinking.



Seven step framework (from consultancy “What If?!”).



Six Sigma.



Design Excellence.



TRIZ (Russian acronym for Theory of Inventive Problem Solving)
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4. Is there a known and systematic method for designing innovation? (Continued)


Idea generation, idea prioritization, test, deploy, check



PDCA.



DFSS.



The innovation processes of which I have been exposed is a thoughtful process that
provides:
o R & D Funds; dedicated resources for idea generation and trials
o Culture
o Four step process of synthesize, create, collaborate, deliver.
o Immersion into the customer environment to identify customer pain points (real customer
need). Data collection is facilitated by the market research group.
o Phase Gate Process with Phases: ideation, concept, feasibility, development, launch, postlaunch (postmortem).



Frameworks and approaches provide broad structure with flexibility). Analogy of music
with open approach with only certain notes working together).



Design for Six Sigma and TRIZ is for incremental.



“Empty the box before putting stuff into the box.” The best ideas come when you run out
of ideas.



Apple process (thinking for the customer).



VOC data collection (P&G collecting VOC, placing design engineers in peoples home).



Stage gate process.



Utilize a customized approach.



Design for Six Sigma.



There are many written references with common themes (as described here). Most fall
under the headings of "Innovation" and "Corporate Entrepreneurialism."



Breakthrough innovation.



Five phase process: (1)Target (2) Explore, (3) develop, (4) optimize, (5) commercialize



Stage Gate Processes.



Stage Gate Process that requires leadership to “navigate” the process. Need a facilitator for
the process.
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4. Is there a known and systematic method for designing innovation? (Continued)


Concepting process.



Incubator process.



DMIAC (tools for problem solving) with an option for an innovation concentration with
DFSS (concentrated learning in an area of efficiency).



TTM (Time to Market).



Idea Process: (1) Idea, (2) Development, (3) Execution, (4) Alignment.



Unaware of organizations using Stage Gate and only “claims” use DMAIC.



Leveraging industry contacts and networks to gather information.



Time to market process.



DMIAC process.



See one pager on Five M model. While our own intellectual property, we do feel as though
this continuum is as complete model for an innovative culture is as is in the market. It‟s a
frame of reference and more of a mental model for making sure your energy and focus is in
a complete orientation and not over indexing on one or two important pieces. It keeps you
honest and complete around your innovation agenda. I do believe there are specific
innovation "methods" that are appropriate for specific innovation objectives. (i.e.: front
end innovation process for consumer package good company, customer experience
mapping for service offering enhancement, etc). These are the tools inside of a Five M
model or similar model.

5. Sources for innovation benchmarks, best practices, and body of knowledge?


QFD Institute.



DMADV is very specialized and less mainstream (suggest looking at Juran Institute).



Clayton Christensen (disruptive thinking) conducted an innovation audit.



Internet searches on innovation tools.



Some organizations such as conference board.



Conferences, seminars on innovation.



Learning from peers (e.g. conference board quality council).



Document reviews on performance of others using similar processes.
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5. Sources for innovation benchmarks, best practices, and body of knowledge?


Toyota.



J&J.



Coke.



Apple.



Robert Cooper's work, PRTM, Monitor, PDMA, IRI, IAPD, to name but a few.



Robert Cooper annual innovation summit.



TRTM consulting (phase gates).



Monitor consulting group that has a model of innovation from different models of
innovation (good graphic of the model).



PDM (Product Management Association).



10% of revenue investment of R&D in corning, 13% for Pharmaceuticals.



Joseph Schumpeter (Creative destruction and planned abandonment of past)



John Feely (book seeing things differently).



Nokia Teamspace for designing from networked resources.



Benchmarks might be heavily influenced by a person (Apple) or the collective culture
(HP).



General Electric, Ritz-Carlton, HP, Toshiba, Sony.



Starbucks “myideas.com” that solicit customer ideas that dimensionless the product and
experience.



P&G has great innovation processes (combines culture and scientific) –Book “The Game
Changer.”



P&G Innovation gym that facilitators and innovation tools that fast-track an idea so it can
incubate (constantly changing and refining their processes and tools).



Look at the IDEO website for not-for-profit toolkit.



P&G.



Best Buy.



What If?!



TED conference in San Francisco.



IdeaCity (Toronto).
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5. Sources for innovation benchmarks, best practices, and body of knowledge?


Google.



Book: The Art of Possibility, by Rosamund and Ben Zander. While not a book on
innovation per se, it is a good starting point for helping employees be open to possibilities,
personally and professionally. It‟s an easy and engaging read.



Bodies of Knowledge:
o Knowledge Management.
o Creative and Cognitive Learning / HR Practices.
o Leadership.
o Processes from perceived innovators: 3M, DuPont, Google, Microsoft, Cisco, SAS, IBM.
o Processes from contemporary experiences/ phenomenon : Face book, Google, Apple and
apps.
o Additional Sources.
o http://www.businessinnovationconference.com/.
o Bodies of Knowledge Libraries and Resources/ Report.
o The Conference Board,
o ASQ, APQC, IPQC



IDEO.



Measure the vitality of innovation with target of 35% sales from new products within 5
years.



Credibility index (launch overtime versus original launch - Performa).



IDEO and strategin.



Phil McKinney (Chief HP Technology) Google killer innovations.



Question of needing a specific measure or improvement on the slopes of multiple
measures.



Look at team dynamic/behaviors that will not inhibit the process.



Apple.



One camp is academicians (University of Buffalo) and popysc (popular concepts).



Stanford.
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5. Sources for innovation benchmarks, best practices, and body of knowledge?


Leading indicators (how many educational sessions, capital investment) and trailing
indicators (profit).



8%-10% drug for R&D.



IDEO – approach and environment to out of the box thinking.



MBNQAs: Premier (BHAG with roadmap), Cargill (Idea to innovation process), Heartland
Healthcare (Hartland Foundation to create healthy communities – Empower University).



Boeing had previously systematic design process.



Midway USA (Larry Potterfield) – one hour fulfillment of items.



Sony walkman was created by protecting a group of creative people.



Ask “how do you know you‟re becoming more innovative.”



There‟s a relationship between the frequency of ideas collected and the harvesting of big
ideas.



Mars has a “catalyst group” to challenge the paradigms, ideas, and process.



PepsiCo.



McDonalds (innovation lab).



Capital One.



Target.



Craig‟s List.



Apple.



P&G.



Apple.



Starwood (e.g. Aloft and W concepts).



Trump “approaching the guest from inside-out” Contest for highest guest satisfaction with
rewards. Cultural innovation around the guest experience.



Google.



Apple.
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5. Sources for innovation benchmarks, best practices, and body of knowledge?


There are a number of written references as mentioned above (I have included a few that I
have value for in this email). There are also experienced innovation boutique consulting
firms that are quite effective; including Innovate LLC, Frontier Strategy, and Value
Innovation Associates. A common source for the thinking many of these firms use comes
from Blue Ocean Strategy.
o Consultant, Excellence and Innovation
o Faculty, Business Innovation Training and Certification
o Business Innovation Conference (Oct 4- 6, 2010)
o Making Innovation Predictive, Pervasive and Profitable Video
o Making Innovation an On-going Process Webinar
o Lean/Six Sigma Columns
o Manufacturing Excellence Columns
o Business Innovation Columns



Index: (1) Senior recognition of (2) employee ideas; (3) revenue growth.



IDEO.



3M (requirement of each employee contributing ideas).



Book: Innovation Tournament.



University of Utah, new service development (Rohit will provide).



MIT Media lab (simulation modeling).



BOSE (JIT II where each supplier resides in the Bose plant).



LEGO (customers are part of the design through the LEGO Universe).



Measurement is a difficult part of the process.



Utilize proxys such as top-box preference for the product/service.



# of ideas and initiatives.



P&G (solution orientated), Dageo (implementing process).



Bruce Corson www.corson-associates.com (Studio for Creativity).
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5. Sources for innovation benchmarks, best practices, and body of knowledge?


Zideas (zideas.com) assess the organizational appetite for innovation.



Metrics: # patent applications (ideas that are good enough that their worth protecting) –
golden nugget of creating a service that‟s difficult for the competitor.



Apple.



Metrics: Trial, repeat, incrementally of volume and profit.



Poudre Valley (MBNQA) established a VP of Innovation.



John‟s Hopkins innovation institute.



Mayo Clinic holds innovation conferences and in the early (gravity shoots for transporting
records as part of the infrastructure).



Benchmarking dissimilar industries.



BMW for performance.



Mercedes Benz for network.



Starbucks.



Nordstrom.



Metrics: Leads, Sales (many innovative ideas don‟t result in immediate sales).



Jeffrey Moore (Darwin book).



The Heart of Change Field Guide.



Metrics: One page performance expectations w/ customer experience, retention rates,
response times,



4- 5% of revenue is invested in R&D and repurposing the money for not just technology
but also service delivery.



R ant T Measures.



Using lean/six sigma to regress the R measures.



Google.



Aberdeen Conferences.



TSA Conferences (technology).



Always one person taking a bold risk (meaning...taking an alternative approach to
"thinking") inside a small, medium or large initiative. His/her psychology of why, what,
how, when, and the learning that follows.
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6. Additional Comments:


Consider establishing DMADV master black belts and provide training during the real-time
projects



Design team is a blend of non-industry experience with technical skills.



Utilize training as leadership development process.



Madison Davis Group (David Tobin) for recruiting.



Dana commercial made money from ways to help customers (new products).



Hallmark benchmark process.



Buckminster Fuller, “I didn‟t invent it, I found where it exists.”



Innovation = problem solving.



Follow-up interview to discuss innovation black belts.



Innovation is converting ideas to dollars. The invention moment is only part of it.



Innovation Effectiveness Facilitators (manage the process). High experience (>20 years).
Ability to coach,. Development of 3 year assignment.



Created alignment of tools with quality group.



Four things define innovation:



Creativity (ideas without application).



Innovation to drive a structure and making choices for a concept.



Invention (Edison‟s experiments to pursue and an outcome .



Innovation is both changes to the product and business model.



There‟s a difference between innovation (has to have the customer at the center that is
marketable) and invention (good idea that intuitively works).



Innovation is sometimes the little things that move the organization forward and not the
inventors silver bullet.



“Make the customer the boss in the innovation process.”



Tools are powerful but the teams need a facilitator to move them through the process.



Encouraging organizational innovation (every employee) can be difficult and problematic
to maintain strategic alignment.



Innovation is translated into Ecolab language and culture.



Kuhn, scientific revolution (breakthroughs from outside the field, paradigm field) .
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6. Additional Comments (Continued):


Roger Martin (Design Thinking) – Adoptive thinking.



Boland (systems thinking) .



Synaptics Group.



Ed Tufte (visualization tools).



Bill Muggridge (designer) – former IDEO (book and website “Designing Interactions).



Book “Influencer” book on leading change.



Sometimes cheaper to buy innovation versus trying to change the culture.



View that innovation is part of continuous improvement.



Science of Innovation.



Innovation defined as product line extensions, breakthrough concepts, and new products.



Innovation is breaking management paradigms.



Process staff goes through a 4-hour workshops and R&D attend a one week training
session.



Air-Academy Associates conducts the training programs with ongoing training (Black
Belts).



Innovation is lead by marketing to make it customer centric and facilitated by an
integration manager.



Open to flexible commercialization and trade-offs of early release that might outweigh the
risk of consumer research.



Looking at the “outliers” is a source of innovation.



Plant a 1K seeds and not force one big idea, e.g. Pepsi Blue example of group think.



“Fail Forward.”



Fail Fast.



Promote risk taking.



What the public views as innovation is medical procedures, drug products and technology
(robotics and information products).



Hospital delivery is not a “hot bed‟ of innovation.



The current approach is to buy innovations and creating models and funds is in the early
stages.
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6. Additional Comments (Continued):


R&D gravitation to R&D and starting to innovate the customer experience.



Partnership with RIT.



5 M Framework:
o Mood. The attitudes, feelings and emotions that affect creative thinking. Mood is the
climate for innovation. It‟s the mindspace where people work, mental environments in
which people operate and collaborate.
o Mindset. The intellectual foundation of creativity – the personality traits, behaviors and
overall brainpower that affect innovation. Mindset is an individual‟s or organization‟s
baseline capacity in terms of aptitude and skill sets for creative thinking.
o Mechanisms. The tools and processes of innovation at work – including the actions taken
to generate large quantities of ideas. From idea formation through formation through
marketplace execution, mechanisms focus on the “how” of innovation.
o Measurement. The indicators and success criteria for innovation. Measurement is a tool
for learning that leverages both qualitative and quantitative measures of innovation
performance to provide the individual and the organization with critical feedback.
o Momentum. The rituals, spaces and conversations that keep innovation and creativity
alive and relevant. It is the active inspiration and purposeful championing of innovation
to create a self-reinforcing cycle for fostering and growing innovation.
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Appendix
B. Literature Review and Transcripts
Literature Review
Fast Innovation
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)


Never killing a project slows innovation lead-time



Invest in the detection of ideas



Setting targets and specifications later in the process (not hard-wiring too early)



Disruptive is more difficult than focusing on core competency



Study troublesome customers, non-customers, and novice customers.



Prevent multi-tasking



Incorporate buffer time.



Select small, talented, and diverse teams:
o Brooks law (adding people increases complexity)
o Bezo‟s Law of Two Pizzas.
o Chamber‟s Law of World-class (select best talent)
o Buca‟s Law of Gilligan‟s Island.



Leadership characteristics:
o Trust
o Intellectual curiosity
o Integrity
o Belief in a better future.
o Demand for results.
o Knowledge of demands for fast innovation



Conquering complexity accelerates innovation.



80% of communication is non-verbal



Cross-functional and diverse teams



Ability to make non-obvious connections
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Fast Innovation – Continued
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)


Flexible performance target deign:
o Understand the intended need (provide outlines of specifications)
o Allow specifications to emerge or evolve over time.
o Early freeze re-used design elements (delay the freeze for critical differentiators)



Brooks Law: Adding resources to a late project makes it later.



Theresa Amabiles Innovation Insight:
o Creativity is reduced if unrealistic goals are imposed.
o Higher pressure might case loss of creativity.



Get People working on the right side of the brain



Teach creative thinking skills:
o Systematic derangement of senses
o Critical thinking (use of data)
o Look at the whole value stream
o Allow time for thinking/ruminating



Maintain threshold of 65% utilization to promote innovation and lead-time.



Utilize 80% re-use to minimize variation and maintain lead-time.



Failure Points:
o Time and cost overruns.
o Competing development priorities.
o Poor upfront market research.
o Failure to gather sufficient or relevant end user input.



Poor interdepartmental communication.



Differentiation, Fast, Disruptive



Organic growth



ROIC Measures



Rapid Prototypes



Little‟s Law (lead-time impacted by # of projects)



Considerations of variation in the process and cross-trained resources
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Fast Innovation – Continued
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)


Measure time spent on core design function.



Innovation (product/service, market, process/business)



Closed versus open innovation (innovation pools of resources)



Noyce Principle of Minimum Information



Law of reuse



Average lead-time = # of items in process / average completion rate.



Platform design (shared components with differentiation for certain items)



Burning platform for innovation



Innovation strategy



Metrics (new products introduced, product development time, on-time delivery, results, early
life failure, shelf-life, post-installation change orders, lead-time to market, failure rates at
each stage of the development process).



Chief Innovation Officer:
o Drive cross-functional collaboration.
o Champion an ever-deeper understanding of customer needs and disruptive market
dynamics.
o Maintain peripheral vision of disruptive threats and opportunities.
o Nurture disruptive innovation.
o Champion an open innovation model.
o Institutionalize re-use.
o Provide fast innovation resources for creating capability within the P&L centers.
o Create fast innovation metrics for businesses units to track.



Sustaining versus disruptive innovation.



Venture capital funding for innovation.



Raise awareness of innovation opportunities



Create an idea forum



Toyota‟s responsibility-based versus task-based design (alternative/re-use ready for
differentiators to make timelines).
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Fast Innovation – Continued
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)


Performance and customer delighters as elements of design



Freeze the design specs at the median point of development and converge on the solution (set
a design cycle-time).



Ethnography (holistic view of the customer, expose tribal knowledge, identify customer
frustrations)



Rapid cycles of brainstorming with customers



How companies gather information (surveys, idea meetings, service or product testing,
formal observation of customers)



Blitz (4-day workshop, key requirements)



Design for Six Sigma



Innovation critical path



Rapid prototyping (lots of little tests, quick cycle-time tests with customers, checking ideas
while still raw, observing customer ideas/behaviors).



Reuse a previously solved problem.



Lean Six Sigma



Design process with customer involvement and feedback cycles across:
o Idea generation
o Design options
o Prototypes
o Pilot
o Production
o Release



Benchmarking



VOC (voice of the customer) collection.



Competitor and mystery shopping
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Fast Innovation – Continued
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)


Design for Lean Six Sigma:
o Tools for translating customer requirements:
o Analyzing customer statements
o Conjoint analysis
o House of Quality (QFD)
o Tools for exploring design alternatives:
o Analytic Hierarchy Process
o Pugh Matrix
o Simulation Modeling
o Capability Analysis
o Statistical Tolerancing
o Tools for optimizing the detailed design:
o Design of experiments
o Hypothesis testing
o Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)
o Design for manufacture and assembly (DFMA)
o LEAN best practices (mistake proofing such as poka-yoke, four step rapid set-up method)
o House of quality



Concurrent design:
o Marketing (VOC)
o Design Specs chosen (synthesize, modify, analyze/critique)
o Development
o Production/preparation



Searchable database of reuse information



Project screening questions and quadrant chart of benefit versus resource
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Fast Innovation – Continued
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)


Blitz Process:
o Preparation: Charter, Team Selection, Pre-Communications, Policies & Procedures, and
data readiness.
o Day 1:


Phase 1 – Discovery: Team launch, charter review, and current state alignment.



Phase 2 – Assessment: Analytical study of the designated market / area.

o Day 2:


Phase 2 – Completion.



Phase 3 – Idea and solution development.

o Day 3:


Phase 4 – Piloting: Idea testing and piloting.

o Day 4:


Phase 5 – Design confirmation and presentation to management.

o Follow-up – Implementation: Full scale verification and product launch.


FastGate Method:
o Stage 1: Confirm need.
o Gate 1: Need valid?
o Stage 2: Develop concept.
o Gate 2: Concept valid?
o Stage 3: Develop product/service
o Gate 3: Go to testing
o Stage 4: Testing and Validation
o Gate 4: Go to launch?
o Stage 5: Launch



Oregon Productivity Matrix
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Fast Innovation – Continued
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)


Innovation incubators:
o Immerse team in the customer and culture.
o Make the problem difficult and specific



Incubation involves reflection.



Insight or illumination



Evaluation or versification



Creativity Toy Boxes: Small toys during ideation session, serve as a metaphor or symbol,
IDEO tech box



Exert strong leadership on strategy and portfolio



Integration into business mentality



Align with strategy



Manage creativity and value capture



Neutralize organizational antibodies



Establish networks



Use metrics and incentives:
o Focus resources on valuable areas of innovation
o Capture innovation performance and highlight gaps
o Encourage desired behavior, results, and mitigate antibodies



Peter Druker “Innovation is the effort to create purposeful focused change in an enterprises
economic or social potential”



Seven innovation rules:



Exert strong leadership on innovation strategy and portfolio decisions



Integrate innovation into the company‟s basic business mentality



Align the amount and type of innovation to the company‟s business



Manage the natural tension between creativity and value capture



Neutralize organizational antibodies



Recognize the basic unit (or fundamental building block) of innovation is a network that
includes people and knowledge both inside and outside the organization.
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Fast Innovation – Continued
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)


Create the right metrics and rewards for innovation



Incremental innovation is 80% of the companies investment



Form internal and external partnerships and networks



Outsourcing innovation



Ambidextrous Organization: Isolating innovators from the traditional organization.



The Leadership Role:
o Providing a long-term view for innovation via the innovation strategy and portfolio.
o Sensitizing key leaders and managers to the dynamics of innovation.
o Nurturing key creation projects.
o Managing relationships and external partners.
o Assessing innovation implications of corporate strategic initiatives.
o Providing an expert opinion and crucial judgment.
o Managing the balance between business and technology innovation, such as organizational
dynamics, portfolio, resources and processes.



Failure Points: Organizational antibodies are released to kill-off innovation.



Outsourcing innovation and innovation networks



Six levers of innovation
o Value proposition
o Supply chain
o Target customer
o Product and services
o Process technologies
o Enabling technologies



Play to Win (radical) versus Play not to Lose (incremental)



Balance Creativity (mature organization) with Value Creation (start-up organization)
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Fast Innovation – Continued
(Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2005)


Creativity Processes:
o Out-of-the-box thinking
o Raw and refined ideas
o Experimentation
o Ambiguity/uncertainty
o Research
o Intuition
o Surprise
o Courage
o Find the right things
o Ask questions and explore the unknown innovation
o Seize opportunities
o Visualize the future and consider options
o Include incremental and radical innovations



Value Creation Processes
o In-the-box thinking
o Engineering/manufacturing
o Precision
o Well-calculated trade-offs
o Buying/selling ideas
o Do things right
o Answer questions and verify solutions
o Avoid major risks
o Get the product into the marketplace
o Bias for incremental



Innovation platforms and business units
o Incubator structure: (1) R&D Division; (2) Venture Capital or Angel Fund; (3) Facilities
Management Company
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Delivering Profitable Value
(Lanning, 2000)


Value delivery focus.



Customers‟ resulting experiences are the essence of a real value proposition.



Many winning value propositions are tradeoffs.



Everyone in the organization understands the value proposition.



Value propositions are not a mission statement, statement of values or strategic intent.



Value proposition requirements are determined by each resulting experience.



Choose the optimal combination of value delivery system resources.



Stop listening: Become customers to discover what they really want (act like an
anthropologist).



Business is value delivery system rather than a conventional product-supply system.



Delivering Profitable Value: Customer selects the superior offering from a combination of
experiences including price, that will have the greatest value for them compared to
alternatives. Delivering the value below the cost, including capital cost, the business
generates wealth.



A resulting experience is:
o An event (or sequence of events), physical and or mental, which happens in the customer‟s
life as a result of doing what some business proposes.
o The end-result consequence of this event for the customer.
o In comparison to a customer‟s alternative experience, superior, equal, or inferior.
o The value for the customer of their relative consequence.
o Specific and measureable: one ca objectively determines if the customer experienced the
events, consequence, and value compared to alternatives.
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Delivering Profitable Value – Continued
(Lanning, 2000)


A resulting experience is not:
o About „us,‟ i.e. Not products/services or attributes, features, advantages, differentiators; not
our plans, resources, assets, capabilities, processes, functions, reputation or descriptions of
excellence.
o A value, ambiguous topic or platitude, e.g. Not superior, total, outstanding, or unsurpassed
quality, service, satisfaction, performance, convenience, partnership, reliability, timeliness,
productivity, or responsiveness.



A resulting experience can be:
o Directly observable or invisible; but is must be real.
o Pragmatic and rational; no, not.
o Part of the „journey‟ to the „destination‟.
o Changes in business-customers‟ costs or in their ability to generate revenue.



Value proposition “the entire set of resulting experiences.”



Define time, price, experience and superior, equal, and inferior alternatives in the value
proposition.
o Product Supply System: (1) Develop the product; (2) Product the product; (3) Market the
product



Value delivery system (determines all revenue and cost)
o Chose a value proposition
o Provide this value proposition
o Communicate this value proposition



Five questions to defining a value proposition:
o Once and future strategy: what timeframe for this proposition?
o To whom: The intended customer?
o What does the business want the intended customer to do?
o What are the best alternatives these customers will have?
o What then will be the customers resulting experiences?
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Delivering Profitable Value – Continued
(Lanning, 2000)


Components of the value delivery system include:
o Value proposition.
o How experiences are provided to include external vehicles.
o How resulting experiences will be communicated.



Translate the customer experience into a scene (video 1) to gain understanding and insights
that can be translated into a story of the future experience (video 2). Create a competitor
video for comparison of alternatives.

Lean Six Sigma for Service
(George, 2003)


Approximately 30 – 50% of the cost in a service organization is caused by costs related to
slow speed or performing rework to satisfy customer needs.



Service processes are usually slow processes, which are expensive processes. They are slow
because there is far too much “work-in-process (WIP).



In any slow process, 80% of the delay is caused by less than 20% of the activities.



Stock of performance of service companies with 1% black belt population (Bank of America,
Lockheed Martin, First Data Corporation, and Caterpillar) than the S&P500 with estimates
that ROIC helps the company trade 4 – 5 times the book value and grow more than 10% per
year.



Core element so are 1) CEO and managerial involvement; 2) Allocation of resources; 3)
Everyone affected by the effort receives some level of training; 4) Variation has to be
eliminated.



Reduce work in progress by creating a pull system.



Service businesses are at 10% efficiency and world class is 50%.



The Law of the Market: Customer critical-to-quality defines quality and the highest priority
for improvement, followed by ROIC and New Present Value.



The Law of Flexibility: The velocity of any process is proportional to the flexibility of the
process.
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Lean Six Sigma for Service – Continued
(George, 2003)


The Law of Focus: 20% of the activities in a process cause 80% of the delay.



The Law of Velocity: The velocity of any process is inversely proportional to the amount of
work-in-process. Little‟s Law states that: The number of things in process in turn is
increased by long setup times, rework, the impact of variation in supply and demand, time,
and the complexity of the product offering.



The Law of Complexity and Cost: The complexity of the service or product offering
generally adds more non-value-add costs and WIP than wither poor quality (low Sigma) or
slow speed (un-lean) process problems.



Blind Hog Theory of “Even a blind hog can find an acorn if he roots around an oak tree long
enough. – Finding Time Delays.



“An ounce of platform prevention is worth a pound of standardization cure.”



Six Sigma: Emphasizes the need to recognize opportunities and eliminate defects as defined
by the customer. Requires data-driven decisions, incorporates a comprehensive set of quality
tools, and highly prescriptive cultural infrastructure.



Lean: Focuses on maximizing process velocity and centers on the separation of “valueadded” from “non-value-added” work.



Lead Time = Amount of work in progress / average completion rate.



Process Cycle Efficiency = Value-added time / total lead time.



Change management:
o Clear burning platform.
o Concrete picture of how people‟s lives will be different.
o Change management meeting agendas.
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Lean Six Sigma for Service – Continued
(George, 2003)


Infrastructure & Roles:
o CEO/President.
o Business Unit/P&L Managers.
o Line Manager/Sponsor.
o Green Belts (Team Members).
o White Belts (other resources).
o Champions.
o Black Belts & Master Black Belts.



RACI:
o Responsibility.
o Accountability
o Consultation
o Inform

The Manager's Guide to Fostering Innovation and Creativity in Teams
(Prather, 2009)


Bruce Nussbauam (Businessweek, January 13, 2008) short-term actions that sacrifice
innovation:
o Fire talent.
o Cut back on technology (IT).
o Reduce risk
o Stop new product development.
o Replace growth orientated CEOs with cost cutting CEOs.



Need a working climate of trust and openness.



Pitfalls that hinder innovation include working on the wrong problem, judging ideas too
quickly, and failing to get sponsorship and building coalitions.



Creating trust in the environment and promoting risk.
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The Manager's Guide to Fostering Innovation and Creativity in Teams – Continued
(Prather, 2009)


Three Arenas of Innovation Competency
o Education (Knowledge and skill in creativity & Innovation Basics)
o Application (Processes to solve problems and get ideas to market)
o Leadership (Leadership‟s knowledge, skill and & behavior)



Two types of problem solving of either fixing things that are broken or creating new things
we don‟t‟ have.



Divergent (idea generation) and convergent (implementation) thinking.



Ideas generated from sleep (contemplating the problem prior to falling asleep).



WIBNI “Wouldn‟t it be nice?”



Challenge statement “We must_, so That_”



Quadrants of diversification, renewal, core business, and differentiation.



Reverse assumptions.



Ideas have a self-life.



The reinforcing nature of trust and openness



Social contract of expectations (management leads the process, team provides a list of
commitments, contract is signed and challenged for breaches.



Transformational leader: values (words and intangible) and recognition, eliminate negative
behavior, regular events (tangible actions).



Leadership: continuum of authoritarian, particularly, mentor, and coach.



Brainstorming with sticky notes.



Ladder of abstraction and idea generation by asking “why” to become more conceptual and
“how” to become more specific.



Ideas created from pattern breaking.
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The Manager's Guide to Fostering Innovation and Creativity in Teams – Continued
(Prather, 2009)


Idea suggestion systems.
o Communicate need or problem.
o Publish criteria for judging ideas.
o Establish timeline for submitting ideas.
o Appoint a team to rate the ideas.
o Make it easy to submit ideas.
o Reward and announce selected ideas.



TRIZ – Identify universal principles that form the basis for creative innovations and solve
problem contradictions by comparing with a template of solutions.



Innovation problem solving process:
o Identify the challenge (mind mapping)
o Define the ideal (brainstorm, pattern breaking, then idea pool)
o Create idea grid (value vs. capability)



Criteria selection matrix
o Pattern-Breaking Thinking: (1) Compelling challenge; (2) Playful and humorous
environment; (3) Participant diversity.



Convergence tool (impact related to capability)



Idea diagram (Idea – Major Components – Details).



DuPont‟s $EED grant application

The Dance of Change
(Senge, 1999)


Innovative ideas need incubators to develop.



Trust and behaviors are critical for change management



Innovation is at risk because of delays in results, confounded by many ongoing changes, and
in-appropriate metrics.
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The Dance of Change – Continued
(Senge, 1999)


Innovative group feels under attack, siege mentality, death spiral (innovators painted into a
corner). The more successful they are, the more they think they have the right answer. Need
humility or success can brave arrogance.



Conventional measures inhibit learning.



Killing the goose that laid the Golden Eggs because not understanding the process that
created the innovation.



Cannot reduce knowledge to rules.



Reflection as part of a continuous organizational process.



The organizational immune system attacks innovation teams and ideas.



Need to measure the success factors, behaviors, and progress.



Diffusion – Learning from yourself and spreading ideas through communities (informal
networks) of ideas. People helping others solve problems.



GE Work-out process



Six Sigma, DMAIC



After Action Reviews (military)

The Experience Economy
(Pine & Gilmore, 1999)


Levels of offerings to include:
o Commodities – Undifferentiated, irrelevant to customer needs, market price.
o Goods
o Service (Insure).
o Experience (Assure).
o Transformation (Ensure) – differentiated, premium price, relevant to customer needs.



Commodity: Charging for stuff (noise).



Goods: Tangible things (data).



Service: Activities you execute (information).
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The Experience Economy – Continued
(Pine & Gilmore, 1999)


Experience: Time customer spends with you (knowledge).



Transformation: Demonstrated outcome the customer achieves (wisdom).



Commodity: Discover and extract.



Goods: Develop and make.



Service: Devise and deliver.



Experience: Depict and stage.



Transformation: Determine and guide.

The Ten Faces of Innovation
(Kelley & Littman, 2005)


Innovation just does not happen, is not self-starting, not spontaneous combustion.



The ten personas of innovation are about “being innovation” rather than merely “doing
innovation”.



“I have not failed. I have merely found ten thousand ways that won‟t work.” Thomas Edison.



Key elements for collaboration (soccer model):
o Coach more, direct less.
o Celebrate passing.
o Everybody touches the ball.
o Teach overlapping skills.
o Less dribbling, more goals.



Hollywood adage that “directing is 90% casting” and directors build great teams that can lead
themselves.
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The Ten Faces of Innovation – Continued
(Kelley & Littman, 2005)


Organizational requirements for innovation:
o Define success
o Funding process.
o Available resources.
o Proposal review process.
o Sponsorship of teams.
o Available logistical support.
o Rewards and recognition.



Brainstorm in the morning and naps can help refresh the mind for an afternoon session.



Set designs can be the X factor of creating an innovative environment.



Play the “devil‟s advocate”



Learning persona‟s of:
o Anthropologist – learning and insights of human behavior.
o Experimenter – Prototypes ideas and takes calculated risks.
o Cross-pollinator – Explores other industries and cultures for new revelations (Frisbees from
Pie tins). T-shapes people (deep in one field and knowledgeable in many) – linguist.



Organizing personas:
o Hurdler – Knack for overcoming obstacles.
o Collaborator – Helps facilitate multidisciplinary solutions.
o Director – Gathers & sparks talent.



Building personas:
o Experience Architect – designs beyond functionality.
o Set Designer – Creates a stage for innovation work.
o Caregiver – Helps customers find fulfillment.
o Storyteller – Creates compelling narratives that communicate value.



W.L. Gore & Associates (Gortex)



Gillette Company Mach III razors
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The Ten Faces of Innovation – Continued
(Kelley & Littman, 2005)


Anthropologist:
o Practice Zen principle of “beginners mind”
o Embrace human behavior and don‟t judge.
o Draw inferences by listening to the situation (hypothesis of behavior).
o Seek epiphanies of “Vuja De” by seeing what does unnoticed.
o Keep “bug lists” of problems or “idea wallets” of solutions like a comic collects material.
o Search for clues in the trash bins and seek inspiration from unusual places.
o Methods deck (ask, watch, learn, and try)
o Record with camera and photography.
o Use interns for fresh ideas.



2. Experimenter:
o Prototype the idea
o Evaluate the shape, not the detail.
o Implement through experimenting
o Experimenting in real time.
o Mock-up prototypes.
o Multiple prototypes.
o Video prototyping.



3. Cross-Pollinator:
o Show and tell during meetings.
o Hire people with diverse backgrounds.
o Stir the pot with space(multi-disciplinary space).
o Mix people from cultures and geography
o Weekly “know how” speakers that are thought leaders.
o Learn from visitors to your company
o Seek-out diverse projects.
o Lateral thinking (Edward de Bono).
o Emulating nature.
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The Ten Faces of Innovation – Continued
(Kelley & Littman, 2005)


4. Hurdler:
o Overcome pressure to “just to your job”
o Circumventing bureaucracy.
o See beyond your initial failures.
o Hurdle beneath the radar.



5. Collaborator:
o Look for unlikely partners
o Unfocus groups (passionate users).
o Cross-training (packaging hall of fame and orchestrate jam sessions between departments).
o Collaboration through co-habitation.
o “Pass the baton” through design process.
o Co-opt with opponents (see their view).



6. Director:
o Applying design thinking to the business world (Stanford‟s Design Institute).
o Give the stage to others, look for new projects, rise to challenges, shoot for the moon, and
gain a large toolbox.
o Brainstorming – organizational memory, reinforces wisdom, and creates status.
o Brainstorm (sharp focus, playground rules, number ideas, jump and build, leverage
physical space, warm-up exercises, and provide material for prototyping.



7. Experience Architect:
o Map the customer journey.
o Look for the extraordinary and authenticity.
o Help customers collect experiences like merit badges.
o Identify trigger points (essential elements).
o Mix together and package elements for a new experience.



8. Set Designer:
o Connect spaces and teardown sacred temples.
o Establish an innovation lab.
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The Ten Faces of Innovation – Continued
(Kelley & Littman, 2005)


9. Caregiver:
o Use facilitating technology and with humans, tap the power of the smile.
o Crate the collection, build extra expertise, build relationships, create a special club for
customers.
o Eliminate the lag time of the “doorbell effect”



10. Storyteller:
o Build credibility, unleash emotions and team bonding, explore controversial and
uncomfortable topics, sway a point of view, create heroes, create a vocabulary of change
(cut through the clutter), and make order out of chaos.

The Art of Innovation
(Kelley & Littman, 2001)


Embrace your crazy user and find rule breakers.
o Six ways to kill a brainstormer:
o The boss speaks first.
o Round robin of everybody gets a turn.
o Only inviting experts.
o Off-sites can be distracting.
o Not allowing for the silly stuff.
o Writing down everything that shifts focus to the wrong side of the brain.



Innovation and structure are like oil and water (e.g. forcing ideas to start at the top and
following a rigid vertical path.



Barriers and bridges to creativity:
o Hierarch vs. merit.
o Bureaucracy vs. Autonomy.
o Anonymous versus Familiar.
o Clean vs. Messy.
o Experts vs. Tinkerers.



Avoid feature creep.
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The Art of Innovation – Continued
(Kelley & Littman, 2001)


Eight characteristics for hot groups of the (1) visionary, (2) troubleshooter, (3) iconoclast
(counter-point), (4) pulse taker, (5) craftsman, (6) technologist, (7) entrepreneur, (8) crossdresser (i.e. an engineering degree that loves design).



Give customers a “backstage pass” and inform them of what‟s happening in the process.



Methodology of:
o Understand the market, client, technology and perceived constraints of the problem.
o Observe people in real-life situations to find what makes them tick, confuses them, what
they like/dislike, an latent needs.
o Visualize the concept and delivery process.
o Evaluate and refine the prototypes in a series of quick iterations.
o Implement the concept for commercialization.

The Innovators Dilemma
(Christensen, 2003)


Principles of disruptive innovation:



Companies depend on customers and investors for resources.



Small markets don‟t solve the growth needs of large companies.



Markets that don‟t exist can‟t be analyzed.



An organization‟s capabilities define its disabilities.



Technology supply may not equal market demand.



Sustaining companies (non-disruptive innovative): (1) listen to customers; (2) aggressive
investment in technology; (3) seek higher margins; (4) target large markets.



Primary thesis: “Management practices that allow companies to be leaders in mainstream
markets are the same practices that cause them to miss the opportunities offered by disruptive
technologies.” Well managed companies fail because they are well managed.



Sustaining technologies improve product performance and disruptive technologies create a
new value proposition.



Current product trajectories can be overtaken by new emergence of disruptive technology.
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The Innovators Dilemma – Continued
(Christensen, 2003)


Technology S-curve: improvement over time with cycles of maturity.



Disruptive technology S-curve: Longer life and maturity cycle that usurps S-curves.



Trajectory of improvement (rate over time).



Organizational capabilities framework: (1) Resources; (2) Processes; (3) Values.



Value networks: The context within which a firm identifies and responds to customers‟
needs, solves problems, procures input, reacts to competitors, and strives for profit.



Innovation requirements & capabilities quadrant: new vs. customary process, autonomous vs.
mainstream.

The Design of Business
(Martin, 2009)


Innovation starts with “asking a question.”



Factors that impede innovation:
o Validity, e.g. past practice and proof.
o Reliability, e.g. bias toward time/efficiency.
o Pressures from the capital market.



Predilection gap:
o Analytical thinking (100% reliability).
o Design thinking (50%/50% mix).
o Intuitive thinking (100% validity).



Tim Brown of IDEO stated that design thinking is “a discipline that uses the designer‟s
sensibility and methods to match people‟s needs with what is technologically feasible and
what a viable business strategy can convert into customer value and market opportunity.”



Wicked problems: (1) complex, ambiguous, cannot identify causes, (2) doesn‟t fit into one
category and cannot solve with past methods, (3) each attempt of problem solving changes
the understanding of the problem, (4) it is unclear to determine when the problem is solved.



P&G R&D method of connect (w/ innovators outside the P&G tent) + develop.
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The Design of Business – Continued
(Martin, 2009)


Personal knowledge system:
o Stance (who am I in the world and what am I trying to accomplish)
o Tools: With what tools and models do I organize my thinking and understand the world.
o Experiences: With what experiences can I build my repertoire of sensitivities and skills.



Knowledge funnel:
o Stage 1: Exploration of mystery.
o Stage 2: Heuristic (guide to investigation).
o Stage 3: Algorithm (fixed formula).

VW‟s American Road Trip
("VW‟s American Road Trip", 2006)


Example: Moonraker staff studied the American culture to better understand how a vehicle
was part of the customers life style such as taking long road trips, tailgating, or eating in the
vehicle.

Dealing with Darwin: How Great Companies Innovate at Every Phase of Their Evolution
(Moore, 2008)


Innovation and inertia are so deeply intertwined that both must be engaged concurrently for
any progress to occur.



Myths:
o Innovation in and of itself is valuable.
o Innovation becomes less necessary and less possible as categories mature.
o The essence of innovation is the same in any company.



Innovation is only valuable if it helps achieve economic advantage.



As categories mature, customer reward different forms of innovation.



Causes for innovation underperformance include risk-reduction mentality and the second is
lack of corporate alignment.
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Dealing with Darwin: How Great Companies Innovate at Every Phase of Their Evolution – Cont.
(Moore, 2008)


Three frameworks representing the domain of innovation: (1) economics of innovation, (2)
category dynamics that surrounds innovation, (3) business architecture.



Category-Maturity Life Cycle: Adoption, Growth, Maturity, Declining Market, End of Life.



Four Innovation Zones:



Product Leadership (disruptive, application, product, platform)



Customer Intimacy (line-extensions, enhancement, marketing, experiential)



Operational Experience (value engineering, integration, process, value migration)



Category Renewal (organic, acquisition, harvest).



Resource-Recycling Zones:



Invention zone (entrepreneurs that think outside the box)



Deployment zone of program managers that think inside the box to deploy processes at scale.



Optimization zone of process optimizers that think inside and outside the box to extract
resources.



Approach to selecting an innovation vector and building a portfolio of programs:
o Socialize the idea
o Analyze the portfolio.
o Analyze the Target Category.
o Reduce the number of innovation types under consideration.
o Develop attractive options.
o Select prime innovation vector.
o Engage the entire organization.



Cisco model of: Prepare-Plan-Design-Implement-Operate-Optimize.
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Wikinomics: How Mass Collaboration Changes Everything
(Tapscott & Williams, 2008)


The old, hardwired “plan and push” mentality is rapidly giving way to a new, dynamic
“engage and co-create” economy.



Wikinomics is based upon four ideas of openness, peering, sharing, and acting globally.



Peer Pioneers: Open source software that enables thousands of dispersed people that can
create fast, fluid, and innovative projects.



Ideagoras: Emerging marketplace for ideas that taps the global pool of talent.



New Alexandrians: New science of sharing and discovery that will have positive impact on
the triple bottom line.



Platforms of participation: Opening up products and technology infrastructures to enable
large communities to create value and new businesses.



Wiki Workplace: Breaking through hierarchical silos and connecting internal teams to a
wealth of external networks.



Open source platforms for participation and collaboration.

Innovation to the Core: A Blueprint for Transforming the Way Your Company Innovates
(Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008)


Three critical preconditions for enabling breakthroughs:

o Creating time and space in people‟s lives for reflection, ideation, and experimentation.
o Maximizing the diversity of thinking that innovation requires.
o Fostering connection and conversation – the “combinational chemistry” that serves as a
breeding ground for breakthrough ideas.
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Innovation to the Core: A Blueprint for Transforming the Way Your Company Innovates – Cont.
(Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008)


Enlarging the innovation pipeline requires:
o Involve many minds (customers, suppliers, partners).
o Sow enough seeds (it‟s a numbers game and need to generate a lot of ideas to net a few big
winners).
o Widen the front end (broad range of opportunities, not only product, cool design, and
technology).
o Increase the combinations (“crash various types of insights together” to identify game
changers.
o Ideate around specific themes (create “aiming” points such as corporate challenges,
customer problems, or industry issues.



Jeff Immelt, CEO of GE made business leaders submit at least three “Imagination
Breakthrough” proposals per year.



Innovation tensions:



Unbound and focused.



Radical and prudent.



Committed and tentative.



Creative and systematic.



Impatient and persistent.



Four lenses of innovation:
o Challenging orthodoxies (dogma).
o Harnessing discontinuities (spotting unnoticed patterns that change the game).
o Leveraging competencies and strategic assets (viewing the company as a portfolio of skills
and not merely products/services).
o Understanding unarticulated needs (living “inside the customers skin‟ and identifying
unarticulated/unmet needs).



Discontinuity: A pattern of trends that has the potential to dramatically change competitive
rules or industry structures, opening up substantial new opportunities.
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Innovation to the Core: A Blueprint for Transforming the Way Your Company Innovates – Cont.
(Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008)


Types of innovations:
o Technology – Internet, PC, and ATM.
o Product – Mini Cooper, pre- washed and cut salad, Crest disposable toothbrush.
o Operational – Walmart supply chain, FedEx use of technology, Cisco‟s M&A.
o Cost – LEAN
o Experience – American Girl store, Midas care at public parking garage.
o Management – Brand Management, TQM.
o Business Model – IKEA, eBay, Dell or Nestle‟s capsule –based coffee system.
o Industry – XM satellite radio, iTunes.



Business Model: A conceptual framework that describes how a company creates, delivers,
and extracts value.



Radical innovation:
o Dramatically resets customer expectations.
o Changes the basis for competitive advantage.
o Power to change industry norms.



Innovation pipeline:



Divergent phase (creating options)



Convergent phase (Creating direction).



Innovation vectors: customer types, customer benefits, product/service offering, geography,
core competencies, economics/profit model.



Four independent and mutually reinforcing components of innovation:
o Leadership and organization (vision and shared understanding).
o 2.People and skills (capabilities).
o Processes and tools (systematic approach for idea generation, pipeline and portfolio
management).
o Culture and values (collaboration, incentives, challenges the status quo).



Whirlpool structure of innovation ambassador, innovation mentor, and innovation consultant.



Direct observation: Shadowing the customer from multiple vantage points; making photo or
video diaries.
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Innovation to the Core: A Blueprint for Transforming the Way Your Company Innovates – Cont.
(Skarzynski & Gibson, 2008)


Customer experience mapping: Developing a deep, empathic understanding of what it feels
like to be a customer at every stage of the demand chain.



Analogies form other industries: Learning from other companies around the world – from
outside your industries – that are dramatically reshaping customer expectations.



The business model questions (Strategos Analysis):
o Who do we serve?
o What do we provide?
o How do we provide it?
o How do we make money?
o How do we differentiate and sustain an advantage?



Evaluation criteria: forward thinking, distinctive, fact based, inspirational, practical,
cohesive, and cumulative.



Metrics (Process, People/Leadership, and performance/funding):
o Input – breadth and depth of external nodes of open innovation, percentage of time spent on
innovation, percent of budget allocated to innovation.
o Throughput – Number of new ideas entering the innovation pipeline, pace of projects,
specific tools available for each step of the innovation process, percentage of internal and
external individuals contributing to innovation, conversion of projects at experiment stage
to yield of scale-up, and size/forecast of innovation portfolio.
o Output – Number of projects in experiment, prototype, and scale phases of the pipeline,
percentage of employees trained in innovation, percentage of new revenue from innovation,
total return on innovation investment, and # of patent filings.


CEMEX‟s innovation systems:

o Dedicated groups.
o Multifunctional teams.
o Innovation board that provides funding.
o Trained innovation champions.
o Virtual online competitions and Dedicated IT platform.
o Annual innovation days.
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The Game-Changer: How You Can Drive Revenue and Profit Growth with Innovation
(Lafley & Charan, 2008)


P&G focused on a few key things to include:
o Put the customer at the center of everything they did.
o Opened up to all sources of innovation.
o Made sustainable organic growth a priority.
o Organized around innovation (strategy, performance reviews, metrics/rewards, leadership
development, and allocation of resources.
o Started thinking about innovation in new ways (cannot run it like a factory and broadened
the definition beyond products).



“P&Gs managerial breakthrough was to conceive of and implement innovation as an
integrated process based on the idea of customer is boss”



Great innovations come from understanding the customer‟s unmet needs and desires
(articulated and unarticulated).



P&G Goals:
o Grow twice as fast as the industry; grow one-and-a-half to two times the GDP.
o Innovate to drive strong, top-line growth and focus on gross margins and productivity to
deliver double-digit earnings growth.
o Focus on organic growth first, then acquisition for long-term strategic growth.



Leverage the design process as a mechanism to improve collaboration and culture.



Innovate with customers, suppliers, competitors, and non-industry.
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The Game-Changer: How You Can Drive Revenue and Profit Growth with Innovation – Cont.
(Lafley & Charan, 2008)


Leading reasons for innovation failure:
o Wrong leader assigned to disruptive or incremental innovation.
o Consumer is not boss.
o Leaders are appointed on the basis of their domain expertise rather their ability to inspire,
direct, and lead a group of imaginative thinkers.
o Dysfunctional team dynamics.
o Not considering commercialization requirements.
o Upper management interferes with the team and/or does not provide resources.
o Business leaders lacking the skills to conduct reviews of innovation projects (e.g.
decisiveness in killing project early, willingness to reprioritize projects, defining the points
of failure to include team members.
o Too many ideas and projects in the pipeline.
o Lack of clearly defined success criteria.
o Poor connection of innovation projects with revenue goals.



Steps to minimize risk:
o Know the customer.
o Do prototyping.
o Do rigorous consumer testing.
o Manage the portfolio of projects.
o Be open to experimenting.
o Identify the killer issues early.
o Learn from the past.
o Use metrics to measure innovation.



Belief that innovators are made, not born.



Leadership adds value by inspiring the vision, integrating tasks/resources, dealing with real
issues, demonstrating relentless courage, integrative thinking, and balancing intellectual and
emotional intelligence.



Reinforce the culture you want with recognition, rewards, and incentives.



Use metrics to encourage growth and innovation.
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The Game-Changer: How You Can Drive Revenue and Profit Growth with Innovation – Cont.
(Lafley & Charan, 2008)


Innovation integrated into the management process:
o Motivating purpose and values.
o Stretching goals.
o Choiceful strategies.
o Unique core strengths.
o Enabling structures.
o Consistent and reliable systems.
o Courageous and connected culture.
o Inspiring leadership.



“An innovation is the conversion of a new idea into revenues and profits.”



Disruptive (game changer) and incremental innovation (revitalizing the core).



HPs Innovation program office and P&G Future Works that seek-out new innovation
opportunities and create new consumption.



Hunters and gathers of innovation: (1) Technology entrepreneurs; (2) Internet-based
engines; (3) Retirees.



Innovation Team:
o Idea generator.
o Project manager.
o The executor.
o Team Leader.



IDEAS concept for culture:
o Inclusive of diverse thinking and ideas.
o Decisive to eliminate organizational politics.
o External to focus on the customer.
o Agile to react and comfortable in taking calculated risks.
o Simple streamlining the process.



Customer observation.



Co-creating and co-designing with the boss.
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The Game-Changer: How You Can Drive Revenue and Profit Growth with Innovation – Cont.
(Lafley & Charan, 2008)


Criteria for selecting the organizational structure for innovation:
o 1. Innovation opportunity is inside a core business, adjacent core business, or new business.
o 2. Level of risk, opportunity, and investment.
o 3. Degree to which existing strengths are leveraged or requires creation of new capabilities.
o 4. Time horizon for innovation development.
o 5. Type of required experience and expertise for innovation teams.
o 6. Phase of innovation development (ideation, prototyping, development, qualification, or
commercialization.



Innovation Hot Zones (places where customer ideas and insights are collected)



Connect and Develop – Geographically everywhere and Human terms with everyone
“everywhere, everyone.”



Honeywell 5-Building-Block Framework:
o Flow of ideas.
o Selection and green light of ideas.
o Nurturing.
o Go to Market.
o Killing ideas.



Facilitated brainstorming.

Innovation Moving Forward
(Marriott International, 2010)
Concepts are included in the thematic analysis, however, transcripts are not provided
because the document contents are confidential and proprietary information of Marriott
International, Inc.
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Appreciative Inquiry: A Positive Revolution in Change
(Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005)


“The task of organizational leadership is to create an alignment of strengths in ways that
make a system‟s weaknesses irrelevant.” – Peter Druker.



Reframe deficit issues into affirmative topics for inquiry.



Appreciative inquiry is the cooperative, co-evolutionary search for the best in people, their
organizations, and the world around them. It involves a systematic discovery of what gives
life to an organization or a community when it is most effective and most capable in
economic, ecological, and human terms.



Appreciative Inquiry Process:
o Appreciating and valuing the best of what is.
o Envisioning what might be.
o Dialog what should be.
o Basic assumption: An organization is a mystery to be embraces.



Appreciative Inquiry 4-D cycle:



Discovery: Identifying strengths and best practices (identify the best of what has been and
what is).



Dream: Creating a clear results-orientated vision (what is the world calling us to become).



Design: Co-constructing the ideal design that magnifies the positive core (what should be the
ideal).



Destiny: Strengthening and enabling the system (How to empower, learn, and
adjust/improvise).
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Business Innovation in the 21st Century – Continued
(Gupta, 2006)


Creativity blockers:
o Fear of failure.
o Allergy to ambiguity.
o Touchiness.
o Conformity.
o Resource myopia.
o Starved sensibilities.
o Rigidity.



Unblocking creativity:
o Awareness.
o Analysis.
o Help from credible sources.
o Inculcation.
o Rewards.



PA Consulting Group 2006 identified nine dimensions of to measure organizational
innovativeness:
o Committed Leadership.
o Clear Strategy.
o Market insights.
o Creative people.
o Innovative culture.
o Competitive technologies.
o Effective process.
o Supportive infrastructure.
o Managed projects.



Innovation S-curve.
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Business Innovation in the 21st Century – Continued
(Gupta, 2006)


Left Brain Functions (gather information, analyze, questioning, interpreting, combinational
processing):
o Sequential analysis.
o Logical interpretation.
o Language and mathematics.
o Reasoning.
o Language memory.



Right Brain Functions (learning, comprehension, association, induction, deduction,
extrapolation:
o Holistic functioning.
o Comprehension of simultaneous multi-sensory input.
o

Visual and special capability.

o Coordinated complex functions such as dancing, singing, and gymnastics.
o Visual, special, and auditory memory.


Formulation utilizes both the right and left sides of the brain.



Innovation Value = Resources x (speed of thought)2



Speed of thought = Function (Knowledge, Play, Imagination).



Measures of innovation:
o Challenge/motivation.
o Trust
o Idea Time.
o Play/humor.
o Conflicts.
o Idea support.
o Debates.
o Risk taking.



Say/Think (what was said, who said, what I thought).



Role play.



Cartoon Drawing.
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Business Innovation in the 21st Century – Continued
(Gupta, 2006)


Brainstorming.



Six Hats Thinking.



Free Association.



Force Analysis.



Affinity Diagram.



Mind mapping.



Five whys.



CREATE:
o Combine.
o Rearrange/reverse.
o Exaggerate.
o Adapt.
o Transform.
o Eliminate.
o Substitute.



Divergent/lateral thinking.



Convergent/vertical thinking.



Conventional Innovation Cycle:
o Developing business strategies.
o Conducting research and development.
o Developing Proof of Concept.
o Operational Execution.
o Process for innovation:



Prepare information, material, tools, method, people (skill and experience).



Perform (Innovate) Learn, experience, Play, Generate Ideas, Observe, Think, Innovate
Solution.



Perfect (Target)



Process – continue to innovate (think differently, refine, and play harder).
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Business Innovation in the 21st Century – Continued
(Gupta, 2006)


CI-3 Framework:
o Customer intelligence.
o Customer Intimacy.
o Customer Innovation.



CAISH – Idea Evaluation (Conceive, Assess, Invent, Secure, Harvest).

The Innovation Solution
(Gupta, 2009)


Pursuing an innovation strategy requires coming to terms with:
o Evolving definitions.
o Effectiveness of innovation.
o Efficiency of innovation.
o Extent of innovation.
o Return on innovation.
o Rate of innovation.
o Numerous methodologies.
o Ineffective measurements.



Four areas of mastery for innovation:
o Time management.
o Process thinking.
o Statistical thinking.
o Innovative thinking.



Innovation value = resources x (speed of thought)2



Speed of thought = Function (knowledge, play, imagination).



Innovation is continually and efficiently developing and delivering breakthrough solutions by
offering higher value to customers, achieving profitable growth for businesses, and gaining
competitive advantages in the marketplace.



Building blocks of innovation: intelligence, creativity, and invention.
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The Innovation Solution – Continued
(Gupta, 2009)


Four categories of innovation:
o Fundamental: Creative idea that leads to revolutionary thinking (Einstein‟s Theory of
Relativity).
o Platform: Leads to practical application of fundamental innovations (personal computers).
o Derivative: Secondary product or service derived from platform innovations (Windows
operating platform).
o Variation: Tertiary level of innovation and is a slight variation of the next-level of products
and services (camera features).



Thinking types:
o High How and High What: Applied Creative Thinking.
o High How and Low What: Creative thinking.
o High How and Low What: Opportunity or demand.
o Low How and Low What: Applied thinking.
o Innovative Thinking: Good, Crazy, Stupid, and Funny.



TEDOC framework:
o Target: Clear need for innovation based on opportunity analysis.
o Explore: Research, benchmark and analyze the opportunity, and gain expertise knowledge.
o Develop: Alternative innovation breakthrough solutions to maximize innovative
components.
o Optimize: The final solution for minimal diversion in operations and delivery.
o Commercialize: Rapid access to the marketplace and customer to ensure premium margins
and above market return on investment.
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The Innovation Solution – Continued
(Gupta, 2009)


Basic innovation process:
o Define the purpose.
o Research the topic.
o Identify the potential variables (Benchmarking, brainstorming, mind mapping, and TRIZ).
o Test what if scenarios.
o Establish the dimension of improvement/performance characteristics.
o Investigate potential combinations that improve the performance characteristic.
o Extrapolate the dimensions of interest and validate potential outcomes.
o Expand thinking and explore innovative solutions (TRIZ).
o Explore and formulate alternative solutions, validate, optimize, and implement.

Design-Driven Innovation: Changing the Rules of Competition by Radically Innovating What
Things Mean
(Verganti, 2009)


Innovation and people‟s needs are comprised of a relationship between function
(technology), sense (language) and people (needs) in terms of performance and meaning.



A marketing manager for Apple described its market research as consisting of “Steve looking
in the mirror every morning and asking himself what he wanted.”



Every product has meaning. Yet many companies don not care about how to innovate
meanings.



Radical innovation of meanings is rarely pulled by users but is instead proposed by firms.



Radical innovation of technologies and radical innovation of meanings are closely entangled.
Every technology embeds many meanings, some of which are potentially disruptive,
although they are not visible at first.



Creating design-driven innovations requires two assets:
o Knowledge of how people could give meanings to things.
o The seductive power to influence the emergence of radical new meaning.



“Those who do not want to imitate anything, produce nothing.” – Salvador Dali.
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Design-Driven Innovation: Changing the Rules of Competition by Radically Innovating What
Things Mean – Continued
(Verganti, 2009)


Leverage the seductive power of the interpreters. Interpreters have a double nature: they not
only conduct research on how people give meaning to things; they also have a seductive
power, as they influence the context of people‟s lives.



The assets that back design-driven innovation are embedded not in tools but in relationships
among people. Their tacit nature makes them hardly imitable. Once you have developed a
distinctive relational asset, competitors can hardly scratch your competitive positions.



More important to immerse yourself outside the network, than outside the box.



Innovation strategies:
o Quantum leaps in product performance enabled by breakthrough technologies and product
solutions (pushed by technology).
o Improved product solutions enabled by better analysis of user‟ needs (pulled by the
market).
o Design driven innovation is a radical innovation of meaning (unsolicited and what people
are waiting for). Radical change in technology and meaning.



The process of design-driven innovation entails getting close to interpreters to understand
how people give meaning to things.



Victor Margolin and Richard Buchanan introduced The Idea of Design by stating that
“products embody notions of identity that are socially recognized and thus become tokens in
the symbolic exchange of meaning.”



Framework of innovation strategy:
o Performance (technology) from incremental to radical.
o Meaning (language) from adaptive to new meaning.



Design and meanings: Innovating by making sense of things.



Radical Pushes: Placing design-driven innovation in the strategy of a firm.



Technology Epiphanies: The interplay between technology-Push and Design0-Driven
Innovation.
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Design-Driven Innovation: Changing the Rules of Competition by Radically Innovating What
Things Mean – Continued
(Verganti, 2009)


Model of the value of design-driven innovation that creates shareholder value:
o Profits (volume, margins, profit from other products).
o Assets (brand equity, competitive position, customer loyalty, knowledge, network
position).
o Investments (marginal and cumulative).



Research: Exploring new possibilities, recombining others‟ findings, experimenting,
identifying promising results, sharing them with others, and exploiting their discoveries.



Thinking about potential future developments opens your mind so that you are ready to see
the signs relevant to those developments if and then they occur.



Understanding meaning requires:
o Listening to gain understanding of meanings.
o Interpreting to gain a unique proposal.
o Addressing the proposal in a meaningful and attractive way for customers to avoid
confusion with a radical innovation.



Walkman evolved to MPMan and then radically changed both technology and meaning with
iPad.



“If a client asks for a specific feature or component, it means that someone else has already
created it.” - Bruno Murari, STMicroelectronics



Three actions of design-driven innovation:
o Listening to the design discourse: Identifying and attracting key interpreters in the design
discourse.
o Interpreting: Generating a new vision of radical meaning through experiments.
o Addressing the design discourse: Diffusing the vision to interpreters to influence meaning
and give it seductive power.
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Design-Driven Innovation: Changing the Rules of Competition by Radically Innovating What
Things Mean – Continued
(Verganti, 2009)


Guidelines for gaining access to interpreters:
o Debates: Listen to multiple voices.
o Skewed distribution of interpreters: Find key interpreters.
o Transfers: Harness forward looking researchers.
o Bridges: Leverage brokers and mediators.
o Whispers: Immerse the company in the discourse.
o Two-tiered geography: Hybridize the local and the global.
o Obsolescence: Keep searching for new interpreters and circles.



The process of design-driven innovation:
o Design-driven research: Radical new meanings (design driven innovation).
o Concept generation: Specific and targeted user needs (user centered design).
o Product development: Product style, interface, and ergonomics (traditional industrial
design).



Design-driven workshop (Collect knowledge from the immersion in the design discourse).
o Envision: Produce insights.
o Share: Share insights.
o Build design scenarios.
o Select: Alessi‟s “formula for success” of function, sensation/memory/imagery, price, and
communication/language.



Band & Olusfsen Innovation Process:
o Ideas focus: Design-driven research (positioning).
o Concept generation (expectations).
o

Product development (mandatory elements).
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Design for Six Sigma : A Roadmap for Product Development
(Yang & EI-Haik, 2008)


Value = benefits – liabilities



Process efficiency = value – added time / total lead time.



Benefits:
o Functional such as reliability or fit for use.
o Psychological such as prestige and dependability.
o Service such as availability.



Four domains of the design process:
o Customer domain.
o Functional domain.
o Physical domain.
o Process domain.



Hierarchical design deployment:
o System level
o Sub-system level.
o Component level.
o Detailed level.



Metrics:
o Average engineering hours per project.
o Average development time.
o Employees per project.
o Ratio of delayed projects.
o Achievement of quality after launch.



The frustration curve:
o Decelerate (denial, anger/anxiety, fear that stem from the old paradigm)
o Stop (frustration from uncertainty).
o Accelerate (old paradigm loss, planning, communicate, harvest alliances as part of
acceptance).



Momentum = Deployment Velocity x Deployment Mass.



Kano model of three quality dimensions (basic, performance, and excitement).
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Design for Six Sigma : A Roadmap for Product Development – Continued
(Yang & EI-Haik, 2008)


S curve of evolution (infant, intermediate, and maturity stage).



Controlled convergence (initial concept, concepts reduced, new concepts generated,
reduction, addition, concept selected).



Design axioms:
o Independence axiom: Maintain the independence of the functional requirements to prevent
coupling.
o Information axiom: Minimize the information content in the design to prevent complexity.



23 Axiomatic design theorems:
o TRIZ: The level of invention often depends on how well the contradiction is resolved. 90%
of the solution is found within an accurate problem definition. TRIZ key philosophical
elements are ideality, functionality, resource, contradictions, evolution (technology is
highly predictable).
o Level 1: Apparent or conventional solution 32%; solution by methods well known within
specialty.
o Level 2: Small invention inside paradigm 45%; improvement of an existing system, usually
with some compromise.
o Level 3: Substantial invention inside technology 18%; essential improvement of an existing
system.
o Level 4: Invention outside technology 4%; new generation of design using science not
technology.
o Level 5: Discovery 1%; major discovery and new science.



Ideality = benefits / costs + harm



Trimming and pruning.



TRIZ 40 principles (pg. 308-0312).
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Design for Six Sigma : A Roadmap for Product Development – Continued
(Yang & EI-Haik, 2008)


Product/service development life cycle:
o Stage 0: Impetus/Ideation (options/possibilities).
o Stage 1: Customer and business requirements study: translate VOC into functional
requirements, business feasibility study (QFD).
o Stage 2: Concept Development: purpose, market position, value proposition, product
definition, functional requirements, concept, modeling/simulation (DOE, Taguchi, TRIZ,
Axiomatic design, simulation).
o Stage 3: Product/service design/prototyping: detailed functional requirements, prototypes,
manufacturing design, design validation (DOE, Taguchi. simulation).
o Stage 4: Manufacturing process preparation/product launch: finalize manufacturing design,
process testing/validation, manufacturing process installation (DOE, Taguchi).
o Stage 5: Production: process control and supplier management (SPC, inspection).
o Stage 6: Product/service consumption.
o Stage 7: Disposal.



TRIZ: The Russian acronym for TIPS - Theory of inventive problem solving. Genrich S.
Altshuller scanned over 200K patents looking for inventive problems and how they were
solved.



Axiomatic design: Structured approach for design tasks such as mapping the customer
attribute domain to the product function domain.



Process capability.



Process mapping.



Value stream mapping.
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Design for Six Sigma : A Roadmap for Product Development – Continued
(Yang & EI-Haik, 2008)


Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) Phases:



Phase 1: Identify requirements.
o Project charter.
o Identify customer and business requirements.
o Phase 2: Characterize the design.
o Translate customer requirements into functional requirements.
o Generate design alternatives.
o Evaluate design alternatives.
o Phase 3: Optimize the design.
o Phase 4: Verify the design.



Venn diagram for overlapping requirements.



Pugh



DFSS Project Algorithm:



I-dentify Phase:
o Form team.
o Determine customer expectations (QFD).



Characterize Phase:
o 3. Understand Functional Requirements evolution (TRIZ).
o 4. Select the best concept (Pugh selection)
o 5. Finalize the functional structure of the concept (axiomatic design).
o 6.1 Perform mappings (axiomatic design).



O-ptimize Phase:
o 6.2 Uncouple or decouple selected concept (axiomatic design).
o 6.3 Simplify design using axiom 2.
o 7. Develop design scorecards and transfer to function development.
o 8. Assess risk (FEMEA)
o 9. Transfer function organization (DOE).
o 10. Design for x
o 11. Finalize tolerance settings/design.
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Design for Six Sigma : A Roadmap for Product Development – Continued
(Yang & EI-Haik, 2008)


V-alidate Phase:
o 12. Pilot and prototype design.
o 13. Validate design.
o 14. Launch mass production.
o 15. Celebrate successful completion.



FEMA:
o Recognize and evaluate the potential failures of a design and its effects.
o Identify actions that could eliminate or reduce the chance of the potential failure from
occurring.
o Document the process.



Total test matrix.



Quality function deployment (QFD) created by Mitsubishi Heavy Industry in the 1970s
designed to ensure compliance with government regulations for their Kobe Shipyards.
For phase process of the WHATs and HOWs: 1. Critical customer attribute; 2. Functional
requirements; 3. Design parameters; 4. Process variables.



TRIZ process:
o Problem definition function analysis, technological evolution analysis, and ideal final
result).
o Problem classification and tool selection.
o Solution generation.
o Evaluation.



Functional analysis diagram (subject, verb, object).
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Design for Six Sigma + LeanToolset: Implementing Innovations Successfully
(Lunau et al., 2007)


TRIZ Principle:
o Specific problem:?
o Standard problem: TRIZ parameter.
o Standard solution: TRIZ principle.
o Specific solution: Idea



Nine Laws of evolution for technical systems:
o Law of increasing ideality of systems (ex. Home appliances).
o Law of non-uniform development of subsystems (ex. Computer technology).
o Law of transition to super systems (ex. Hi-fi systems).
o Law of increasing flexibility of systems (car steering wheels).
o Law of transition from the macro to the micro level (mechanical cutting now performed by
lasers).
o Law of shortening energy flow in systems (separate motor to shorten drive belt distance
and energy transfer).
o Law of harmonizing of rhythm in systems (ex. Aircraft needs coordinated control of
movements).
o Law of automation of systems (ex. Bike to motorcycle).
o Law of increasing controllability of systems (ex. Stove to microwave).



RACI:
o Responsible: Individual responsible for carrying out/introducing a measure.
o Accountable: Only on “A” can be allocated for each main task.
o Consulted: To be consulted when carrying out a main task.
o Informed: Decisions and interim results.



Gate review: Conducted upon conclusion of each phase to assess results and decide on the
further course of the project.



Market segmentation and target customers.



ABC customers (A= 80% share, B= 15% share, C 5% share). Incorporate into a portfolio
analysis.



Target costing: Identify the price that‟s acceptable to customers.
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Design for Six Sigma + LeanToolset: Implementing Innovations Successfully – Continued
(Lunau et al., 2007)


Critical to Quality (CTQ): Translating needs into measureable requirements.



Benchmarking: Evaluating a competing system.



Quality Function Deployment:
o Quality: Instrument for planning and developing quality functions based on customer
requirements.
o Function: Quality developments and improvements through the systematic and consistent
collaboration of all areas of activity.
o Deployment: Specification of the required quality into targets for the individual company
departments.



Parts per Million (PPM): ppm = no. of defective units / no. of units in total, then multiplied
by 1,000,000



Defects per Unit (DPU): DPU = no. of defects in total / no. of units in total.



Yield: Y = no. of non-defective units / no. of units in total.



Cp and Cpk values: Ascertain the relationship between the customer specification
limits/tolerance and natural spread of the process (Cp value). Determine the centering of the
process (Cpk value).
Cp = USL – LSL / 6s (normal distribution)



Design concept: Develop alternative design concepts on the basis of prioritized functions and
customer requirements.



Function categories: Object (passive), performance (active), prestige (emotional).



Optimizing design concept (eliminate contradiction)



generation.
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Design for Six Sigma + LeanToolset: Implementing Innovations Successfully – Continued
(Lunau et al., 2007)


TRIZ groups:
o Engineering: Improving the operation of an object leads to a deterioration of another
operation.
o Physical conflicts: Useful and harmful actions impact on the same object.
o Incomplete functional structures: There are insufficient useful functions or the required
useful functions are missing.
o Escalating complexity: The system is too complex and expensive.
o System optimization: Although the current system functions, improvement is necessary to
attain competitive advantage.



TRIZ:
o 39 Engineering parameters.
o 40 Innovative principles.
o 76 Standard solutions.



4 Ps of a Marketing Strategy (competitive advantage matrix):
o Product.
o Place.
o Price.
o Promotion.
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Design for Six Sigma + LeanToolset: Implementing Innovations Successfully – Continued
(Lunau et al., 2007)


DFSS:
o Define: Business case, project planning and scope (project charter/scope, gnat chart, RACI,
stakeholder analysis, communication plan, risk analysis).
o Measure: Understanding customer requirements, defining specific and measureable
requirements, deriving target values and tolerances (portfolio analysis, QFD2, customer
interaction study, creativity techniques, Ishikawa diagram, TRIZ, benchmarking, Pugh
matrix, FMEA, anticipated defect detection, design scorecards, process modeling,
prototyping).
o Analyze: Development of an optimal high-level design concept (QFS3, statistical methods
for tolerance and hypothesis testing, DOE, FMEA, QFD4, radar chart, lean tools such as
value stream design, pull systems, Poka Yoke)
o Design: Elaboration of the design details (PDCA, project management, training, SOPs).
o Verify: Pilot, test, complete implementation, monitoring KPIs.



Multigenerational Plan (MGP): Describes the system development of three generations, each
of which builds on its predecessor. Generation 1 (stop bleeding), generation 2 (take offense),
generation 3 (attain leadership). Components are vision/goal, system generation
(outcome/requirement), and platforms/technology.



Risk assessment matrix: probability of occurrence in relation to the influence on the success
of the project. Risk categories of business, technological, and change management.
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Design for Six Sigma + LeanToolset: Implementing Innovations Successfully – Continued
(Lunau et al., 2007)


Measure Process:
o Select customers.
o Identify research methods.
o Carry out research.
o Conduct customer interaction study.
o Conduct 1-to-1 interviews.
o Benchmarking.
o Conduct focus group interviews.
o Process and evaluate information.
o Derive and prioritize customer needs.
o Determine measurements.
o Fix the target values and specifications.
o Assess risk.



Measure Gate Review (Go/No-go).



Portfolio analysis quadrant chart.



5W 1H Table: ABC customers are segmented across (who, what, when, where, shy, how) to
derive and structure existing information and formulate hypothesis on the interaction
between each segment.



Customer interaction study: Observe the customer at work to understand the environment,
activities and unexpressed needs.



Internal/secondary research, 1-to-1 interviews, focus groups, and surveys.



Customer needs table: ex. Complaint, solution, specification, verbatim statement, and “true”
need.



Affinity diagram: Identify how customers think and group needs into clusters.



Tree diagram: Define unified levels of detail and identify gaps.



Analytic hierarchy process: Weighting of needs/requirements (AHP contingency table).
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Design for Six Sigma + LeanToolset: Implementing Innovations Successfully – Continued
(Lunau et al., 2007)


Quality Function Deployment:
o QFD 1: Prioritize customer needs to include measurement of target value (Measure phase).
o QFD 2: Prioritize system functions (analyze phase).
o QFD 3: Prioritize design elements (design phase).
o QFD 4: Prioritized process steps (design phase).



Design scorecard: measurement, unit, operational definition, LSL, USL, mean, StDev.



Analyze Roadmap:
o Carry out the function analysis.
o Draw up the transfer function.
o Draw up alternative design concepts.
o Select the best design concept.
o Resolve contradictions.
o Establish resource requirements.
o Designate critical resources.
o Evaluate risks.
o Collect stakeholder feedback.
o Finalize concept.
o Analyze Gate Review (Go/No-go).



Brainstorming (developing a collection of ideas).



Ishikawa Diagram for brainstorming.



Brain Writing (concentrated development of an idea or concept).



Mind Mapping (sketching semantic relationships between ideas).



Scamper (substitute, combine, adapt, modify, put to other uses, eliminate/erase,
reverse/rearrange).



Morphological Box (matrix of conceivable possibility of ideas).



Pugh Matrix (identify the best concept with impact to critical to quality criteria +/0/- and
prioritization 1 – 5.



Conjoint analysis (decompositional procedure to identify individual system features to the
total benefit.
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Design for Six Sigma + LeanToolset: Implementing Innovations Successfully – Continued
(Lunau et al., 2007)


TRIZ: Resolving conflict in the selected concept. Evaluating the specific problem on an
abstract level (standard problem) which leads to an abstract solution to be applied from
general principles that is then converted into a specific solution by creativity, expertise and
experience. TRIZ contradiction matrix. Trimming complexity reduction.



FMEA (Failure mode and effect analysis.



Design Roadmap:
o Develop detailed design concept.
o Test detailed design concept.
o Optimize detailed design concept.
o Test performance capability.



Design of Experiments (influencing variable and levels).



Value stream map: group, SIPOC, detail



SOPS



Spaghetti diagrams



5S (sort, set in order, shine, standardize, sustain).



Verify Roadmap:
o Set up KPI system.
o Set up process monitoring.
o Draw up process management diagram.
o Pilot the process.
o Formulate the final SOPs and process documentation.
o Execute implementation.
o Hand over process documentation.
o Conclude the process.
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The Innovator's Toolkit : 50+ Techniques for Predictable and Sustainable Organic Growth
(Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)


Identify what customers want in your solution.



Balanced Innovation Portfolio:



X-axis: Degree of innovation (Incremental, substantial, and breakthrough)..



Y-Axis: Type of Innovation (Product/service, Process, Business Model).



Four Classes of Problem Solving:
o Exploitation (Problem Domain) .
o Exploitation/Exploration (Problem to solution domain).
o Exploration/Exploitation (Solution to Problem Domain).
o Exploration (Bilateral exchange between the problem and solution domain).



Value quotient: Identify opportunity gaps in the marketplace.



Value quotient = desired outcomes / undesired outcomes.



Cognitive style: Leverage the diversity of your exploiters and explorers.



Adopters (accept the problem definition) and innovators (view the definition as part of the
problem) have different approaches to solving problems.



Functional Analysis: Scrutinize your system for innovation.



Trend Prediction: Learn from evolutions generic code (S-Curve and Radar Chart).



Creative Challenge: Sacrifice the sacred cows.



Separation principles : Split innovation into four areas (time, space, scale, conditions)



Idea Harvesting (beginning ideas, specific ideas, concepts, and broad concepts).



Function Structure: Identify how the solution functions in its whole and its parts.



Robust design” Make the design insensitive to uncontrollable influences.



Measurement Systems Analysis: verify measurements are valid.



Work cell design: Optimize workspace and flow.
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The Innovator's Toolkit : 50+ Techniques for Predictable and Sustainable Organic Growth–Cont.
(Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)


D4 Road Map:
o Define (define/scope innovation opportunity and manage resources/people).
o Discover (refine opportunity, leverage brain power, search knowledge base, prioritize/select
ideas).
o Develop (Formulate design, select design, and optimize design).
o Demonstrate (build working model, map process, optimize process, improve, and
transition).



Ethnography.



Heuristic Redefinition: Draw a picture the system and areas to focus ideation.



Problem statement and prioritization matrix.



Nine windows: Looking at the opportunity through nine different lenses (super-system,
system, subsystem) in relation to (past, present, and future).



Job Scoping.



Stakeholder diagnostic matrix.



Power and influence map.



Innovation Project Charter (business case, job statement, customers, unmet outcome
expectations, competing solutions, key assumptions to be tested, expected financial impact,
milestone/time line, project investments, team).



D4 Milestones:



Define – Business case.



Discover – Feasibility.



Develop – Preliminary and detailed design



Demonstrate – Pilot/prototype.



Commercialize – Pre-launch and launch.



Create Challenge Process and Matrix (eliminate, reasons, alternatives).



HIT Matrix: Compare existing solutions to spar new breakthroughs.
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The Innovator's Toolkit : 50+ Techniques for Predictable and Sustainable Organic Growth–Cont.
(Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)


SCAMPER (eight important questions):
o Substitute.
o Combine.
o Adapt.
o Modify/Mirror/Distort.
o Put to other purposes.
o Eliminate.
o Rearrange/Reverse.



Brainwriting 6-3-5.



Imaginary brainstorming (get silly for the sake of creativity by brainstorming imaginary
elements).



Concept tree.



Random stimulus: Use an unrelated picture or word to spawn new ideas.



Provocation and movement (design through roadblocks).



Structured abstraction (TRIZ – Use 40 proven principles). Contradiction Matrix



76 Standard solutions.



Biomimicry: Using nature‟s experiences to find solutions.



KJ Method (Affinity Diagram).



Six Hats Thinking
o Black – Judgment.
o Yellow – Optimistic.
o White – Seeks facts and information.
o Red – Emotion, feelings, & judgment.
o Green – Encourages creative thinking.
o Blue – Process thinking (facilitator).



Customer performance and expectation matrix.



Axiomatic Design: Customer attributes, functional requirements, design parameters, process
variables.



Morphological Matrix: Generate solution concepts by combining design alternatives.
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The Innovator's Toolkit : 50+ Techniques for Predictable and Sustainable Organic Growth–Cont.
(Silverstein, Samuel, & DeCarlo, 2008)


TILMAG: Pari ideal solution elements to create new design concepts.



Paired Comparison Analysis: Rank design concepts against each other in pairs.



Pugh Matrix: Evaluation of design concepts.



Process capability: Predict the performance of your new solution.



Design scorecard: Dashboard to track design elements and underlying processes.



Design Failure Modes Effects Analysis: Anticipate what can go wrong.



Discrete Event Simulation: Visualize and test design through computer simulation.



Rapid Prototyping: Make a fast 3-D model of the solution to explore viability.



Prototyping: Build a functioning model to test and perfect the design (function audit).



Piloting: Build a fully functioning model to test and perfect it (pilot charter to include study
objectives and metrics)..



SIPOC Map (supplier, inputs, process, outputs, and customer).



Process Map/Value Stream Map: Detailed characterization of the process.



Mistake proofing: Install measure to prevent human and system error.



Design of Experiments: Analyze input and output variable to identify the critical few.



Conjoint analysis: Compare solution attributes.



Process behavior charts : SPC



Cause and effect diagram/matrix.



Control Plan.
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The New Age of Innovation : Driving Co-Created Value through Global Networks
(Prahalad & Krishnan, 2008)


Flexible and resilient business processes and focused analytics.



The new house of innovation:
o Social architecture of the firm.
o Technical architecture of the firm.
o N=1 Personalized co-created experiences (flexibility, quality, cost, experience,
collaborative networks, complexity, customer interfaces, scalability).
o R=G Global access to resources and talent (resources, speed, scalability, innovation
arbitrage.



N= 1 (standard product to personalized solutions).



R=G (internal resources to ecosystem of resources).



Co-creation of value: N=1 “The capacity to serve individual customers – that is,
personalization and co-creation of value – will demand capabilities to work with customers
to anticipate and predict their preferences on a continuous basis.



Dominant logic is the lens through which new data is interpreted.



Social architecture (organization structure, performance metrics, rewards, training, career
management, skills, beliefs, and values.



Technical architecture (databases, systems, applications, and analytics).



Flexibility – Efficiency Tension.



Business insights:
o Rich transaction data (consistent and transparent).
o Unstructured data (weak signals).
o Analytic engine (focus on strategic priorities of N=1, R=G).
o Actionable insights (focus on co-creation).



Experiments to learn “derisking.”
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How to Kill Creativity
(Amabile, 1999)


Money doesn‟t necessarily stop people from being creative, but in many cases it doesn‟t help.



In many companies, new ideas are met not with open minds but with time-consuming layers
of evaluation.



Six areas that enhance creativity:
o Challenge.
o Freedom.
o Resources.
o Work-group features (diversity, willingness, and excitement).
o Supervisory encouragement.
o Organizational support.



Three components of creativity:
o Expertise (knowledge – technical, procedural, and intellectual).
o Creative thinking skills (flexibility and imaginative).
o Motivation (intrinsic and inner passion to solve problems).

Spark Innovation through Empathic Design
(Leonard & Rayport, 1999)


Sometimes customers are so accustomed to current conditions that they don‟t‟ think to ask
for a new solution.



Empathic design: watching customers use products or services.
o Triggers of use (what prompts people to use the product or service).
o Interactions with the users environment (how does the product or service fit into the users
own idiosyncratic systems).
o User customization (users that reinvent or redesign your product or service).
o Intangible attributes of the product (emotional value) – observers saw people combining
beepers and cell phones not answer calls but to screen them.
o Unarticulated user needs (un-recognized obstacles or un-identified needs).
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Spark Innovation through Empathic Design – Continued
(Leonard & Rayport, 1999)


Empathic Design Process:
o Observation (who).
o Capturing data (use of photographs).
o Reflection and analysis.
o Brainstorming for solutions.
o Developing prototypes of possible solutions.

Putting Your Company's Whole Brain to Work
(Leonard & Straus, 1999)


Left brain (analytical, logical, and sequential).



Right brain (intuitive, values-based, and non-linear).



“We call have preferred habits of thought that influence how we make decisions and interact
with others.



Cognitive preferences emerge early in our lives and remain relatively stable. We can learn to
expand our repertoire and act outside of our preferred styles, but this is difficult like writing
upside down.



“To innovate successfully, you must hire, work with, and promote people who are unlike
you.”



“In a cognitively diverse environment, a message sent is not necessarily a message received.”



Create whole brain teams.



“Successful managers spend time getting members of diverse groups to acknowledge their
differences.”



“Managing the process of creative abrasion means making sure that everyone in the group is
talking.”
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Putting Your Company's Whole Brain to Work
(Leonard & Straus, 1999)


Creative abrasion: Fostering innovation by getting different approaches to grate against one
another in a productive process.



Cognitive differences (perceiving and assimilating data, making decisions, solving problems,
and relating to other people. There approaches are preferences that should not be confused
with skills and abilities.



Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).



Hermann Brain Dominance Instrument (HBDI).



Depersonalize conflict.

What's Stifling the Creativity at CoolBurst
(Wetlaufer, 1999)


Creative track:
o Encourage employees to take more risks.
o Use creative problem-solving techniques.
o Encourage employees to challenge their own perceptions.
o Think positively.
o Encourage visioning.
o Employ rebels.
o Allow time for pet projects.
o Ensure senior manager support.
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The Discipline of Innovation
(Drucker, 1999)


“Most innovations result from a conscious, purposeful search for opportunities – Peter
Drucker.”



Innovation requires talent, ingenuity, and knowledge. “If diligence, persistence, and
commitment are lacking, companies are unlikely to succeed at the business of innovation. –
Peter Druker”



“The attitude managers often take to the unexpected – It should not have happened – is
further ingrained by corporate reporting systems.



“A change in perception does not alter facts. It changes their meaning, though – and
quickly.”



Sources of innovation:
o Unexpected occurrences.
o Incongruities.
o Process needs.
o Industry and market changes.
o Demographic changes.
o Changes in perception.
o New knowledge.
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Value Innovation: The Strategic Logic of High Growth
(Kim & Mauborgne, 1999)


Conventional logic:
o Industry conditions are given.
o Focus on competitive advantage.
o Segment customers and focus on what they value.
o Leverage existing capabilities and resources.
o Industries traditional boundaries determine the product and services a company offers. The
goal is to maximize the value of those offerings.



Value innovation.
o Industry conditions can be shaped.
o Competition is not the benchmark. Pursue quantum leaps in value.
o Target on the mass of customers, focus on the key commodities that customer‟s value and
be will to forgo certain customers.
o Resource planning to mitigate constraints.
o Think in terms of the total solution customers seek (beyond traditional offerings).



The Pioneer-Migrator-Settler Map:
o Y-Axis: (1) Pioneers: Businesses that represent value innovations; (2) Migrators:
Businesses with value improvements; (3) Settlers: Businesses that offer me-too products
and services.



X-Axis: Current portfolio and planned portfolio.

Creating New Market Space
(Kim & Mauborgne, 2001)


Creating a new value curve requires answering four questions:
o 1. Reduce: What factors should be reduced well below the industry standard?
o 2. Eliminate: What factors should be eliminated that the industry has taken for granted?



Create: What factors should be created that the industry has never offered?



Raise: What factors should be raised well beyond the industry standard?
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Creating Breakthroughs at 3M
(Hippel, Thomke, & Sonnack, 2001)


Users as innovators: Research shows that many commercially important innovations are
developed by product users rather than by the manufacturers that were the first to bring them
to market.



Lead users create solutions versus use already existing commercial products.



The Lead User Curve:



Y-axis: (1) Lead users; (2) Early adopters; (3) Routine users.



X-axis: Time



The Lead User Process:
o Laying the foundation (innovation targets, levels, and key stakeholders).
o Determining trends (Identifying experts that have a broad view of emerging trends).
o Identifying lead users (networking process to identify and learn from users at the leading
edge of the target market. Shape product ideas and assess concepts.
o Developing the breakthroughs (move from concepts to completion).

Building an Innovation Factory
(Hargadon & Sutton, 2001)


“To invent, you need a good imagination and a pile of junk. – Thomas Edison”



“The real measure of success is the number of experiments that can be crowded into 24
hours. – Thomas Edison”



The Knowledge-brokering cycle:
o 1. Capturing good ideas (knowledge-brokers scavenge for ideas in the unlikeliest places).
o 2. Keeping ideas alive (Toying with ideas and spreading them in the organization).
o 3. Imaging new users for old ideas (plugging in old ideas into new contexts).
o 4. Putting promising concepts to the test (creating valuable lessons and determining
commercial value).
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Knowing a Winning Business Idea When You See One
(Kim & Maubourgne, 2001)


Knowing a Winning Business Idea When You See One (Kim & Maubourgne, 2001)



The six stages of the buyer experience cycle:
o Purchase.
o Delivery.
o Use.
o Supplements.
o Maintenance.
o Disposal.



The six utility levers:
o Customer productivity.
o Simplicity.
o Convenience.
o Risk.
o Fun and image.
o Environmental friendliness.



Three product types:
o Same form.
o Different form, same function.
o Different form and function, same objective.

Discovering New Points of Differentiation
(MacMillan & McGrath, 2001)


Analyze the customer experience:



What (what are customers doing at each point in the consumption chain?)



Where (where are your customers when they are at this point in the consumption chain?)



Who (Who else is with the customer at any given link in the chain/)



When (Time of day, week, calendar are your customers at any given link in the chain?)



How (How are your customers needs being addressed?)
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Enlightened Experimentation: The New Imperative for Innovation
(Thomke, 2001)


Experimentation lies at the heart of every company‟s ability to innovate.
o Organize for rapid experimentation (prototypes).
o Fail early and often, but avoid mistakes (embrace failure).
o Anticipate and exploit early information (front-loaded development and value in upstream
identification).
o Combine new and traditional technologies (use both new and old technologies in concert).

A Toast to Innovation
("Toast to Innovation", 2009)


Sampling of APQC Innovation and product development benchmarks (samples from 104 to
168):
o Average time to market in days (653 bottom, 300 medium, and 180 top performer).
o Average time profitability/payback in months (30 bottom performer, 18 medium, 11 top
performers).
o Percentage of sales from products/services launched in the past year (5% bottom performer,
15% medium, and 25% top performer).
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The Game Changer Team: Fostering Radical Innovation at Shell
("Fostering Radical Innovation at Shell", 2009)


Funding for GameChanger ideas ranges from 5 to 10 percent of Shells Exploration and
Production.



Basic Steps in Shells GameChanger Idea Management Process:
o Submit idea.
o Screening Panel.
o Mature Idea.
o Extended panel.
o Execute idea.
o Tollgates.
o Closeout panel.

Spring Into Action
(Feigenbaum, 2009)


Five focus areas of success to build competitive quality leadership:



Product development that emphasizes management innovation quality initiatives.

Successfully Embedding Innovation--Air Products and Chemicals Inc. Case Study
("Air Products and Chemicals Inc.", 2007)


Air Products defines innovation in two ways:
o An output, innovation is “a new source of value in a commercial for-profit output
enterprise that required a change in a business process to realize it.”
o Innovation the process is “the system through which new ideas become embedded as
business process creating value.”
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Successfully Embedding Innovation--Boston Scientific Corporation Case Study
("Boston Scientific Corporation", 2007)


Boston Scientific Corporation Cardiovascular Division has improved its ability to pinpoint
unmet customer needs by utilizing a Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) project for obtaining highquality customer input and also emphasizes the importance of “let your creators be creators –
don‟t‟ overburden them with process.”

Successfully Embedding Innovation--Computer Sciences Corporation Case Study
("Computer Sciences Corporation", 2007)


Computer Sciences Corporation defines innovation as “the value added through applying
creative ideas to a problem and implementing those ideas in the marketplace.”



Computer Sciences Corporation administers a innovation award and call for papers and
winners are recognized in weekly webcasts that are available for all employees.



Training employees through a six month rotation at the innovation office/projects.

Successfully Embedding Innovation--Ethicon Endo-Surgery Case Study
("Ethicon Endo-Surgery", 2007)


Ethicon Endo-Surgery defines innovation as “a customer-valued solution for a customerrecognized problem.” “Transforming patient care through innovation.”



Ethicon Endo-Surgery recognizes successful innovation with a “wall of fame” and
communicates idea via web sites, newsletters, and meetings. Ethicon Endo-Surgery utilizes a
Six Sigma in product development.
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Successfully Embedding Innovation--Hewlett-Packard Case Study
("Hewlett-Packard", 2007)


Hewlett-Packard defines innovation as “Any idea or activity that materially improves the
organization‟s performance is considered an innovation.”



Hewlett-Packard innovation training program focuses on:
o How to make decisions and formulate strategy.
o How to manage risk.
o How to commercialize innovation.
o How R&D , marketing, and strategy teams can partner with the finance department to
foster meaningful innovation.

Combining Innovation With Six Sigma
(Annamalai, Bailey, & Abramowich, 2008)


Six Sigma manager has a role to lead the focused effort, frequently review the process and
remove barriers, check real business impact and continuously communicate progress to
executive leadership and those involved in the project.
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Innovation in Services
(Goncalves, 2007)


Goncalves defines innovation is services as “Innovation in services is (a) change in things
(products/services) which service organizations offers and (b) change in the ways in which
they are created and delivered.” Innovation encompasses the change in the transaction and
operational process.



C3 Framework:



C1: Customer intelligence:
o Brand asset monitoring.
o Customer satisfaction and loyalty measurement.



C2: Customer Intimacy:
o Customer blending.
o Customer mind mapping.
o Customer ecosystem mapping.



C3: Customer innovation:
o Innovation process.
o Magnet Team
o Product forums.
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Fueling Innovation: C'ing Six Sigma With Two I's
(Laman, 2007)


“Innovation in critical thinking challenges conventional, historical, or traditional ideas.”
Whereas, Innovation in recognizing and using cognitive processes helps us get the most from
ourselves and our team.”



Six Sigma tools for innovation:



Define:
o Charter.
o Change Management.
o Customer Requirements.



Measure:
o Characteristic, function, and process metrics.
o Counting for repeatability.
o Communication.



Analyze:
o Critical Thinking.



Improve and innovate:



Cognitive Processes: “Divergent, convergent, domain-specific knowledge, practical
experience, deductive reasoning, creative thinking.



Creativity.



Control: Closure.

Innovation Practices of European Organizations
(Tanner, 2007)


Innovation and risk management framework for Learning and improvement:
o Maximize learning from within the organization.
o Maximize learning from others.
o Ensure any lessons learned are systematically disseminated through recommendations to
improve (as appropriate) the organization‟s values, governance arrangements, policies,
strategic plans, business processes and training programs.
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The Nine Imperatives for Fuelling Innovation
(Iyer, 2007)


Imperatives for fueling innovation:
o Create obsession with excellence.
o Talent “without people power even the best operational and strategic thinking will come to
naught.”
o Build collective self confidence.
o Time.
o Be best in what you do?
o Create process to enable excellence.
o Invest in Excellence of Future.
o Excellence requires humility.



Innovation is defined as “the successful implementation of creative ideas within and
organization.”

Geared Toward Innovation
(Bisgaard, 2008)


Innovation can be of many types. They can be breakthrough or incremental and related to the
design or delivery of a product or service.



Terms include invention, innovation, ingenuity, creativity, and commercialize.
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The Innovation Process and Quality Tools
(Walker & Levesque, 2007)
 Innovation tools by complexity:
o Affinity diagram – brainstorming and consensus.
o Relations diagram – cause and effect.
o Tree diagram – logic based problem solving.
o Process decision program chart – Identifying best solution.
o Arrow diagram – resource planning.
o Matrix diagram – determining interrelated factors.
o Matrix data analysis – quantitative analysis.

Quality Improvement Through Innovative Solutions of TRIZ
(Stoletova, 2007)


Cited reasons why TRIZ is effective :


The notion of contradictions: Problems occur as a result of contradictions.



The notion of win/win solutions: In TRIZ there is no compromise and contradictions must
be resolved without trade-offs.



The notion of ideality: Ideality of the system is determined as a ratio of all useful functions
over all harmful functions. Systems are evolved to increase ideality, which is to increase
benefits.
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Creativity and Innovation: The Organizational Environment Is Key
(Conti, 2007)


Neurologists maintain that creativity can be fostered in pre-school and kindergarten with a
lesser degree of effectiveness for adults as long as they have capacity.



“Creativity, is has been said, consists largely in re-arranging what we know, in order to find
out what we do not know. George Keller”



Creativity techniques ( Nickerson, 1999):
o Establishing purpose and intention.
o Encouraging confidence and willingness to take risks.
o Encouraging acquisitions of domain-specific knowledge.
o Stimulating and rewarding curiosity and exploration.
o Building motivation, especially internal motivation.

Breakthrough Thinking; The Seven Principles of Creative Problem Solving
(Nadler & Hibino, 1998)


The Uniqueness Principle: Whatever the apparent similarities, each problem is unique, and
each part of a solution (setting it up, writing a report, installing a solution, etc.) requires an
approach that dwells on its own contextual needs.



The Purposes Principle: Focusing on purposes and their own larger purposes helps strip away
nonessential aspects to avoid working on the wrong problem.



The Solution-After-Next Principle: Innovation can be stimulated and solutions made more
effective by working backward from an ideal target solution for the futures.



The Systems Principle: Every problem is part of a larger system. Understanding the elements
and dimensions of a system framework lets you determine in advance the complexities you
must incorporate in implementing your solution.



The Limited Information Collection Principle: Knowing too much about a problem initially
can prevent you from seeing some excellent alternative solutions.
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Breakthrough Thinking; The Seven Principles of Creative Problem Solving – Continued
(Nadler & Hibino, 1998)


The People Design Principle: The people who will carry out and use a solution must work
together in developing the solution with Breakthrough Thinking. The proposed solution
should include only the minimal, critical details, so that the users of the solution can have
some flexibility in applying it.



The Betterment Timeline Principle: A sequence of purpose-directed solutions is a bridge to a
better future.



Nine-Step Process of Breakthrough Thinking:



Purposes:
o Identify many purposes for solving the unique, immediate problem. Don‟t ask “what‟s
wrong here”, rather ask “what are we trying to accomplish here””
o Expand the investigation to identify more expansive purposes. Develop an array of small
to large purposes. Effective solutions will address both the immediate and the larger
purposes. Define measure for the purposes.



Target:
o Generate as many as ideas as possible for solutions-after-next or ideal systems for
achieving the selected (and larger) purposes. Develop alternative solutions.
o Assess the alternatives and select the solution-after-next target, based on the measure of
purpose accomplishment.
o Within a systems framework, develop a recommendation that fits the real world while
coming closest to your target.



Results:
o Detail the recommendations to ensure workability.
o Develop a plan to install the recommendations.
o Install the system or solution.
o Set up dates for its continuing change and improvement
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The Innovator‟s DNA
(Dyer, Gregersen, & Christensen, 2009)


Innovative entrepreneurs have something called creative intelligence, which enables
discovery ye differs from other types of intelligence. It is more than the cognitive skill of
begin right-brained. Innovators engage both sides of the brain as they leverage the five
discovery skills to create new ideas.



Five Discovery Skills:
o Associating.
o Questioning.
o Observing.
o Experimenting.
o Networking.



Spend 15 – 30 minutes each day wringing down 10 new question that challenge the status
quo in your company.

Assessing Innovation Metrics
("Innovation Metrics", 2008)


2008 McKinsey study of 1,075 C-Level or other senior executives representing a range of
industries.



How important is innovation on the strategic agenda. 14% tip priority.



16% of executive respondents say their companies don‟t formally assess innovations at all.



Types of innovation companies pursue:
o 71% product.
o 65% service.
o 62% process.
o 51% business model.
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Assessing Innovation Metrics – Continued
("Innovation Metrics", 2008)


Top 10 Outcome metrics from 633 respondents:
o 16% Revenue growth from new products or services.
o 13% Customer satisfaction with new products or services.
o 10% Number of ideas in the pipeline.
o 8 % R&D spending as a percentage of sales.
o 8% Percentage of sales from new products/service in given time period.
o 8% Number of new products and services launched.
o 6% Return on investment (ROI) in new products and services.
o 6% Number of R&D projects.
o 4% Number of people actively devoted to innovation.
o 4% Profit from due to new products and services.



“Nearly 40 percent of executives disagree to some extent with the statement that innovation
metrics are aligned with individual performance incentives.

The Customer-Centered Innovation Map
(Bettencourt & Ulwick, 2008)


The goal of creating a job map is not to find out how the customer is executing a job – that
only generates maps of existing activities and solutions. Instead the aim is to discover what
the customer is trying to get done at different points in executing a job and what must happen
at each juncture in order for the job to be carried out successfully.



Questions to ask:
o What points of inefficiency, wasted time, variability, or customer struggle?
o What does the ideal output look like?
o Do some customers struggle more than others?
o Do customers rely upon multiple solutions to get the job done?
o Can certain steps or inputs be eliminated?
o Does the customer need to execute certain functions and can things be automated?
o How may trends affect the way this job will be executed in the future?
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Imitation is More Valuable Than Innovation
(Shenkar, 2010)


A study found of 34 of 48 innovations were copied (3/4).



97.8% of the value of innovations goes to imitators.



Imitators often overshadow innovators:

o Innovator White Castle and imitators McDonalds.
o Innovator Dinners Club and imitators Visa, MasterCard, and American Express.
o Innovator Saehan MPMan and imitators Apple iPOD.

Cognitive Fitness
(Gilkey & Kilts, 2007)


Experience makes the brain grow through observation and indirect experience.



Working hard to play can increase our capacity to imagine and invent.



Stifling play may decrease brainpower the same way deprived or abusive environments affect
children in failing-to-thrive syndrome.



Searching for patterns can help make sense of a rapidly changing business environment.



Seek novelty and innovation can help us see opportunity in the direst situations.



Brain exercises:
o Manage by walking about (seek out unfamiliar territory).
o Read funny books (humor promotes insight).
o Play games (challenge the left hemisphere of the brain).
o Act out (improvisation is your inner actor).
o Find what you‟re not learning (identify questions you‟re not asking and pursue different
topics/books).
o Get the most out of business trips (increase cultural intelligence).
o Take notes and then go back and read them (jot down ideas in a book).
o Try new technologies (activate the combination of the auditory, visual, and tactile networks
with your limbic system and prefrontal cortex).
o Learn a new language or instrument (develops mental athleticism).
o Exercise (cardiovascular and strength training).
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Innovation in Turbulent Times
(Rigby, Gruver, & Allen, 2009)


Left hemisphere is better at processing language, logic, numbers, sequential ordering, and
linear functions. It does well in mathematics, reading, planning, scheduling, and organizing.



The right brain specializes in nonverbal ideation and holistic synthesizing. It is better at
handling images, music, colors, and patterns. Right brain processing happens quickly, in
non-sequential fashion.



Almost nothing in people‟s heads is processed solely by one hemisphere; both contribute to
nearly everything even though most people will think in ways that we can characterize them
as right or left brain.



May companies allow left-brain analytic types to approve ideas at various stages of the
innovation process. This is a cardinal error.



Uncreative people have an annoying tendency to kill good ideas, encourage bad ones, and
demand multiple rounds of “improvement.”



Paired for innovation:
o Hewlett-Packard: Both trained as engineers, but Packard became the executive leader and
Hewlett supplied the engineering spark.
o Perfumes Chanel: Perfume legend Coco Chanel teamed up with Wertheimer to provide
business discipline to her fledgling enterprise.
o Pixar: Creative tension between the producer Walker and director Bird sharpens movies.

Innovators
(Cohn, Katzenbach, & Vlak, 2008)


The best innovators have very strong cognitive skills, including excellent analytic skills.
They are socially aware of their surroundings at all times, are persuasive and often charming.



Provide multiple mentors for developing innovative talent that educate innovators on the
people they will likely encounter and interactions they will have.



Foster peer networks because peers will share information with one another that they might
not reveal to a mentor.



Replant innovators in the middle of the organization to become innovation hubs with
autonomy to influence across the organization.
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Create Three Distinct Career Paths for Innovators
(O‟Conner, Corbett, & Pierantozzi, 2009)


Entry level skills:
o Discovery: Scientific and technical acumen, systems thinking, link science and market
opportunities, network development skills, manage ambiguity, and handle rejection.
o Incubation: Create a new business, manage ambiguity, assimilate new information and
change direction, resource identification, and manage organizational expectations.
o Acceleration: Traditional functional skills, both agile and disciplined, and operate on a
cross functional team.



Breakthrough innovation consists of three phases:
o Discovery: Creating or identifying high-impact market opportunities.
o Incubation: Experimenting with technology and business concepts to design a viable model
for new businesses.
o Acceleration: Developing a business until it can stand on its own.



Typical activities:
o Discovery: Bench sciences, feasibility studies, opportunity generation.
o Incubation: Experiment, develop technology toward application, work with customers, and
analyze the economics of the business.
o Acceleration: Invest in infrastructure, develop repeatable processes, develop managerial
talent, manage relationships with mainstream organization.
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How Pixar Fosters Collective Creativity
(Catmull, 2008)


“The view that good ideas are rarer and more valuable than good people is rooted in a
misconception of creativity.”



“If you give a good idea to a mediocre team, they‟ll screw it up. But if you give a mediocre
idea to a great team, they‟ll make it work.



“Managers need to learn that it‟s OK to walk into a meeting and be surprised.”



Pixar‟s Operating Principles:
o Everyone must have the freedom to communicate with anyone.
o It must be safe to offer ideas.
o We must stay close to innovations happening in the academic community.



Conduct postmortems and ask for five things they would do again and five things they
wouldn‟t repeat.



Embrace change so new comers (fresh blood) are welcomed and not threatened.
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Appendix
C. Survey Instrument Invitation and Questions
Survey Invitation:
From: ASQ [mailto:listmanager@e.asq.org]
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2010 12:48 PM
To: <Recipient>
Subject: Reminder: share your opinion about innovation and quality
If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view.

This message is brought to you by ASQ.

Is innovation part of the quality sciences?
If you have already participated in this study, we would like to thank you for
your time and feedback. If you have not yet participated, we would like to
rd
remind you to share your opinions by November 3 .

Take the Survey >

Please help ASQ answer 18 key questions that will help us measure the maturity and critical success factors
for innovation. As a senior or fellow member of the society, your point of view will inform our perspective on
innovation.
Results will be reported in Quality Progress magazine.
If you have trouble opening the survey, please copy and paste the following link into your web browser:
http://asq.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_bO8dpa3ZrqcL5L6.

To update your contact information, or if you have questions for ASQ (American Society for Quality), please email
help@asq.org.
ASQ’s Customer Care Center:
E-Mail: help@asq.org
Phone: North America: 800-248-1946 (United States and Canada only)
Mexico: 001-800-514-1564
All other locations: +1-414-272-8575
Fax:
414-272-1734
Mail:
ASQ
600 N. Plankinton Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53203, USA
To unsubscribe, please click here.
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Survey Instrument Questions:
Your Experience With Innovation
Q1. Which best describes your primary industry?









Manufacturing (1)
Service (2)
Healthcare (3)
Education (4)
Government (Federal and State) (5)
Not-for-Profit (6)
Software (7)
Other (please specify) (8) ____________________
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Q2. In which country do
you reside?







































Afghanistan (1)
Albania (2)
Algeria (3)
Andorra (4)
Angola (5)
Antigua and Barbuda (6)
Argentina (7)
Armenia (8)
Australia (9)
Austria (10)
Azerbaijan (11)
Bahamas (12)
Bahrain (13)
Bangladesh (14)
Barbados (15)
Belarus (16)
Belgium (17)
Belize (18)
Benin (19)
Bhutan (20)
Bolivia (21)
Bosnia and Herzegovina
(22)
Botswana (23)
Brazil (24)
Brunei Darussalam (25)
Bulgaria (26)
Burkina Faso (27)
Burundi (28)
Cambodia (29)
Cameroon (30)
Canada (31)
Cape Verde (32)
Central African Republic
(33)
Chad (34)
Chile (35)
China (36)
Colombia (37)
Comoros (38)

 Congo, Republic of the...
(39)
 Costa Rica (40)
 Côte d'Ivoire (41)
 Croatia (42)
 Cuba (43)
 Cyprus (44)
 Czech Republic (45)
 Democratic People's
Republic of Korea (46)
 Democratic Republic of
the Congo (47)
 Denmark (48)
 Djibouti (49)
 Dominica (50)
 Dominican Republic (51)
 Ecuador (52)
 Egypt (53)
 El Salvador (54)
 Equatorial Guinea (55)
 Eritrea (56)
 Estonia (57)
 Ethiopia (58)
 Fiji (59)
 Finland (60)
 France (61)
 Gabon (62)
 Gambia (63)
 Georgia (64)
 Germany (65)
 Ghana (66)
 Greece (67)
 Grenada (68)
 Guatemala (69)
 Guinea (70)
 Guinea-Bissau (71)
 Guyana (72)
 Haiti (73)
 Honduras (74)
 Hong Kong (S.A.R.) (75)
 Hungary (76)
 Iceland (77)

 India (78)
 Indonesia (79)
 Iran, Islamic Republic
of... (80)
 Iraq (81)
 Ireland (82)
 Israel (83)
 Italy (84)
 Jamaica (85)
 Japan (86)
 Jordan (87)
 Kazakhstan (88)
 Kenya (89)
 Kiribati (90)
 Kuwait (91)
 Kyrgyzstan (92)
 Lao People's Democratic
Republic (93)
 Latvia (94)
 Lebanon (95)
 Lesotho (96)
 Liberia (97)
 Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
(98)
 Liechtenstein (99)
 Lithuania (100)
 Luxembourg (101)
 Madagascar (102)
 Malawi (103)
 Malaysia (104)
 Maldives (105)
 Mali (106)
 Malta (107)
 Marshall Islands (108)
 Mauritania (109)
 Mauritius (110)
 Mexico (111)
 Micronesia, Federated
States of... (112)
 Monaco (113)
 Mongolia (114)
 Montenegro (115)
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Morocco (116)
Mozambique (117)
Myanmar (118)
Namibia (119)
Nauru (120)
Nepal (121)
Netherlands (122)
New Zealand (123)
Nicaragua (124)
Niger (125)
Nigeria (126)
Norway (127)
Oman (128)
Pakistan (129)
Palau (130)
Panama (131)
Papua New Guinea (132)
Paraguay (133)
Peru (134)
Philippines (135)
Poland (136)
Portugal (137)
Qatar (138)
Republic of Korea (139)
Republic of Moldova
(140)
Romania (141)
Russian Federation (142)
Rwanda (143)
Saint Kitts and Nevis
(144)
Saint Lucia (145)
Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines (146)
Samoa (147)
San Marino (148)
Sao Tome and Principe
(149)
Saudi Arabia (150)
Senegal (151)
Serbia (152)
Seychelles (153)





































Sierra Leone (154)
Singapore (155)
Slovakia (156)
Slovenia (157)
Solomon Islands (158)
Somalia (159)
South Africa (160)
Spain (161)
Sri Lanka (162)
Sudan (163)
Suriname (164)
Swaziland (165)
Sweden (166)
Switzerland (167)
Syrian Arab Republic
(168)
Tajikistan (169)
Thailand (170)
The former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia
(171)
Timor-Leste (172)
Togo (173)
Tonga (174)
Trinidad and Tobago
(175)
Tunisia (176)
Turkey (177)
Turkmenistan (178)
Tuvalu (179)
Uganda (180)
Ukraine (181)
United Arab Emirates
(182)
United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern
Ireland (183)
United Republic of
Tanzania (184)
United States of America
(185)
Uruguay (186)
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 Uzbekistan (187)
 Vanuatu (188)
 Venezuela, Bolivarian
Republic of... (189)
 Viet Nam (190)
 Yemen (191)
 Zambia (192)
 Zimbabwe (193)
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Q3. What is your level of understanding of innovation concepts, methods, and tools?







Thought-Leader Profound understanding (1)
Expert Comprehensive understanding (2)
Practitioner Basic understanding (3)
Novice Partial understanding (4)
None (5)
No Opinion (6)

Q4. How often do you apply, teach, consult, or oversee the application of innovation concepts,
methods, or tools?







High Frequency Daily or =>365 days a year (14)
Very Frequent Weekly or =>52 times a year (15)
Moderate Frequency Monthly or =>12 times a year (16)
Infrequent Quarterly or = (17)
None (18)
No Opinion (19)

Your Perspective on Innovation
Q5. What is the maturity of innovation concepts, methods, and tools?
 Highly Mature No gaps in theory or application (marginal opportunity to enhance the body of
knowledge) (1)
 Mature Only a few minor gaps in theory and application (well-defined and organized body of
knowledge) (2)
 Moderately Mature Numerous gaps in theory and application (early stages of organizing concepts
within a unified body of knowledge) (3)
 Immature Major gaps in theory and application (incomplete definitions, fragmented frameworks,
and unlinked concepts) (4)
 Non-Existent No known definitions, theory, or application of concepts) (5)
 No Opinion (6)
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Q6. To what degree are innovation concepts, methods, and tools reflected in the quality
sciences?






Highly reflected in ASQ body of knowledge (1)
Moderately reflected in ASQ body of knowledge (2)
Minimally reflected in ASQ body of knowledge (3)
Not reflected in ASQ body of knowledge (4)
No Opinion (5)

Q7. Do you view innovation and improvement as synonymous, related, or different concepts?





Synonymous Identical concepts (1)
Related Similar but not identical concepts (2)
Different Unique concepts (3)
No Opinion (4)

Q8. Please rate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statement: Similar to
disciplines such as Six Sigma, innovation be treated as a unique discipline, with separate
concepts, methods, and tools.







Strongly Agree Separate discipline (1)
Agree (2)
Neutral (3)
Disagree (4)
Strongly Disagree Not a separate discipline (5)
No Opinion (6)

Q9. Are innovation outcomes more dependent upon people's natural born talent (nature) or
systematic processes (nurture)?







All Nature (People) (1)
More Nature (People)& Some Nurture (Process) (2)
Equal Nature (People)& Equal Nurture (Process) (3)
More Nurture (Process)& Some Nature (People) (4)
All Nurture (Process) (5)
No Opinion (6)
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Organizational Point of View From your experience, both inside and outside your organization,
what you have observed?
Q10. What is the general level of understanding of innovation concepts, methods, and tools?






High level of understanding (1)
Moderate level of understanding (2)
Minimal level of understanding (3)
No level of understanding (4)
No Opinion (5)

Q11. What is the general level of investment for innovation infrastructure and projects to include
staffing, training, enabling systems, and technology?






High level of investment (1)
Moderate level of investment (2)
Minimal level of investment (3)
No level of Investment (4)
No Opinion (5)

Q12. What is the general commitment of senior Leadership (CEO, COO, CFO level)
commitment and belief that innovation is a critical part of the business strategy?







Strongly Agree Very high level of commitment (1)
Agree (2)
Neutral (3)
Disagree (4)
Strongly Disagree Very low level of commitment (5)
No Opinion (6)

Q13. What is the general utilization of metrics for managing the innovation process and
evaluating results? Note: Do not answer if you do not have an opinion.







Most organizations use a robust range of both leading indicators and lagging results measures. (1)
Mostly lagging results measures and some leading indicators. (2)
Mostly leading indicators and some lagging results measures. (3)
Some lagging results measures and no leading indicators. (4)
Some leading indicators and no lagging results measures. (5)
No lagging results measures and no leading indicators. (6)

THESIS: SERVICE INNOVATION FRAMEWORK
Professional Point of View Please answer the next set of questions based on what you have
concluded.
Q14. Select the 10 most critical success factors for enabling innovation.




















Capabilities (workforce talent, training, and experience) (1)
Capacity (human resources and available time) (2)
Collaboration (open and wide networks) (3)
Culture (employee attitudes and participation) (4)
Investment (financial resources) (5)
Language (common definition and framework) (6)
Metrics (leading indicators and result measures) (7)
Motivation (incentives and recognition) (8)
Perspective (holistic view of innovation from incremental to disruptive) (9)
Portfolio (prioritizing projects and eliminating marginal ideas) (10)
Priority (imperative or burning platform for change) (11)
Process (effective methods and tools) (12)
Scope (defining the problem or opportunity) (13)
Senior leadership support (advocacy for risk and long-term results) (14)
Strategy (alignment to profitable growth and business goals) (15)
Other (16) ____________________
Other (17) ____________________
Other (18) ____________________
Other (19) ____________________
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Q15 Sources for Innovation and Idea Generation Q15. Select the most important methods and
tools in the innovation process. Please select up to 3 methods and tools.















Benchmarking (1)
Brainstorming and Brainwriting (2)
Competitive Analysis (3)
Customer Feedback/Voice of the Customer (customer interviews, surveys, and focus groups) (4)
Customer Insights (observation, ethnography, and empathetic observation) (5)
Divergent and Tangent Thinking (6)
Employee Idea and Suggestion Systems (7)
pen Innovation Networks (employees, customers, suppliers, and partners) (8)
Research and Development (innovation incubators, innovation labs, skunk works) (9)
Trade and Industry Information (10)
Other (16) ____________________
Other (17) ____________________
Other (18) ____________________
Other (19) ____________________

Q16 Analytical and Statistical Methods: Q16. Select the most important methods and tools in
the innovation process. Please select up to 3 methods and tools.















Characterization (process/value mapping, heuristic redefinition, framing, and SIPOC) (1)
Conjoint Analysis (2)
Decision Criteria and Matrices (design scorecards and Pugh matrix) (3)
Design of Experiments and Taguchi Method (4)
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (5)
Process Capability (6)
Relationship Diagrams (cause & effect, affinity, KJ method, and concept tree) (7)
Risk Mitigation matrix and Plans (8)
Six-hats Thinking (9)
TRIZ (10)
Other (16) ____________________
Other (17) ____________________
Other (18) ____________________
Other (19) ____________________
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Q17 Design and Process Management: Q17. Select the most important methods and tools in the
innovation process. Please select up to 3 methods and tools.















Axiomatic Design (1)
Blitz Sessions (Kaizen workshops and GE work-out events) (2)
Change Management (design for implementation and culture) (3)
D4 Road Map (define, discover, develop, and demonstrate) (4)
Design for Six Sigma (define, measure, analyze, design, optimize, deploy, and verify) (5)
Design Modeling (concepting, prototyping, and rapid prototyping) (6)
Design Testing and Pilots (7)
Phase Gate Process/Stage Gate Process (ideation, concept, feasibility, development, launch, post
launch) (8)
Project Management (charters, project scopes, milestones, action plans, communication tools, and
review process) (9)
Quality Function Deployment (10)
Other (16) ____________________
Other (17) ____________________
Other (18) ____________________
Other (19) ____________________

Q18. List up to three companies that, in your opinion, are benchmarks for innovation.
Company Name: (1)
Company Name: (2)
Company Name: (3)

Q24 Thank you for your time and feedback! Please click &quot;Submit&quot; to send your
responses to us.
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